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EIA Looks
Into DAB

WCBS Embroiled in EBS Furor

by John Gatski

NEW YORK WCBS AM and FM, the
CBS network's flagship stations in Manhattan, are embroiled in a controversy
over their failure to relay emergency
information about Hurricane Bob to
other stations participating in the Emergency Broadcast System (EBS).
The network has admitted that its

WASHINGTON Getting ajump on
the NAB and other broadcast-related
organizations, the Electronic Industries Association (EIA) has formed a
subcommittee to "direct development
of aunified digital audio radio (DAR)
technical system!'
According to ElAs Consumer Electronics Group VP Gary Shapiro, the
subcommittee will centralize DAR
(EIAs acronym for DAB) technical
analysis, conduct testing of DAB systems now being proposed and select
asystem for standardization. The subcommittee was scheduled to have its
first meeting Oct. 18 in Washington.
'We do have expertise" in standards
setting, Shapiro said, referring to the
M'I'S stereo standard that was adopted
for television in the mid-1980s, and
many other audio standards developed over the years by EIA.
Shapiro said the subcommittee will
have abudget and atimetable for testing digital broadcasting systems.
Shapiro speculated that the subcommittee would also take into consideration satellite and cable broadcasting of digital audio, but he said
the details have yet to be worked out.
Systems testing could be similar to
MTS stereo with the EIA setting the
guidelines-, but contracting to an outside laboratory. That has not been
decided yet, according to Shapiro.
In terms of input from other organizations that are interested in DAB,
Shapiro said"the NAB has been contacted."
Subcommittee Chairman Randall
Brunts of Delco said, "there is aneed
to centralize DAR (DAB) activities under acommon, objective umbrella. I
hope that other industry segments
will support the subcommittee's
work."
The NAB has been an early proponent of over-the-air DAB, initially
pushing for the out-of-band European Eureka 147 system. Recently,
however, the NAB has softened its
stance on in-band FM systems.
Because of the newness of the technology and the rapidly increasing
number of digital audio broadcasting
systems being proposed, Shapiro
said selection of a system will take
some time, but he does not believe it
will take as long as the high definition
television broadcasting system selection process that has been underway
since the late 1980s.

by Frank Beacham

AM used pre-recorded attention signal
tones during EBS announcements on
Aug. 19—the day the hurricane moved
toward Long Island. WCBS-FM chose
not to participate in the emergency network at all that day, but did not notify
other stations dependent upon its emergency signal.
The controversy, which has resulted
in the resignation of the vice chairman

Here Comes the Sun:
Construction begins on KTAO, a solar- powered station
in New Mexico. For details, see page 30.

Firms Start
Talks on
Digital I/0s
by Alex Zavistovich
SAN FRANCISCO Broadcast equipment manufacturers have taken the first
step in developing a broadcast-specific
standard for interconnection of digital
equipment.
A quickly-convened meeting of manufacturers was held at the King George
Hotel Friday, Sept. 13, during the NAB's
Radio 1991 convention here.
Spearheaded by Harris' Bob Weirather,
the meeting also included representatives
from QE!, TFT, MacroMedia, Orban, Greg
Labs, BE, Gentner, AKG, Otan, Dolby,
Prophet Systems, 360 Systems, Antex and
C&C Systems.
While avariety of concerns were raised
during this first meeting, by the end, two
main areas of standardization were decided—file interchange for studio-oriented
gear and composite baseband RE A second meeting was tentatively scheduled to
(continued on page 9)

of New York's EBS oversight committee, once again bolstered criticism that
the traditional broadcast emergency
warning system is prone to failure during an actual emergency
WCBS AM and FM are both CPCS-1
stations (Common Program Control Station #/) under New York's EBS plan.
This means both stations have accepted
responsibility to relay emergency information along achain to other stations,
which monitor their signals and await
their transmission of art emergency activation tone, according to EBS guidelines.
The controversy began to unfold in
late August when New York's Newsday newspaper reported that New York
State Emergency Communications
Committee Vice Chairman John W. Nelsen, had dropped WCBS-AM from the
state's EBS system as a result of the
Aug. 19 incident.
Dropped, then reinstated
At the time, Nelson said he also
would recommend to the FCC that
WCBS be dropped from the national
EBS plan.
Following the Newsday article, Nelsen
said he was told to stop making public
statements about the WCBS incident by
(continued on page 7)
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EEPA
Seminar Slated
NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J. The
Electromagnetic Energy Policy

Alliance (EEPA), in conjunction
with Rutgers University, will
conduct its fourth annual short
course, Oct. 16-18, on management of electromagnetic energy
hazards.
The course will be held on

Rutgers' Cook College Campus
and will instruct attendees on
what scientific research has
found about the effects of electromagnetic energy, including
RF radiation, on humans.
Speakers will include consultant Richard Tell, president of
Richard Tell Associates; Ronald
Peterson, AT&T Bell Laboratories; David McCallum, Colum-

bia University; and noted RF
researcher Eleanor Adair, John
B. Pierce Foundation Laboratory.
For more information, call
908-932-9271.

200 station affiliates by early
1992. ESPN will produce the
programming; ABC plans to sell
the service. The network is not
planning to carry live or taped
sports events.

ESPN Radio
Network to Debut

"Hot Country"
via SEDAT

NEW YORK The ESPN Radio
Network will make its on-air debut in January. The joint ABCESPN venture will feature
weekend broadcasts of sports
news and commentaries.
The ventures hopes to garner

ATLANTA Unistar Radio Network is the first IDB Communications Group customer to convert to Scientific Atlanta's
SEDAT digital audio transmission system.
On Jan. 1, Unistar will trans-
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mit its 24-hour live satellite
broadcast of the "Hot Country"
format to subscriber stations via
the SEDAT system. Unistar has
been using Scientific Atlanta's
DATS system.
The major radio networks
converted to SEDAT from Scientific Atlanta's DATS system last
summer.

New VOA
Director Named
WASHINGTON

Charles

"Chase" Graves Untermyer has
been named new associate

director of broadcasting for the
United States InformatioK
Agency and director of the Voice
of America (VOA).
Untermeyer, 45, succeeds
Richard Carlson. He will oversee Radio Marti, TV Marti, and
USIAs Film and TV Service
(WORLDNET). Previously, Untermyer served as President
Bush's White House director of
personnel and as assistant to
the president.

NAB Urges Relaxation
Of Ownership Rules
WASHINGTON The NAB
continues to urge the FCC to
ease ownership rules for group
ownership of radio stations in
order to "give greater clarity to
time brokerage and joint venture rules."
The association's statements
echo earlier support for an FCC
proposal to relax the ownership
rules. "Easing the restrictions
would likely provide better
diversity and not impede
minority ownership," the NAB
said.
Opponents of relaxing the
ownership rules believe such a
move would have the opposite
effect because it would create a
monopoly by group owners
and would stymie diversified
programming.
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RBDS Group Tackles Codes, AM
by Judith Gross
SAN FRANCISCO A group trying to
standardize codes for a U.S. Radio
Broadcast Data System (RBDS) needs
more input from the industry on how to
identify stations.
In addition, the RBDS subcommittee of
the NRSC wants to begin efforts toward a
system for AM stations as well as FM.
NRSC Chairman Charlie Morgan said
that at the group's meeting during the Radio 1991 show here, members voted to get
input and proposals on an AM system.
To date, the RBDS (it is called RDS in
Europe) system has been proposed only
for FM. It uses astation's 57 kHz subcarrier to identify stations and help listeners
tune to their desired format. It can also
switch automatically to alternate frequencies and can be employed for emergency
alerting.
A system for AM has not been developed, and there are concerns that it may
not be compatible with AM stereo systems, according to questions raised during asession on RBDS at Radio 1991.
But in seeking AM proposals, Morgan
emphasized that the work toward asystem for FM would continue. "Ido not believe we should hold up an FM system for
AM," he said.
The committee is also tackling the
thorny issue of format codes. While station calls have been identified through a

numerical formula, a station has the
chance to identify its music programming
by selecting aPTY code.
Three coding options
Originally 29 codes, with titles like
"country" "classic rock," "jazz" and "light"
had been identified. Now the NRSC is
proposing three options.
Option A is ashorter list consisting of
nine PTY codes. Option Bwould break it
down further into 20 codes, while Option
C would delete the feature from the U.S.
standard entirely. '
Morgan said more information was
needed. "We want to look at the effects of
the PTY codes, the switching between
them, and get more input, especially from
station managers;' Morgan said.
He added that the problem with choosing PTY codes was that stations would feel
them to be either too narrow in more diverse formats or too broad in highly competitive markets where there are only
slight nuances between formats.
Another question remaining before an
RBDS standard can become final is how
compatible an already installed paging
network operated by Cue Paging is with
the RBDS standard.
First tests work
Cue Paging originally proposed a
modification to the European standard
that would accommodate its network, but

agroup of receiver manufacturers was
concerned about compatibility.
Cue Paging President Gordon Kaiser
reported that tests done this summer
showed that the paging system would be
compatible with RBDS. "We were confident all along that it would work;' Kaiser
said.
Terry Beale, representing Delco, confirmed that the paging system had
functioned well when it came to the program service feature which identifies
call letters. "Our tests showed that it
would work on some radios;' Beale
noted, but he said more tests would

have to be done.
"We still need to test the PTY code and
AF (alternate frequency) switching functions;' Beale said. He noted that the tests
should be done this fall and the results
presented at the committee's meeting
during the winter CES show.
Kaiser said Cue was confident about the
next round of tests. "In theory, all features
should be the same. If one works, the
others should. The radio doesn't distinguish between features;' he noted.
Morgan said that the committee hopes
to have adraft standard for RBDS ready
by next April.
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Sights and Sounds of Radio '91
by Judith Gross
SAN FRANCISCO I'm not going to tell
you where Ileft my heart ... you know
that already. Not abad Radio 1991 show,
all in all, despite some of the heavy feeling
in the air due to the economy. No doubt
about it, the stations are feeling it. But
staying alive nonetheless.
Some of the digital gizmos we saw
peeking their heads out at the spring
show: processors from Cutting Edge and
Gentner, store and play from lit and
Fidelipac, and workstations-with-a-radiobent from Wheatstone and Arrakis were
ready for prime time.
Too bad that some of the technical and
non-technical scheduling presented

dilemmas for conventioneers. F'rinstance
... why did they have to schedule the
heavy-duty session on HLTs (
highly
leveraged transactions) right across the
hall from and at the same time as the one
on RBDS (
Radio Broadcast Data
System)?
Then there was the AMAX campaign.
Finally, something for those concerned
about AM improvement to get excited
over, but whoops! It followed too closely on Mario's fireside chat. The Governor of New York is atough act to follow
(ask former NYC mayor Ed Koch) even
if he isn't running for President.
But enough grousing for now. On the
high side, the DAB bus demo of Eureka
147 was amarked improvement on the
over-scripted dog-and-pony show we
got treated to in Vegas.
There were more A-B comparisons,
thank you, and darned if the (unprocessed) digital signal didn't sound fuller

and cleaner than the
FM, which, because
of the lay of the land,
was usually multipathridden and suffered
from receiver blending.
'Course, it still wasn't
up at L-band frequencies. That should come
later. Maybe at next
spring's NAB show. Or
will it? We'll have to see
if the Air Force parts
with any L-band for
DAB first, no doubt.
Mass transit, Bay-style
And this time, on the
bus route, the gap filler was more than extended-band or new spectrum DAB.
just window-dressing. It was actually
Can't seem to come up with acatchy acneeded for one block of the ride. But I ronym for that last one. How 'bout NEB,
wish we'd gone higher up some of those for "new-expanded-band?" If you can do
wonderful San Francisco hills.
me one better on that one, fax it to me.
Not just because it would have made
Well, the Eureka folks seem to be saythe multipath reduction more dramat- ing that in-band, or even narrow band is
ic, mind you. Iwould have loved to see a formidable challenge, and who
how the big cruiser negotiates those wouldn't agree? You got your basic capture
nose-bleed inducing streets.
problem, adjacent channel interference
Controversies flared up over the and multipath mitigation to solve.
NAB's desire to have Eureka work on a
The IRTX's Dr. Georg Plenge called for
"narrow-band" if not actual "in-band'
acooperative group of all in-band proposystem. Entercom's Joe Field said NAB's nents, under the direction of the NAB, to
continued negotiations with the Europe- work together to solve these problems.
ans still looked alot like aconflict of
Whoa, now. Isn't NAB still negotiating
interest.
aroyalty/licensing arrangement with EuJoe's DAB session, by the way, was in- reka 147? And didn't they just ask Eureka
terrupted by alive radio chat from Presi- to develop anarrow-band DAB on the FM
dent Bush. He and NAB's Eddie Fritts band, effectively placing them squarely in
exchanged some pleasantries from the competition with U.S. companies (USA
session room.
Digital, ADR, Mercury Digital, DATA et.
And we've got afew new acronyms for al) attempting to do the same thing?
you as aresult of these DAB sessions.
Might this be acase of "You show me
How about: IBOC, for in-band, on-chan- yours and I'll show you mine?" OK, but
nel, which alot of broadcasters like Ode- you first, right?
neal favor because it won't disrupt things
Iwould think aU.S. developer of DAB
so much. The Acorn folks said they've would not be too anxious to rush into such
found away to do it, but will show no a cooperative arrangement. First let's
DAB before its time. Expect it in the figure out who has the most to gain from
spring.
whom.
Then, may Isuggest, IBAC, for in-band,
Then there was Ted Schober's emotionadjacent channel? Which several broad- al plea to engineers attending the Digital
casters and the NAB's John Abel point Radio Seminar to oppose the quest for Lout carries many of the same problems as band and the attempts by NAB to get too
NB, or new band, also known as closely aligned (
Ibelieve his exact words

ARC- 16

were "in bed with") one particular system.
Ted's point, unfortunately lost in the
fact that atechnical session may not have
been the most receptive environment for
such afar-reaching exhortation, was that
some smaller private developers trying to
fund and gather support for their systems
are perhaps being hurt by the impression
that NAB's endorsement of Eureka has
pre-decided the outcome of the DAB
horse race.
Oh well, it was Friday the 13th. And
would whomever made off with my Jason
mask please return it? Idon't want to wake
up some night and see aknife hovering
over my bed. Then again, maybe it was
that DAB fiend from the "Fiend or Foe"
session in Vegas.
OK, in case you didn't make it to the
show . . . or even if you did and spent too
much time inside the convention
center ... here's my favorite street ride
(yeah, they do go halfway to the stars).
And here's afew furry friends out on
the wharf expressing their points of view

on DAB. Their exact quote is "Ark, ark,
ark, ark, ark."
And about my heart . . . Ibelieve you'll
find it somewhere between North Beach
and the Bay. Maybe Vesuvios, near Jack
Kerouac Alley Or try Mel's Diner.
Have ajuicy tidbit, wisecrack, rumor, innuendo or something silly to say? Spill those guts
out to Earwaves by faxing 1G at
703-998-2966, writing to PO Box 1214, Falls
Church VA 22041, calling 703-998-7600, or
whispering to the wind. Maybe there's an RW
mug in your future.
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If you have comments for Radio World, call us at 800-336-3045 or send aletter to Readers'
Forum (Radio World, Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox #302-7776). All
letters received become the property of Radio World, to be used at our discretion and
as space permits.

A buss is a bus
Dear RW,
It's annoying to see a trade publication consistently perpetuating a common misspelling of a technical term.
The electrical/electronic circuit serving as a common source or common
destination is a bus, not a buss. Check
IEEE references.
A "buss" is akiss; "buss" is aregistered trademark of the Bussmann
Manufacturing Co. for some of their
fuse products.
Like a street bus, an electrical bus
is a facility that accepts "riders" (signals) from avariety of possible sources
and carries them to avariety of possible destinations. It has nothing to do
with kisses and is not a fuse. It's a
bus. Let's not encourage awhole generation of radio technicians to believe
otherwise.
R.H. Coddington
Richmond, Va.
Editor's note: Actually, the term describing a point in a circuit where a number
of connections come together is written as
"buss" in avariety of reference books (most
notably "The Mechanics of Sound Record-
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ing," by Tony Zaza).
Mr. Coddington is correct, however.
"Bus" with a single "s" is the only
accepted spelling of the word as listed
in the IEEE's "Standard Dictionary of
Electrical and Electronics Terms," 4th edition. (By the way, "bus" is also the spelling preferred in
the Radio Shack
dictionary—another electronics
heavyweight.)
Because it must be conceded that the
IEEE's spelling of English terms relating
to electronics is the definitive one, RW will
henceforth also adopt the spelling "bus."
We will, however, continue to use "busses"
in the plural, in accordance with grammatical conventions. Apologies to all who
might have been led astray by us in this
matter.
Importance of labeling tape
Dear RW,
Bruce Bartlett's tips on audio recording are good, and they remind me of
aproblem that has probably happened
to everybody—the erasure of a master
tape.
That happened to me once, and I
vowed it would never happen to me
again. Now Iam in aposition of coaching production room personnel and I
always direct them to label the tapes
immediately. The tapes without labels
all look alike, so a label can make a
big difference.
We also recycle tape that has been
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Amid the excitement of the NAB's Radio show, one moment of clear thinking shone
through—afirst step toward anational broadcast-specific digital interconnection standard.
Equipment manufacturers are to be commended for taking this step, which will put
digital technology for radio on more solid ground.
Some may say that ade facto standard for pro audio digital I/Os already exists—
the AES/EBU standard is widely accepted the world over for connecting one piece
of studio gear to another. There are, however, numerous others in the running (such
as the Sony-Philips format and even proprietary interfaces) that serve to complicate
the issue.
What's more, none of these pro audio "standards" really addresses the problems
on the RF side of the issue. As more companies take the plunge into digital, broadcasters
need to be assured that the system components they are piecing together will be able
to speak to each other without having to convert back to analog several times along the
way.
From the attendance at this first meeting,
it was clear that the problem is taken seriously by all facets of the equipment industry. Comments from those in attendance
supported asolution that would be quick in coming and would mean an improvement for the industry rather than merely astatus quo.
What was left undecided, however, was whether the industry should seek the endorsement of the NAB or some other trade association once astandard has been
framed.
Such an endorsement would be worthwhile to pursue. Even though the equipment
manufacturers are clearly well-intentioned, there are legalities involved in the writing and implementation of astandard that may be handled more ably by agroup with
atrack record of such work. Whether it is the NAB, BA or other association, affiliation with aprofessional group could add credibility to the standard—and ensure the
necessary legalities are followed in its creation.
A broadcast-specific digital interface standard has been along time in coming, and
represents apositive step for radio in general; it indicates awillingness to cooperate
for the greater good of the industry.
Manufacturers who heard about this meeting too late to attend should contact Bob
Weirather of Harris Corporation to learn more. It is in everyone's best interest to contribute to the effort, and help guide us all into the new era of digital technology.
—RW

Digital 110
Meeting Is
Good Idea

used once or twice before. Isuggest
recording a second tape as a backup
whenever used tape is in use, because
that could have saved me alot of grief
afew years back. At that time Igrabbed
a tape that had a flag in it (a piece
of paper that previously marked acue
in the tape) but the flag turned out
to be a label, with a sticky side, that

did not fall away as expected. Ihad
to do some fancy editing to get around
that one!
We seem to have to learn things the
hard way. Iguess it started way back
with Adam and Eve.
Ronald R. Cone, chief operator
WGN
Chicago, Ill.

&B and Dream Could Be NAB's Curse
by William K. Keane
WASHINGTON For over 20 years the
aerospace industry has utilized L-band
radio spectrum ( 1.5 GHz) for flight testing aircraft and missiles. Industry and
government have invested over abillion
dollars in facilities designed to carry out
this test function. Thus, the Aerospace
and Flight Test Radio Coordinating
Council (AFTRCC), an aerospace industry association, has participated actively in the policy debate regarding
a spectrum allocation for digital audio
broadcasting (DAB).
While AFTRCC's interests in preserving the L-band for flight testing are
not the same as broadcasters', one
cannot help but be struck by the convergence in the positions of the two
groups. It is no exaggeration to say that
the aerospace industry and much of
the broadcast industry—for separate
reasons—now share a common position in opposition to L-band reallocation for DAB. By contrast, the position
of the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) in favor of the L-band
seems increasingly shaky and in need
of review.
NAB has said that it adopted its
L-band position in order to preserve
broadcaster options for a transition to
digital transmission, and to preempt
or delay the advent of satellite-fed

DAB. Recent developments, however,
have thoroughly undermined this
view.
NAB's chosen technology—the European Eureka 147 system—was not
designed for operation at L-band, but
rather at lower frequencies. A recent
report by the European Broadcasting
Union Technical Committee concludes
that the frequency range between 60
MHz and 250 MHz is most suitable
for terrestrial DAB transmission, with
the latter representing the upper limit
for unimpaired reception in moving
vehicles.

EDITORIAL
In addition, development of an
L-band system would be disruptive
to the structure of the industry. Implementation of L-band systems could
entail radical changes in the coverage
areas of existing stations: Broadcast
owners who paid the premium to
acquire wide coverage Class C FM
stations could find themselves facing
much expanded coverage from Class
IV AM operators, for example.
Lastly, in-band system proponents
have shown encouraging progress
in developing DAB systems to accom-

modate existing broadcasters. To be
sure, much work remains to be done
in order to validate these early returns. However, enough is already
known to suggest that an in-band
approach—one which allows broadcasters to add digital transmission to
their existing analog systems when,
as and if they determine to do so—
offers the smoothest, most economical
and least disruptive transition to the
brave new world of DAB.
All of which brings us back to
NAB. In light of the above, should
not NAB reconsider its position? Lband represents one of the least
attractive of all the possible homes
for terrestrial DAB, nor is it in any
way a "stopper" relative to satellite
competition; on the contrary, by arguing for the L-band, NAB gives aid and
comfort to the very adversary it set
out to defeat.
All in all, NAB's position reminds
one of the ancient Chinese curse:
"May all your dreams come true."
Broadcasters—and NAB itself—should
hope that its L-band dream does not
come true.
II
William K. (Ken) Keane, a partner in
the law firm of Winston & Strawn,
Washington, D.C., represents the Aerospace and Flight Test Radio Coordinating
Council.
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Lucia said broadcasters may make
changes to New York's EBS system as a
result of the WCBS incident.
"I know WCBS is pretty embarrassed
by this;' he added. "They are one of the
big stations in New York City. It's kind
tion and we just say, 'you know what,
of funny because for the past 30 years
we're in the middle of amusic set and
we're not going to do it,' then somebody the CBS Radio Network has participated
in our national level tests on avoluntary
gets killed by atornado. Are we liable?
basis. They have committed air time, anIthink so."
nouncers, travel and personnel. They've
Although alot of people blame DJs for
EBS problems, Caracciola said, "this is a done alot of good."
All was not bad news concerning the
case of dropping the ball at the manageEBS during Hurricane Bob, according to
ment level."
In aletter he wrote to the New York EBS broadcasters. New York broadcasters
were pleased that a new satelliteCommittee, Caracciola said he was considering monitoring an EBS station other delivered, state EBS system, now being
implemented, did get the word out to
than WCBS.
some stations. WALK-FM, Long Island,
George Drake, vice president of WLIM,
reportedly became ade facto control staPatchogue, Long Island, wrote the New
tion as it received its EBS information
York EBS committee that its EBS receiver
straight from Albany.
also was not activated by WCBS-AM. "My
own personal view is that the present EBS
system is antiquated and cumbersome, at
least for the relaying of emergency messages," he said.

WCBS Caught Up in EBS Furor
(continued from page 1)
John F. Kelly, chairman of the committee.
Nelsen said that Kelly also asked him to
apologize to WCBS.
Nelsen told RW he has resigned his unsalaried position due to "alack of trust" in
his judgment by his EBS superior.
Kelly subsequently reinstated WCBS
AM and FM to the New York EBS system
and said he is conducting his own investigation of the matter.

Browning said they are waiting for areport from New York officials before deciding what action the FCC might take in the
WCBS case.
FM declines to participate
While the snafu at WCBS-AM caused
New York-area broadcasters to miss EBS
warnings, WCBS-FM chose not to participate in the EBS program even though it
is adesignated CPCS-1 station and EBS

"State activation and participation is
voluntary. There are no guidelines that
indicate that you have to make a position
known at the time."
Helene Blieberg, CBS Radio

7

EBS still a high priority
Although its FM declined to participate
monitors were tuned to its frequency.
in the recent EBS alert, WCBS apparently
"WCBS-FM did not participate," said
still considers EBS ahigh priority at both
Helene Blieberg, director of communicastations—based on agrant request pendtions for CBS Radio. "State activation and
ing before the Federal Emergency Manageparticipation is voluntary. There are no
ment Agency (FEMA). Both stations have
guidelines that indicate that you have to
submitted agrant request for anew power
make aposition known at the time
generator and 6,000 gallon fuel tank for EBS
The FCC's Lucia said that participation
use. The exact amount of the grant has not
by aCPCS-1 is voluntary. But, he said,
yet been filed but is estimated to be about
"there is an unwritten obligation that they
$250,000.
(CPCS-1 stations) will serve the commuMasiello said the FEMA request was
nity with the EBS half-tone. The broadmade to help upgrade the existing
casters on Long Island, where many of the
government-owned equipment to meet
stations were supposed to monitor WCBS,
new federal environmental standards
have got to take the initiative and say alregarding underground fuel tanks.
right, either CBS is going to have to prove
Lucia said FEMA should be made
this is not going to happen again or they
aware of WCBS's recent EBS perforshould change it!"
mance. "The FEMA people should be
Some New York-area broadcasters, who
made aware of what happened so they
depended on WCBS AM and FM for
can make acorrect decision. If the staemergency information, criticized the station (WCBS-FM) is not going to particitions' handling of EBS Aug. 19.
pate in EBS at the state and local level,
"It's an ethical obligation;' said John W.
Played- back tones
Ithink FEMA should know because the
Caracciola,
chief
engineer
at
WDRE-FM,
"When they finally realized it was not a
generators are intended to provide
Westbury, N.Y., whose station monitored
test but an activation," Masiello continued,
backup to stations that will participate in
WCBS-FM. 'What if somebody depends
"they recorded the whole message on
state and local EBS."
on
our
station
for
emergency
informareel-to-reel and that's how they played it
back. They thought they could just cue it
up from the top and play tone and all!"
Masiello said the tone was off-speed
when played back on an analog tape
recorder, and that is why WCBS-AM feed
to trigger other stations' EBS receivers. He
contended, however, that no FCC rule actually prohibits playing atone off atape.
"The only thing the rule indicates is you
have to issue specific frequencies," he said.
Frank Lucia of the FCC's EBS office said
the use of pre-recorded EBS tones "is an
FCC violation, and stations found using
such tones could be subject to substantial
fines." He said stations must use FCC
type-accepted EBS tone-generating equipment and no tape recorder of any kind has
ever been approved by the FCC for that
purpose.
M100 CUrtve Microphone Amplifier
The use of pre-recorded tones by staEliminate dimmer noise, RF pickup, hum and rolloffs due to long mike cable runs by
tions has been the subject of several FCC
mounting this small, rugged, full featured preamp right at the source.
public notices. A warning was issued May
Features: • switchable gain • low cut filter • 48 volt phantom power • phase reverse
15 following KSHE-FM's broadcasting of
switch • output hmiter • DC remote gain trimmer.
taped EBS tones during askit portraying
The unusually quiet, servo controlled, instrumentation amplifier input has excellent
anuclear attack. The public notice also
hum and RF rejection and accepts up to + 20dBu. A unique output driver provides
warned that only the EBS encoder is
distortion free transformer isolation, absolutely necessary for driving long lines.
authorized to generate the EBS tones.
Self contained power supply, Dual rack mounting.
In 1974, the Commission released an order (FCC No. 74-1285) which found tape
Free Detailed Brochure
AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
&Full Specifications
playback not sufficiently reliable to pro328 W. Maple Ave., Horsham. PA 19044
Available
(215) 443-0330 • FAX ( 215) 443-0394
duce the two-tone EBS signal within required tolerances.
Lucia and FCC EBS Director William

Asked to re-state his charges against
WCBS, Nelsen said, "I've been told to disavow those quotes. Read my lips. Iam not
permitted to discuss anything that relates
to this."
Although initial New York media
quoted WCBS officials as saying the stations complied with their EBS responsibilities on Aug. 19, WCBS officials declined
to directly comment to RW.
Two network-level CBS officials, however, later described to RW what happened. "The on-air news people did receive activation," said Tony Masiello, vice
president of technical operations at CBS
Radio. "Unfortunately they assumed they
were just tests like everything else they
had been getting. They did not listen to
the message. They were quite busy dealing with the hurricane news story on their
own."
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casters and listeners.
Kern noted that even today, many markets are "over-radioed" and many stations
are financially strapped. He said conoperations and the threat of new program
sumers want as little confusion as possichannels and increased competition.
ble and the lowest cost for receivers.
Like Abel the day before, Field noted
'The fact is, we have adamn good systhat this would be true even if an in-band
tem ... The listener can't really distinoff-channel (Mercury Digital, ADR, and
guish between DAB and awell-processed
others) were selected.
FM station today," Kern maintained. He
He also criticized the NAB's quest for L- said the right decisions would be made "if

DAB Session Critical of NAB's Stand
by Judith Gross
SAN FRANCISCO Criticism of NAB's
DAB position and calls for support for onchannel, in-band DAB systems dominated
aRadio 1991 session titled, "DAB: How
Will It Affect You?"
In alengthy session interrupted by a
ten-minute live radio address from President Bush in the White House, previous
"foes" of the NAB's policies were given a
chance to air their views.
Among them were moderator Joseph
Field, president of Entercom and member
of the Radio Operators Caucus; Randy
Odeneal, partner in Sconnix Broadcasting
and opposition member of the NAB's
DAB Task Force; Ron Strother, who has
proposed his own DAB solutions as president of Strother Communications Inc.;
and Arthur Kern, chairman and CEO of
American Media, who has criticized the
NAB's DAB policies in other recent
conventions.
Defending NAB's DAB positions were
Alan Box, president of EZ Communications and chairman of the DAB Task Force;
and Michael Rau, senior VP of Science &
Technology.
The harshest criticism came from Field,
who deviated from the traditional moderator's role by making apresentation that
compared anew-band DAB system scenario against one in which an in-band
system was chosen.
The previous day, NAB Executive
Director of Operations John Abel had

said that despite NAB's recent encouragement of in-band systems, including a possible one to be developed by
Eureka 14Z NAB would continue to pursue aroyalty/licensing arrangement with
the European consortium.
Abel also said that interested broadcasters could join in and share in the
royalties as well.
Field said that NAB should protect the
industry's interests by adopting an inband, on-channel DAB approach, similar
to one suggested by USA Digital (GannettCBS-Group W), which would "save the
industry from massive internal division."
Too alluring?
He also said that while he hated to ask
this question, he had to ask "could it be
that the allure of perpetual royalties from
Eureka is so alluring that it eclipses all
other considerations?
"Shouldn't the NAB policy be to terminate negotiations with Eureka, adopt
an in-band on-channel policy and seek
impartially to pick the best system to
achieve that goal?" he asked.
The promise to let broadcasters share in
the royalties does not mitigate the situation, Field added. "The NAB should not
be in aconflict of interest with its membership to any degree whatsoever!'
Field noted in his presentation that a
new-band DAB system brought with it the
threat of unfavorable regulatory action
from the FCC, including a "use it or lose
it" approach to commencement of DAB

NAB's Radio 1991 DAB session included a discussion of new- band versus in- band options.

band spectrum for Eureka, apart of the
spectrum also sought by satellite broadcasters.
"If we get co-primary status in L-band,
we will be providing the launching pad for
satellite by pushing the development of
DAB (receivers) and carrying satellites on
our back until critical mass;' Field said.
Odeneal and Kern agreed that in-band,
on-channel DAB made the most sense
from the point of view of both broad-

the consumer made the call."
Odeneal said the list of "plusses is extensive" in an in-band, on-channel DAB
system. "Better to build anew house on
our own lot. The receivers should parallel today's FM receivers in their handling
of stereo. If present, it is received; otherwise the reception is mono!'
Strother, who has been investigating
first adjacent in-band DAB systems,
(continued on next page)
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Manufacturers Discuss
Digital Interconnection
(continued from page 1)

coincide with the Consumer Electronics
Show (CES) in Las Vegas this coming
January.
At the outset of the interconnection
meeting, Weirather touched on topics to
consider in drafting a standard. These
topics included data rate selection, parallel or serial technology and problems of
bit reduction or data compression algorithms. He pointed out that it is likely that
no single standard could solve all the
problems of interconnection.
Weirather's framework for astandard included making it voluntary He also stressed that it should be "nothing proprietary!'
If the standard is something everyone can
share, "it makes the playing field level,
then we can all compete on the quality of
our products," Weirather said.
He also commented that any standard
should be decided upon quickly. "This is
not going to be a three-year program,"
Weirather commented, adding that the
group should recognize that "engineering
is acompromise" and that there may not
be aperfect solution.
Manufacturers then raised their own
concerns about adigital standard. QEI's
Bill Hoelzel maintained that sample rates
should relate to an existing stereo standard—that is, either 19 or 38 kHz. He
added that for simplicity's sake, equipment should use serial rather than parallel
design and be capable of accepting some
timing or clock. Others present commented on the problems of dock slippage.
TFT's Joe McMurphy raised apoint that
was subsequently echoed by others in
attendance—that any interface agreed
upon should mean areal improvement in
quality not just astatus quo.
Orban's Bob Orban noted that it would

be "desirable to examine existing standards for the economies of scale provided
by them." Commenting that asample rate
of 38 kHz is an "oddball standard," he suggested that asample rate of 32 kHz might
be appropriate. Orban also agreed with
serial rather than parallel system design.
Another concern brought to light during
the meeting involved "headers" for digital storage systems, such as those made by
MacroMedia, 360 Systems, Prophet Systems and Otan, which provide information about compression algorithms employed in the storage of data. Problems of
"cascading" of compression schemes also
were raised, as were audio and speed
tradeoffs in editing of compressed data.
In the end, Otari's John Carey divided
the issue along the lines of file storage and
transmission. Regarding pro audio equipment, he said, "let's not reinvent something that already exists," and recommended the adoption of the AES/EBU
standard as the "digital spigot."
Carey also noted that a joint AES/
SMPTE working group is examining a
standard for connection of digital audio
equipment such as workstations and storage products, and suggested that manufacturers of such equipment take part in
future AES/SMPTE meetings:
As for the issue of composite baseband
RE BE's Ed Anthony volunteered to lead
an industry subgroup to investigate the interconnection options possible for transmission equipment.
During the meeting, Harris' Weirather
stressed that while he did not try to contact every maker of digital equipment, the
meeting was not intended to be exclusionary. He said he hoped the "media will
help spread the word" about the existence
of the group and any future meetings.

NAB Takes Heat on DAB
may offer broadcasters some options not
available with an in-band approach. He
said one possibility to offset the threat of
competition from new program channels
would be to require broadcasters to turn
in current AM and FM spectrum once critical mass with DAB receivers was reached.
He said another approach would be to
sell DAB receivers that do not receive current AM and FM channels. "If in-band development goes along with out-of-band,
we would shoot ourselves in the foot by
creating awhole scenario of new services
competing with each other," Rau noted.
Too early to predict
He added that "if an out-of-band DAB
Neither Box nor Rau answered the critiservice is implemented, I would encisms leveled at NAB's DAB policies
courage the industry to continue to imdirectly.
prove AM and FM service perhaps by deBox said that "DAB is an evolving and
veloping and standardizing a digital
therefore constantly changing technolbroadcasting technology that is not for auogy" and noted that there is still a "void
dio, but for data!'
of knowledge" on in-band systems.
Rau said that instead of broadcasters
He also said that WARC allocations for
fearing the demand for new program
DAB, as well as the regulatory approach
channels and narrow-casting which apto be taken by the FCC were "impossible
pears to be the wave of the future, they
to predict!'
Box also said that aproblem such as a should become the providers of such
services, the way Pepsi developed
possible "use it or lose it" regulation
products like Diet Pepsi and caffeine-free
would be anegotiable point with the ComPepsi.
mission, and that "it shouldn't be overburHe encouraged broadcasters to take
densome to broadcasters!" He added that
charge of their own destinies and future,
"we are making too many assumptions to
and noted that "to the lions of the jungle,
be accurate in our predictions!'
the jungle appears to be apromised land!'
Rau noted that anew-band DAB solution
(continued from previous page)
agreed that L-band efforts should be
minimized. But he noted that the development of an acceptable in-channel DAB system was achallenging task.
He said aseparate system for AM on the
current AM band "will push the envelope
on the laws of physics" and could result
in a "major disruption of the AM band."
Strother called for establishment of "an
independent, unbiased group to objectively test and evaluate DAB systems."
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Chickens, Eggs and AM Radio
by John Gotski
WASHINGTON Which came first—
the chicken or the egg? Or more aptly,
which will come first: the production
of AMAX-certified radios or the demand for those radios?
The NAB seems to be trying to influence both with its AMAX radio receiver promotion that kicked off Oct.
1. AMAX is the voluntary AM receiver
certification mark that the NAB and
Electronics Industries Association (EIA)
agreed to push last summer so better

AM radios would be developed.
To meet the standard, radios must have
an improved frequency response over the

the features. There also is an AMAX
Stereo certification for AM stereo radios
with the aforementioned features.

. . . According to the Sanyo spokesman,
consumers do not buy auto receivers on the
basis of tuner features .
current telephone receiver-like quality
now available, external antenna connection, noise blanking, wide-narrow bandwidths and the expanded band among

In light of the EIA/NAB agreement,
NAB has enthusiastically kicked off an
ambitious, nationwide promotion program to create consumer demand for
better quality AM radios. This will be
accomplished by getting hundreds of
AM stations to donate free air time (up
to 30 spots per week) to promote
AMAX radios, as well as joint promotions with local electronics outlets.
Judging from receiver manufacturer
reaction, AMAX will experience the
"chicken or the egg" dilemma—just like
AM stereo.
Realizing this, the NAB is trying to
walk afine line by "offering
a little chicken and a little
egg" to create consumer demand and get manufacturer
assurance with its AMAX
promotion program, according to the NAB's AM Receiver Manufacturer Liaison
Committee Chairman Ted
Snider.
But NAB has to be careful with this
program because there are very few radios out there right now that meet
AMAX criteria. The association has
wisely decided to space out its promotion effort over the next year to lessen
the chance of creating too much demand for the radios. The NAB will just
push hard enough to whet consumer
appetites for receivers with better specs.
Snider said the promotion will be
kicked off for two months in October
and November with abreak until spring

when promotions will be resumed.
Another break will follow until late
summer, when stage three of the campaign will begin to highlight the 1993
AMAX products. By then, companies
should see that demand is growing,
and they will be willing to make more
AMAX radios, or so the thinking goes.
Based on receiver manufacturer reaction to AMAX, it seems that to launch
an all-out promotions blitz right now
would definitely create expectations that
could not be met.
They are correct. At press time, the
AMAX radio availability score sheet
reads this way: Delco offers five units
as factory or dealer-installed options for
GM cars. They are the UXI, U1A, U1B,
U1G and U1H (for those of you who
want to order them on your next car).
And yes, they all are stereo.
With regard to home units, Denon
said the NAB "super tuner" will be
produced by spring, and engineers are
checking to see whether the company's
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existing mobile receivers meet or could
meet the standard with little modification.
Carver's TX11B home tuner reportedly is nearly AMAX certifiable, but
does not have bonafide AM noise
blanking. GE also has a radio that is
nearly ready, according to Snider.
Receiver manufacturers Ihave talked
with said late 1992 or early 1993 would
be the earliest alarge number of AMAX
units could be produced.
However, company officials cautioned
that they are going to be watching
NAB's promotion effort very carefully
to see how the market responds.
While there is enthusiasm for NAB's
and EIAs AM efforts, a Sanyo spokesman said companies remember the recent track record of AM products—
including AM stereo's sluggish consumer market and station penetration.
According to the Sanyo spokesman,
recent market trends show that consumers do not buy auto receivers on
the basis of tuner features, but on tape
player and power considerations. AM
tuner features are even less of apriority.
Additionally, he said, even if AMAX
takes hold, there may be a reluctance
to go beyond the AMAX mono to
AMAX stereo radios—unless the demand is solid.
A Sony representative agreed. He
noted that Sony "got burned" in the
early 1980s when it introduced its AM
stereo home tuner that received several
stereo broadcast formats.
Sony applauds the efforts to clean
up the AM band, including AMAX.
But receiver production still will be
based on market conditions and demand, the spokesman explained.
Let's hope the NAB's AMAX campaign will stimulate both the chicken
and egg a little so these radios can
be produced. AM deserves it. Cluck,
cluck.
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Florida FM Faces Tower Move
by Paul Rebmann
ORLANDO, Fla. A recent federal
court decision could force the FAA to require aFlorida station to move its existing broadcast tower array, according to
an attorney representing the station.
In afederal court case brought by the
Greater Orlando Aviation Authority
(GOAA) against WWNZ in Orlando, the
Eleventh Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals
found that a1989 FAA decision not to consider aproposed airport near the station's
tower site was "arbitrary and capricious!'
The court has ordered the FAA to
reevaluate the WWNZ tower construction
while considering the proposed airport,
which could mean the tower may have to
be moved.
Edward Hummers, of Fletcher, Heald
& Hildreth, representing WWNZ in the
federal case, warned that the federal
court's decision could set a dangerous
precedent, "affecting the erection of
communications towers throughout the
United States!'
Hummers said that WWNZ plans to appeal for arehearing before the full circuit
court. In the GOAA appeal, the case was
heard by athree-judge panel of the court.
FAA policy not applicable?
WWNZ had sought and eventually
received FAA approval in 1989 to construct
its tower array, allowing apower increase
from 5kW day/1 kW night to 50 kW day
and night. The towers were completed in
early 1990.
In deciding the appeal of the FAA decision, however, the U.S. Circuit Court in
Washington found that the FAA's longheld "first come, first served policy," used
in allowing WWNZ's tower construction,
"does not meet the FAA's congressional
mandate of promoting safe and efficient
use, and preservation of navigable airspace!'
The court also cited aprevious court ruling that found as long as the FAA receives
notice of "the second structure before the
end of the time allocated to receive comments on the proposed hazard," it must be
considered.
In the WWNZ case, the airport already
was under construction before the FAA
received notice of either the proposed
tower or airport. The GOAA, however,
did file formal notice of the proposed airport before the deadline for comments on
the WWNZ towers.
Even though the FAA had been involved in planning for the proposed
reliever airport, it did not receive formal
notice of the exact location and coordinates of the airport site until after
WWNZ had filed notice of proposed
construction of its towers, according to
filing records.
New airport
The new Orlando airport is required to
handle the increased air traffic caused by
the rapid growth of the Orlando-Disney
World area, according to aFlorida Department of Transportation study.
An area 1.5 miles from the station's
towers is preferred by GOAA over
several other identified sites where an
airport could be built in the west Orange
County, planners said.
The GOAA succeeded in halting construction of the WWNZ towers for a
short time in late 1989 (
RW Dec. 13, 1989)

through a local injunction, which was
lifted after a Lake County Planning
Board upheld the building and zoning
permits for the tower construction ( RW

Dave Murray.
After failing at the local level, GOAA
appealed the FAA decision in the federal
courts, while simultaneously appealing

The court has ordered the FAA to reevaluate
the WWNZ tower construction while
considering the proposed airport . . .
Jan. 10, 1990).
The tower array was erected and the
station began broadcasting from the site
in early 1990, according to WWNZ CE

the county board finding in the state
courts.
In commenting on GOAAs opposition
to the towers, Murray said that WWNZ

"did everything we were supposed to
do" in getting approval for the towers
and that they "did not hear about the airport until they got ready to build!'
The airport authority also has appealed the original zoning case in local
courts, which found in the radio station's
favor on ajurisdictional matter, according to Jerri Blair, the attorney representing WWNZ in that case.
If the federal ruling is upheld, Hummers said the "FAA could in the future
be unlikely to find that any tower is an
efficient use of airspace!' He also cited
the problem of no published standards
for determining when a structure is a
hazard to navigation.
Blair also commented on the federal
case in that it "impacts on any person or
entity seeking to build a tower, in not
knowing when it is clear to go ahead."

DIGITAL AUDIO.
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Ihe power of digital propels the 8200 to
new levels of performance and functionality.
OPTIMOD-FNI 8200 is atrue digital audio
processor— the audio is digitized and all control
functions are digital.
In addition to time digital audio processing,

L.

PILOT LEVEL

which improves upon the successful "OPTINIOD
sound," the 8200's digital control permits:

I> Changeable Processing Structures—
Modular Variable Processing ( NI VP) structures,
the software equivalents of different traditional
hardware configurations, allow the 8200 to change
its sound with the push of abutton.

I> Programmability—The automatic preset
switching feature changes the 8200's processing on
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Mixes Lead to Spurious Signals
Editor's note: This month, RW introduces
a new column, Feed Line, by Cris Alexander, director of engineering for Crawford
Broadcasting Co., in Dallas. The monthly
feature will focus on aspects of broadcast
transmission.
by W.C. "Cris" Alexander
DALLAS Recently, Ihad the opportunity to examine amidwestem FM station
with a frustrating signal problem. The
Class C2 station, with its transmitter site
in asuburban location, was being wiped
out in alarge portion of the urban area

by aspurious signal. The spurious signal was the result of amix between two
other stations.
There are situations nationwide in
which the frequencies of different FM
stations in an area can be multiplied,
added and subtracted to produce unwanted products. Many times these
products wind up on unused channels
and no one notices them.
Another stations frequency
In afew cases, however, the resulting
undesirable product lands squarely on
top of another local station's frequency.

In the case described above, the problem was created as a result of a 2A-B
multiplication and mix. Doubling station

Master antenna users are less likely
to cause problems than are discrete
antenna users . . .
As frequency and subtracting station B's
resulted in aproduct that appeared as
co-channel interference to the third sta-

DIGITAL CONTROL
Bob Orban and his engineering staff worked tirelessly for more than
half adecade to design atrue successor to the worldwide, industry-standard
OPTIMOD-FM 8100A.
The result. The OPTIMOD-FM 8200 Digital Audio Processor.
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PC Interface—With astandard computer

aprogrammed schedule, which is ideal for
dayparting or for stations with multiple formats.

modem, the 8200 can be controlled from a
computer in your studio, home or car.

Expandability and Upgradability—DSP
cards can be added as needed when future software

Call your dealer now to hear the power of

upgrade's and additional processing structures

OPTIMOD—in pure digital.

require more processing power.

I› User-friendly Interface—.\ large Liquid
Crystal Display makes setup, adjustment and
programming easy.'

orban

A Division of AKG Acoustics, Int.
1525 Alvarado Street
San Leandro, CA 94577 USA
Tel: ( 1) 510/351-3500
Fax: ( 1) 510/351-0500

C 1991 AKG Acoustics Inc Orban and Opt imod are registered trademarks of AKG Acoustics. Inc
AKG is aregistered trademark of Akustische U Krno-Gerate Ges m bH. Austna
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tion's signal. How can mixes like this occur and what can be done about them?
Such mixes can occur in any non-

linear device. This includes just about
every conductor or semiconductor in one
situation or another.
A classic example would involve agalvanized downspout connected to the
horizontal rain gutter, which often becomes rusted at the joint. If the downspout or the gutter is in an area of strong
signals from two or more stations, the
rusty joint often will mix the signals and
the metal gutter/downspout can radiate
the resulting signals. This situation, although troublesome, usually causes
trouble only in the immediate vicinity of
the offending rain gutter.
Perhaps worse is asituation involving
aguy wire on atower. A corroded joint
in the wire can act as anon-linear device. With the guy wire in avery high
field from acouple of stations, amix can
occur. With alot of punch because of the

LINE
high RF fields and a pretty good reradiating antenna (the guy wire itself)
high in the air, such a mix can cause
trouble over awide area.
Other mixes can occur in the power
amplifier stage of one of the stations'
transmitters. This is particularly troublesome in cases where two stations share
the same tower and their antennas are
located adjacent to one another. RF
energy from one station's antenna can induce avoltage in the other station's antenna, travel down the feedline into the
transmitter and mix with that station's
signal.
The result is often an undesirable
product not very many dB below the
level of either station's carrier.
Benefits of measurement
The first two examples above involve
elements that often are beyond the control of the broadcaster. Fortunately, such
mixes are not impossible to track down.
Normal direction-finding techniques often will lead right to the source of the
trouble.
A third example, where the mix occurs
right in the transmission system of one
of the stations, is within the control of
the broadcaster. If you think that the
spurious measurements that the FCC requires you to make every year are unnecessary, think again.
Yes, it's true that your transmitter's
spurious and harmonic output is probably more than 90 dB below carrier, but
what about in-band products generated
in the final amplifier stage as aresult of
mixes? Those aren't going to show up
while operating into adummy load.
An annual check of such spurious
(continued on page 25)
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Understanding the FCC
Self-Inspection Report
by Harold Hallikainen
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif. The FCC's
Self- Inspection Report is a pilot project, currently being tested by the
Commission.
The "mail order inspection" reminds
me somewhat of the old station license
renewal forms. Those forms required
fairly detailed reporting of station
parameters. They also required submission of a "composite week" of

logs. The composite week consisted
of individual days randomly chosen
through the license period.
The new station inspection report
is more detailed than the old' renewal
form. It may be compared with inspection checklists the FCC uses in its
own inspection of stations.
This month, we'll review this form
question by question. This should
be a good way to check compliance
of your station, whether or not the

REVOLUTIONARY,

Take total control of your programming with
the revolutionary new CORE 2000...the ultimate
digital automated control system. You'll get the
advantages of digital without having to learn anew
system " language", because CORE 2000 has
standard PC compatibility and is driven by the kind of
database-supported programming you're probably
already using. And CORE 2000 is incredibly
flexible, with independent " smart" sourcing, and
machine and audio control for up to 36 different
source inputs. There's no limit to this revolution,
either, because CORE 2000 is fully compatible
with all present and future source equipment.
It's affordable. It's amazingly versatile. It's
CORE 2000. Join the revolution!
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EVOLUTIONARY

AudioVAULT...It's the ultimate evolution of
the cart machine. Just imagine adigital source
system that features multi-user tasking (four at once),
simultaneous record/playback capabilities, standalone compatibility with most satellite systems, instant
access to stored materials, and the flexibility to
operate automatically or interactively as apart of
virtually any control system.
Now imagine those features in an easy-to- use
package that is operated like astandard cart
machine. And imagine getting all the speed
and clarity of digital without having to learn a
new system " language".
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It's economical. It's flexible. It's AudioVAULT.
The ultimate evolution!

DIGITAL.

•

•

For over thirty years, Broadcast Electronics has been
the one company dedicated to radio broadcast
technology. So, is it any surprise that we'd be among
the first to put the power, efficiency and clarity of
digital to work for the radio industry?
Contact us for more information on our revolutionary,
evolutionary digital systems, plus our full line of
transmitters, cart machines, studio consoles,
stereo exciters and monitors.

E

BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS INC.

4100 N. 24th St., P.O. Box 3606
Quincy, IL 62305-3606 USA
Phone (217) 224-9600, Telex: 250142, Fax: ( 217) 224-9607
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a

Where are your current station authorizations posted?
73.1230(a) requires station licenses and
other authorizations to be "posted" at the
licensee's principal transmitter control
point. At all other control points, ATS
alarm monitoring points, etc., a photocopy of the current authorizations is to be
posted. Since the transmitter can be controlled from the transmitter site, it is suggested that acopy of the current authorization (license, CP, renewal card, etc.) also
be posted there.
73.1230(c) allows licenses to be posted
on awall at the control point or placed in
abinder readily available at the control
point.

7.ree%

"

asked

Remember also that 73.1400(c) and
73.1500(d) require the FCC to be notified
within three days of the initial use of a
control or ATS point other than the main
studio or transmitter site, unless "responsible station personnel" can be reached at
the studio or transmitter when the remote

RULES
control operator is elsewhere. The FCC
should be able to always phone the operator (or knock on the door) and say "shut
this thing off, you're causing interference
to airplanes!'
Are you operating under aconstruction
permit or a station license?
If you're operating under a station
license, everything on the license is corred
and current, right? Perhaps your license
authorizes 10 W while you're running 10
kW. Perhaps your license says the transmitter is (based on latitude and longitude)
in the middle of Lake Michigan, but it is
not. Are the monitor point descriptions
accurate?
When a new license shows up, don't
treat it as junk mail. Before posting it, read
it and make sure it is accurate.
If operating under aCP (program test
authorization) as outlined by 73.1620, you
are authorized to run an "automatic program test"—unless you happen to be a
directional AM station.
Directional AMs must submit an application demonstrating proper operation of
the directional array at least 10 days prior
to the desired program test start date. Stations operating under the "automatic program test" must submit an application for
station license within 10 days of starting
operation.
Also, if construction involves replacement of the main transmitter or the installation of stereo or subcarrier equipment,
73.1590 requires equipment performance
measurements (EPMs) to be completed.
These EPMs demonstrate compliance
with the occupied bandwidth specifications and are not an "audio proof," as was
required years ago. AM stations that are
just beginning operation and have installed an NRSC-1 audio filter are exempt
from making the measurements until June
30, 1994, by 73.44(e).
Other stations doing transmitter
replacement or subcarrier or stereo equipment replacement must complete the
EPM. In addition, "Please provide the file
number of the construction permit or station license!' If your records are current,
this should be easy.
Are your station authorization(s) posted
or immediately available at all control
point(s)?
As mentioned above, this is required by
73.1230(a).
73.1400(c) and 73.1500(d) require the
FCC be notified of the addresses and
phone numbers of all control points
within three days of their initial use, unless an operator can be reached at the
transmitter or studio. Idon't know if the
FCC will compare what you put on the
form to what they've been "notified" of,
but I'd suggest the FCC be notified of all
control points, no matter what.
Are your auxiliary broadcast (FCC Part
74) licenses posted or immediately available? (if applicable) (
74.432(j)).
This section requires STL, RPL, TRL
(continued on page 25)
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What to Do Once You're Hit
by John "Q" Shepler
Part IV
ROCKFORD, ill. Now you're standing
in the transmitter room, gazing at the
black clouds swirling above the tower
beacon. It's warm and dry in here. There
are flashes of lightning in the background, much like camera strobes going
off acouple of times aminute. It doesn't
look too bad through the window, but
how will the tower fare this time? Will
the charge be dissipated? Or ...
All of asudden the tower itself is lit
in abluish glow. There are white bolts
of electricity jumping across the insulators and down the guy wires. For asecond, you don't hear anything. You stand
staring at the eerie scene outside.

In another second, the sound hits.
First, you hear the transmitters dump.
Both of them. Then the shock wave of
thunder rocks the building. You've been
hit—and hard.
Smart guy
The afternoon drive announcer impulsively punches the remote Plate On buttons from inside the studio. The FM
transmitter comes back immediately. The
AM doesn't respond. Next, you hear the
blower of the auxiliary AM transmitter.
"Smart guy," you think. "He's going for
the other transmitter"
In aminute, the Aux is on and normal
programming is resumed. That other
transmitter has you bothered, though.
What's wrong? Why didn't it come back?
Hmrn. Something doesn't smell so good,
either.
Your first impulse is to pop the cabinet
back and see what's going on in there.
Don't do it. Get out of that room and stay
out until you see blue sky again. You can
assess the damage when it's safe.

The way to keep your transmitters from
being damaged by lightning is to make
sure the lightning never gets to them.
Think also about this: The same measures
that keep lightning from getting into your
transmitters also prevent lightning from
getting to you. Make sure the lightning
currents get dissipated outdoors.
There is only one sink with enough capacity to absorb a lightning strike and
that's the earth itself. Your first defense
is an excellent ground system. The tower,
ground rods, radials, ground screen and
studio ground strap all tie together to
create alow impedance connection with
the earth.
FM towers are easier to deal with than
AM towers. The tower itself is not being
used as aradiator, so there is no reason
not to connect it to an excellent ground.
I've seen some stations depend on asingle three-foot copper rod or even areinforcing rod in the base concrete, to provide aground.
Conductivity
Not good enough. You need at least
several 10-foot galvanized steel or copper rods to get enough conductivity.
Some companies sell a chemically
treated rod to improve the soil conductivity. In really rocky or dry areas, even
more extreme measures may be needed.
Connect the tower to the ground rods
with three- or four-inch copper strap.
Run that strap underground into the
transmitter room and bond the transmitter cabinets to it. The studio ground
strap, which might be only one- or twoinch copper, is soldered to the larger
transmitter/tower strap.
AM antenna fields get some extra
grounding from the radials and ground
screen that are part of an AM array.
These definitely help, but unless your
tower is sitting in amarsh, the radials
may be bone dry and not that conductive to the earth. You may still
need the grounding rods to get down

to moist soil.
The big problem with AM towers is
that most of them are insulated. True,
you do have the static drain choke to
provide aDC path to ground. For adirect hit though, you need a path for
much larger currents.

TIPS
The nice thing about lightning is that it's
lazy. It takes the least impedance path to
ground. You can create ashort jump path
with aball gap. One steel ball is connected
to the tower, the other to the base and
ground strap. Adjust the gap between
them so there are no sparks at full modulation on amoist night. Don't forget to cut
the power before you touch anything.
To further encourage lightning to jump
the gap rather than go into the tuning
unit, put acouple of big turns in your
AM feed wire before it connects to the
tower. This forms an inductor that won't
upset your tuning, but has an increasing impedance to higher lightning frequencies. Lightning energy can be significant at even 10 MHz or 100 MHz.
Figure 1shows these various lightning
protection schemes. FM antennas and
feedlines should be securely bonded to
the tower every few feet for grounded or

ungrounded towers. Some stations have
two-way or RPU antennas also hanging
on their towers. If the tower is not
grounded, say on an AM tower, you
need a high voltage isolator for each
feedline. The higher the voltage you can
get, the better.
Lightning surges
One more item. Make sure your AM
coaxial feedline is large enough to handle normal power requirements plus
lightning surges. One station put in line
that was too small in diameter. The line
isn't destroyed by the strikes, but the bullet connectors get fried every year.
If you can't afford to replace your line
right now, your best defense is to lower
power when the storms approach. Lower
powers are effective because the lightning
seldom destroys the connectors directly.
Instead, lightning sets up an arc from the
center conductor to the shield. The transmitter power feeds the arc until the connector burns up. Lower power levels often
don't have the energy to sustain an arc.
The next technical topic for this
column is how to protect your transmitters from whatever lightning artifacts get
into them. Next month, though, Iwant
to cover amore important topic: how to
protect you in dealing with transmitters.
al

John Shepler is an engineering manager,
writer and longtime RW columnist.
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Making the Transition to Digital
by Mel Lambert

reprogrammed in-house?
Or maybe integrate acurrent satellite
delivery service with acombination of
floppy disk, CD and DAT replay transports, under microprocessor control?

STUDIO CITY, Calif. As more and
more stations begin the inevitable transition from analog to digital-based replay
formats and our industry starts its long
journey toward DAB, all of us are faced A holistic approach
with some critical decisions.
As I've outlined in avariety of recent
For example, is 1991 the best year to columns, to take full advantage of digimove toward hard-disk retrieval and tal, a holistic approach makes more
playback of commercials and music sense—but there are viable hybrid alterselections? Or would it make more sense natives.
to put off that particular decision for a
Consider the typical production stuyear or so, and in the meantime upgrade dio. What about considering, for examto ahybrid CD- and/or DAT-based auto- ple, the combination of an eight-track
mation system that can be expanded and analog multitrack upon which to build

st
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the various music, voice and soundeffects elements for station IDs, jingles,
PSA, commercials, plus other routine
tasks, and then master to DAT?
In that way, first-generation stereo
masters can be laid to ahigh-quality digital medium, and be cloned to cartridge,
or ported via adigital I/O into afuture
disk-based workstation or replay system.
And if analog eight-track is outside
your current budget, the combination of
amultiplay CD player, acouple of DAT
machines and some outboard digital effects units might provide acost-effective
solution. And you might consider an
entry-level hard-disk recording system
based upon aplug-in two-channel card
for aPC, plus relatively simple cut-andpaste editing software, and mastering
directly to NAB cart.
That way, first-generation source material can be held on hard disk—maybe
using anon-invasive data-compression
format—and then compiled into the finished sequence each time anew version
is required.
The point of the exercise is that analog and digital can happily co-exist
within the air and production studio,
each technology being exploited for its
specific sonic and operational advantages. Analog recording formats are inexpensive, reasonably reliable and familiar to most engineers; they suffer, in the
main, from restricted frequency response (particularly at elevated record
levels), cumulative noise buildup over a
small number of generations and indifferent distortion performance.
Digital, on the other hand, is moderately expensive (but becoming less so as
hard drives and controlling computers
drop in price), relatively complex to initiate, and sometimes intimidating at first
contact for the non-technical user.
Up to speed in half a day
I'm convinced, however, that most
operators can be confidently up to speed
and using a hard-disk recording and
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editing system within half aday of first
sitting in front of the screen and keyboard; if they can use aword processor
or spreadsheet program, then most people can master aworkstation or digital
editor.
In fact, Iwould immediately reject any
device that doesn't provide areasonably
intuitive user interface. There are so
many good systems around these days
that it make very little sense to put up
with confusing or excessively complex
screen displays, or incomprehensible
operator's manuals.
The key to the successful integration
of digital technology within an existing
analog-based facility, and the gradual
replacement of various recording, replay
and processing components, is to consider each function within its own
merits.
As many stations are discovering, adding acouple of DAT machines can dramatically improve the quality of amaster production and allow multiple copies
or overdubs to be produced without additional noise and distortion.

1CMG
DOMAIN
Ialso suspect that the new generation of CD-R machines and floppy-disk
recorders will have amajor impact on
the integration of digital within a
primarily analog-based facility, simply
because of the familiar role they can
play as an adjunct to existing technology.
And, of course, as each new element
is added to the air and production
chain, it represents an ideal opportunity to closely examine new developments in state-of-the-air digital hardware, without getting locked into one
design solution.
Predicting the future
For example, I suspect that within
two to three years, magneto-optical
drives will become the removable storage format for workstations and editing systems. So, if adecision has been
made to specify a design that doesn't
readily support such media, or for
which there is no successful upgrade
path, then it might not represent the
best nor most cost-effective solution.
In the same way, Isuspect that as
we begin to upgrade some of the key
backhaul links and STLs with digital
pathways, the thorny subject of data
compression is going to become much
more important. As I've also mentioned
in previous columns, it still is unclear
how many encode/decode generations
will be acceptable before a noticeable
quality loss, and specifically how different coding techniques interact with one
another.
In this instance, the advent of digital
heralds an era of re-education, as we
come to terms with some new operational and technical considerations that
are central to the successful implementation of microprocessor-based workstations, recorders and processors
within the broadcasting environment.
Mel Lambert has been intimately involved
with the production and broadcast industries on both sides of the Atlantic for more
that a dozen years. Now principal of
Media&Marketing, aconsulting service for
the professional audio industry, he can be
reached at 818-753-9510.

The future of entertainment was
changed 43,000 feet over Greenland.
Garry Greth, chief engineer of radio station KLON, was
on aflight from L.A. to Frankfurt. He didn't know it at the
time, but he was about to make history
Somewhere over Greenland, he was going through the
SV-3900 Pro-DAT manual, when he first realized what he
could do with this new technology from Panasonic. The
SV-3900 was the system he had chosen to link KLON and
the Eurojazz network for the first American produced
continuous jazz programming ever heard on the
Continent. Only then did it dawn on him how endless the
possibilities were. And that they were to take him far
beyond the applications he was used to.
What Garry did was create an automated network of
SV-3900s which broadcast 22 hours of jazz every day for
Eurojez. Custom programming, recorded at KLON, was
sent to Germany daily for automated transmission.
Commercials, features and music were programmed on the
SV-3900s to start and stop at precise times day and night,
with no operator intervention. There was no room for error.
The SV-3900 provides bidirectional serial remote
control via industry standard protocols. To Garry, this
meant an unparalleled opportunity to excel in agame
where you can make up your own rules, simply because
there are none.
That's why the SV-3900 represents such an
unprecedented array of endless applications for broadcast,
recording, and installed sound. Like automated replay for
radio. Or programmable, random access playback of
satellite network broadcasts.
In mastering sessions, you can control up to 32 Pro-DAT
with the MK-390 remote controller. Or hundreds with a

computer. And you have automated random access highspeed search of up to two hours of stereo material stored on
multiple Pro- DAB.
Commercial DAT duplication, not to mention automated
replay in installed sound systems are handled with the
greatest of ease.
So, if you'll ever need more than one DAT machine, the
SV-3900 is your only choice.
And with the Software Developer's ToolKit" available for
Macintosh* and DOS-based systems, you can customize
your SV-3900 to your needs, whether it's making history
somewhere over Greenland or somewhere closer to home.
For more information on the SV-3900, contact
Panasonic, 6550 Katella Ave., Cypress, California 90632.
Or call (714) 373-7278.

©1991 Panasonic. Toolliit is atraderark of Panasonic Macintosh is aregistered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Panasonic
Professioral Audio Systems

Editor's note: The following listing
describes some of the new and established
products introduced by manufacturers during the recently concluded AES show in
New York. Additional information canbeobtained from thefirms directly, orby circling
Reader Service numbers as provided.

Dolby Source Coding
Dolby showed the model DP501/DP502
audio coding units, two channel encoder/decoder units to provide professional quality audio at 129 kbits/sec per
channel. It is designed for transmission
systems requiring both high audio signal
transparency and low, spectrum-efficient
data rates.
For information, contact Allen Whitman
at Dolby: 415-558-0200, fax: 415-863-1373,
or circle Reader Service 23.
TASCAM CDs, Recorders
TASCAM displayed its CD-601 CD
player and RC-601 remote control, as well
as the M-1500 series mixers. Also on hand
from the company were the CD-301, CD401 and CD-701 CD players, the BR-20 twotrack broadcast recorder and the DA30 RDAT recorder.
For information from TASCAM, contact
Ken Hirata at: 213-726-0303; fax: 213-7277656, or circle Reader Service 79.

Hybrid Arts ADAP II
The ADAP II digital audio recorder and
editor from Hybrid Arts can handle avariety of tasks including DAT editing, CD
pre-mastering, sound effects design and
spotting, dialog editing and conforming,
ADR and music editing.
The ADAP II also comes in aportable
version, the ADAP II Portable. The portable unit includes all the features of the
turnkey system.
Also available from Hybrid arts is the
ADAP IV, adigital recorder/editor with
four discrete inputs and outputs, and a
minimum of 32 track files.
For information from Hybrid Arts, contact Christopher Pelzar at 213-841-0340;
fax: 213-841-0348; or circle Reader Service
84.
Klark-Teknik Processors
The DN500 dual channel compressor/limiter/expander/peak limiter from
Klark-Teknik is switchable between dual
mono or stereo operation. Functions are
controllable via front panel knobs.
Also available from Klark-Teknik is the
DN300 series of graphic equalizers, the
DN400 series of parametric equalizers and
the DN500 series dynamic processors.
For information from Klark-Teknik
contact Sam Spennacchio at 516-2493660; fax: 516-420-1863; or circle Reader
Service 116.

Ellason E250 Color Radar
Real-time local radar coverage for
your entire audience.

II

Lexicon Products
The Lexicon LFI-10 digital audio format interface converts between
AES/EBU, SPDIF and SDIF-2 digital
standards. It allows viewing and editing
of all auxiliary data. The Lexicon 300 digital effects processor also was exhibited.
LARES, Lexicon Acoustic Reverberance Enhancement System, is an electroacoustic system that augments the natural direct and reflected energy in
spaces, providing flexible acoustical
character. Software increases gain before
feedback, and decreases coloration.
For information from Lexicon, contact
Dan Roberts at 617-891-6790; fax: 617-8910340; or circle Reader Service 41.
Symetrix Audio Processors
The model 511A from Symetrix is a
two-channel or true stereo single-ended
noise reduction system. Its dynamic
high-frequency filter and downward expander reduce hum, hiss, RF buzz and
other noise by up to 30 dB, anywhere in
the signal chain.
The Symetrix 528 voice processor enhances both mic and line level signals.
The unit includes apre-amp, de-esser,
compressor/limiter, downward expander, three-band parametric EQ and
+48V phantom power for condenser
mics.
The Symetrix model SX206 multidynamics processor can operate in compressor/limiter, gate, downward expander, ducker or slave modes. Active
integrators allow manual attack and release controls to be dynmically sensitive.
For information from Symetrix, contact
Dane Butcher at 206-282-2555; fax: 206283-5504; or circle Reader Service 152.
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DIC Digital's DIC///DAT cassettes

•Detects snowfall as well
as rain and thunderstorms.

•Optional larger antenna to
provide better snow detection.

•Five selectable ranges up
to 200 miles.

•Picture storage to determine
weather changes.

•Operator selection of
antenna tilt, receiver gain,
two separate graphic
overlays, and automatic
operations.

For complete information,
call 31 4/
5 32-3031, or write
Ellason Weather Radar,
747 Spirit of St. Louis Blvd.
Chesterfield, MO 63005.
1-800-727-2327

ELLASON WEATHER RADAR
Circle 39 on Reader Service Card

Ramsa Series Products
The Ramsa series from Panasonic features the WR-S4400 four-bus mixers for
sound re-inforcement and remote broadcast and the WP-1000 series power amplifiers.
The Ramsa line also includes recording and production mixing consoles and
monitor loudspeakers.
Other available Panasonic products include the SDT-390 software developer's
toolkit for the SV-3900 DAT recorder. The
SV-3700, SV-3900 with RS-422 control
and SV-255 portable DAT recorder are all
available.
For information from Panasonic, contact Chris Foreman at 714-373-7277; fax:
714-373-7903; or circle Reader Service 35.
Wireworks Cable Gear
Over 25 new literature sheets are available to provide complete descriptions of
Wireworks audio cabling products. The
Wireworks microphone multicable components group offers multipin discon-

nectible audio cabling components,
ranging between 3-50 channels.
The components group offers genuine
Jensen transformer isolated microphone
splitters and microphone and sound cable assemblies in more than 10 colors.
Also available is the "Bandits" cable
marking system for permanent identification of cables.
For information from Wireworks, contact Angela Kelly at 908-686-7400; fax: 908686-0483; or circle Reader Service 141.

Studer's D740 Compact Disc Recorder

DIC Digital DAT Cassette
DIC Digital's MQ series of professional
DAT cassettes are designed with anew
shell and new tape formulation that ensures durability in today's broadcasting
environment.
The longer length cassettes also have
two minutes of additional tape so broadcasters can lay down test tones or preroll IDs without using valuable program
time on the cassette.
For information from DIC Digital, contact Kevin Kennedy at 201-224-9344; fax:
201-224-9693; or circle Reader Service
133.
Gotham Condenser Microphone
The UM 70 three pattern switchable
condenser microphone shown by
Gotham features the original M7 capsule
designed by Georg Neumann, of Neumann & Co.
The backplate is asingle brass piece,
and each of the 153 holes is hand drilled
for precision. The gold sputtered membrane is fixed to the backplate with lacquer, not screws.
The capsule membrane is made of
PVC, cast by hand on aglass plate. The
UM 70 amplifier system (MV 692) features phantom powering.
For information from Gotham Technology Group, contact Russell O. Hamm at
212-765-3410; or circle Reader Service 97.
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and mono input modules, two main
stereo outputs, separate transformer
balanced Ink and line inputs are on the
stereo module.
For information from Neve, contact
Charles Conte at 203-792-7863; fax: 203744-6230; or circle Reader Service 67.
The Optimod FM 8200 digital audio processor

Ampex Tape Products
The 499 Grand Master gold analog
recording tape from Ampex gives digital quality recording performance. The
Grand Master series also includes the
456 audio tape, 406 analog recording
tape and 467 DAT tape with the exclusive DATpak tape storage system.
For information from Ampex, contact
Steve Smith at 415-367-2288; fax: 415-3674132; or circle Reader Service 110.

Dynaudio Acoustics Monitors
Dynaudio Acoustics monitors provide
high SPLs in compact enclosures. Handbuilt drivers and computer-aided cabinet design and measurement allow optimum frequency response and extended bass.
Monitor models include the 115 dB
"Ml" desktop nearfield main monitor,
the "PPM 1" nearfield, the "C2" classical music reference monitor and the
"M2" midfield main monitor.
For information from Dynaudio
Acoustics,
fax
inquiries
to:
011-45-86-52-3116.

Field proven with
over 5,000 machines
in use world-wide
The

Denon
DN950FA
Tough,
dependable,
professional.
Why would

Panasonic's Software Developer's Toolkit for
the SV-3900

Dorrough Meters
Dorrough's Model 380 is a dual channel loudness meter. Dorrough loudness
meters have acombination of peak and
average on a single LED display. The
stereo signal test set, Model 1200, is for
testing balance, crosstalk, phase and
signal-to-noise.
For information from Dorrough, contact Kay Dorrough at 818-999-1132; fax:
818-998-1507; or circle Reader Service 13.
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Symetrix SX206 multi- dynamics processor

Neutrik Accessories
Neutrik manufactures acomplete line
of audio XLR connectors.
Other Neutrik products include phone
plugs and jacks, goosenecks, XLR adaptors and speaker interconnect. Audio
transformers, audio test and measurement and digital message repeaters are
among the other products in Neutrik's
line.
For information, contact William J. Dorman at Neutrik at 908-901-9488; fax: 908901-9608; or circle Reader Service 145.
Neve Console Products
Neve's HRC-1 digital stereo highresolution A-D/D-A converter is for use
between analog audio consoles and 20bit digital recorders. Stereo analog inputs/outputs, balanced and line levels,
AES/EBU digital inputs and outputs are
among the HRC-1's features.
The Neve VR stereo module gives control of stereo sources within a single
module. Stereo signal path is intended
for applications such as effects returns,
stereo tape or disc sources or line level
outputs from stereo microphones.
The 44 series from Neve is arange of
compact audio consoles for broadcast
and post-production applications. Stereo

AKG Mics, Headphones
AKG features a complete line of
professional recording mics and headphones. BSS and dbx, divisions of AKG,
manufacture signal processors and noise
reduction devices.
For information from AKG, dbx or
BSS, contact Judy Kuta at 510-351-3500;
fax: 510-351-0500; or circle Reader Service 22
Sennheiser Microphones
Sennheiser's Model BF 530 supercardioid dynamic microphone features a
moveable inlet basket to reduce proximity effect and internal shock suspension for low handling noise.
The Model HMD 25 headphone and
microphone combination features 20 dB
of ambient noise attenuation in the
headset. The microphone has abalanced
200 ohm super-cardioid microphone
capsule. The headset has an earpiece
designed to rotate off the ear for singleside operation.
For information from Sennheiser, contact Albert Zang at 203-434-9190; fax: 203434-1759; or circle Reader Service 64.

you buy
anything
else?
In stock at

The Preferred Source

BROADCAST
SERVICES/EME
The Davis Communications Group, Inc.

Priority Lease Plan
Professional CD Package
•Three Denon DN950FA • 300 Denon CD Carts
•Two Steel Rack Shelves • Two 180 Slot Wall
Mount CD Racks
List Price s6,204

Your Price $5,039
Turtle Beach Systems' 56K D digital interface

NED Mixers
New England Digital features the DSP
mixer for its PostPro digital audio workstations. The mixer provides 16 channels
of digital mixing and signal processing.
The PostPro is ahard disk-based multitrack recording system with digital audio fidelity, high speed editing and mixing, and SMPTE and VITC synchronization.
For information from New England
Digital, contact Ted Pine at 603-448-5870;
fax: 603-448-3684; or circle Reader Service 29.

MONTHLY LEASE $ 130
(Based on 60 Month Lease Term)
( )Ilir uhjpct tu, ILtr f, without WIRE'
,

MIDDLE ATLANTIC
800/345-7112

WEST COAST
800/523-1037

SOUTHEAST
800/525-1037

VIDEO SALES
800/942-6005
VISA

Circle 96 On Reader Service Card
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Audio Technica Microphones
Audio Technica manufactures the
AT4033 studio transformerless condenser
microphone and the 40 series of studio
microphones.
For information from Audio Technica
contact Kenneth Reichel at 216-686-2600;
fax: 216-686-0719; or circle Reader Service 107.
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3,000 original stereo sounds on 28 CDs
and the General Series 2000 has more
than 2,000 effects on 22 CDs.
Sound Ideas also offers the Ambience
Series 3000 with 200 ambience sounds
of four minutes each and the Hollywood
Series 4000 with 2,200 sounds.
Other libraries include a Production
Music Library for visuals, film, industrial, broadcast and commercial presentations.
For information from Sound Ideas,
• contact Brian Nimens at 416-886-5000;
fax: 416-886-6800; or circle Reader Service 136.

Eventide's VR240 logging rcorder

JVC Digital Products
JVC manufactures the DS-DT9OONS
digital audio tape recorder, which reads
and writes SMPTE time code and complies with IEC standards. The DS-LC900
digital paramteric controller is among the
other products JVC manufactures.
For information from WC, contact Ellin Everson at 201-794-3900; fax: 201-5232077; or circle Reader Service 111.
AmeklTac Consoles
Amek/Tac's Mozart console features
MZ15-RN input modules designed by
Rupert Neve. The Mozart also features
the SuperTrue automated mixing system
with SuperLoc and Virtual Dynamics
options.
Amek also offers the Hendrix, amultipurpose, multitrack console based on
the technology and concepts used in the
Mozart system. Virtual Dynamics,
screen-based software controlled from
the computer, includes advanced compressors, gates, limiters and other
devices, and is offered on both the
Mozart and Hendrix units.
For information from Amek/Tak, contact Steve Harvey at 818-508-9788; fax:
818-508-8619; or circle Reader Service 32.
Sound Ideas' Libraries
Sound Ideas manufactures acomplete
line of sound effects libraries. The
General Series 1000 features more than

The Lexicon 300 digital effects system

Hz to 20 kHz. A comparative mode permits off air comparison with transmitted
signal.
The "E" version includes digital signal
processing of electrical and acoustical
signals. Sound Technology also
manufactures the 1510 A professional
Akai Digital Products
audio test system, 3100 Bprogrammable
Akai offers avariety of digital units for generator and the 3200 Bprogrammable
broadcast use. The DD1000 is amagneto- analyzer test systems.
For information from Sound Technoloptical disk recorder.
The DL1000 is the remote control unit
ogy, contact Lee White at 408-378-6540;
that accompanies the DD1000. The
fax: 408-378-6847; or circle Reader ServDL500 is a "cart machine" trigger remote
ice 26.
for the DD1000.
For information from Akai, contact
Audio Precision Testing
The FASTest audio channel testing
James Martin at 817-336-5114; fax: 817870-1271; or circle Reader Service 150.
software for the System One, from Audio Precision, can test any audio chanTelex Headsets, Intercoms
nel in two seconds or less.
The V-series of professional headsets
The Portable One audio test set is for
from Telex Communications, Inc. are
remote and studio applications. The Sysideal for broadcast needs, featuring
tem One, System One + DSP and Sysmodular cordsets and mic cartridges.
tem One dual domain PC-based audio
The model MR1327 intercom user statest sets are also all available from Aution has two channels, call signal, modudio Precision.
lar packaging, plug-in gooseneck mic
For information from Audio Precision,
and speaker amplifier. The SAP612
contact Tom Mintrter at 503-627-0832; fax:
source assignment panel allows selection 503-641-8906; or circle Reader Service
of six intercom channels or four intercom
114.
channels and two audio channels to 12
RPG Room Treatments
user station strings.
Other products from Telex include the
RPG Diffusor Systems, Inc. offers a
PS15 intercom power supply with
complete line of diffusors. Among them,
modular packaging and power for 20
the Studio-in-a-Box kit includes acomheadset stations.
bination of melamine QRD Diffusors,
For information from Telex, contact
fabric upholstered Absorbors and poDan Dantzler at 612-884-4051; fax: 612rous aluminum NDC Almute low884-0043; or circle Reader Service 70.
frequency absorbers.
RPG also offers a line of ABS and
Sound Technology Pro Gear
Class A fire rated Kydex thermoformed
Sound Technology manufactures the
QRD diffusors and Otnnifusors.
RIA 4000 Ereal time spectrum analyzer
The QRD Diffusor; FlutterFree, an
with one-third octave resolution from 20
acoustic flutter control hardwood mold-

AUDIO FOR VID 0 AN

die

ing; and Triffusor, arotatable three-sided
variable acoustics module, are among
the RPG line.
For information from RPG, contact Dr.
Peter D'Antonio at 301-249-5647; fax: 301249-3912; or circle Reader Service 124.

Neve 44 Series broadcast recorder

beyerdynamic Microphones
The MCE50 series miniature microphone systems and M833 stereo field
production microphone are among the
available products from beyerdynamic.
beyerdynamic also offers the M58 dynamic moving coil mic, the MC740 condenser type mic and the MCE86 condenser type microphone. The LYT108/109
headsets and HiM560 headsets are available as well.
For information from beyerdynamic,
contact Mike Solomon at 516-935-8000;
fax: 516-935-801B; or circle Reader Service 131.
Studer Revox CD Products
The Studer A728 CD system controller
is designed to control up to three A7V
CD players at once. ES bus networking
is provided for easy installation, acue
wheel for frame accuracy cueing, and an
ergonomically designed keyboard for
quick access to all functions.
The Revox C221 professional CD
player has 256 times oversampling and
1-bit conversion technology. Other features include improved signal-to-noise
ratio technology of the differential mode
stereo D-A converters for improved
sound quality.
Also, the Revox C1I5 cassette deck includes XLR inputs/outputs. Dolby B or
C and I-D( Pro, protected fader start function for "on air" broadcasting.
For information from Studer Revox,
contact Sandra Hale at 615-254-5651;
fax: 615-256-7619.
;or circle Reader Service 51.
Soundcraft Consoles
Soundcraft's Europa console is alive
reinforcement console with frame sizes
ranging up to 40 inputs. Each size is
standard with four band parametric EQ
integrated noise gate, eight VCA

-Fader starts
-Signalisation outputs
-Inserts and Clean Feed
-Interface for automation systems
-Interface for video editors
Optional:
-Transformer balanced inputs & outputs
-P & G long throw 105 mm faders

eela audio

The EELA AUDIO S 120 is a range of modular audio mixers,
featuring VCA faders.
Applications can be found in radio production, video editing,
OB's and as a general ( multi) purpose mixer.

Parmentierweg 3, 5657 EH Eindhoven-Airport, Phone: + 3140 51 04 84. Fax: + 314057 04 82

Circle 127 On Reader Service Card
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subgroups and eight mute groups.
The Sapphyre is Soundcraft's in-line
and post production console in 20, 28, 36,
or 44 input sizes, each with six stereo effect returns. A combined I/O module
gives access to dual signal paths with
sub-grouping and routing architecture.
The Delta Monitor is Soundcraft's
twelve-bus stage monitor mixer with up
to 40 inputs. Specific input features include balanced mic and line inputs, four
band, two mid-sweep EQs with high
pass filter and polarity reverse.
For information from Soundcraft, contact Bill Threlkeld at 818-895-3435; fax: 818893-3639; or circle Reader Service 80.
Soundtracs Consoles
Soundtracs offers a complete line of
Megas consoles for avariety of purposes.
The Megas Mix is ageneral purpose console for applications where amaximum
of four group busses is sufficient.
The Megas Stage is adedicated eightbus sound reinforcement console with
VU metering and six mute groups as
standard. The Megas Studio consoles
are intended for recording use, with either 16 or 24 group busses, MIDI muting and optional patchbay.
The Megas Monitor is apartner to the
Megas Stage, providing 24, 32 or 40 inputs into 12 monitor sends for comprehensive stage monitor mixes.
For information from Soundtracs, contact Sue Pym in England at + 44-81-3993392; fax: + 44-81-399-6821; or circle
Reader Service 38.
Turtle Beach Computer Editing
Turtle Beach introduces the MultiSound, aprofessional sound card for use
with an IBM computer. Features include
two tracks of CD quality audio recording, 32 voices of MIDI playback, aCDROM mixer and MPC drivers.
Turtle Beach also offers the 50K digital
recording system with an updated version
of 1.2, ideal for broadcast editing. Features
include time compression/expansion,
SMPTE chase/lock, playlist editing and
cut and paste editing.
For information from Turtle Beach, contact Jeff Klinedinst at 717-843-6916; fax:
717-854-8319; or circle Reader Service 94.
Orban Digital Optimod
Orban's Optimod-FM 8200 digital audio processor provides complete audio
processing and transmitter protection for
FM broadcasting. The 8200 interfaces
with most commonly found transmitters
and STLs, and is programmable or expandable via a PC interface.
For information from Orban, contact
Judy Kuta at 510-351-3500; fax: 510-3510500; or circle Reader Service 46.
Eventide Data Logger, Harmonizer
The Eventide UR 240 digital audio logger records up to 188 hours of audio on
one DAT tape over 24 channels. Searches
can be conducted by date, time or channel number. Eventide also manufactures
the H3000KS Ultra-Harmonizer featuring Time Squeeze custom broadcast software and 22 second stereo search.
For information from Eventide, contact
Gil Griffith at 201-641-1200; fax: 201-6411640; or circle Reader Service 100.
Solid State Logic Consoles
Solid State Logic's Ultimation G series
console automation system can operate
as a dedicated VCA system, dedicated
moving fader system, or acombination
of both.
Solid State Logic's SL 4000, SL 5000

Radio World
and SL 6000 G series consoles are
designed for music mixing and tracking
and audio-for-video post production. All
have Total Recall, G series computer and
Ultimation console automation.
For information from Solid State Logic,
contact Piers Plaskitt at 212-315-1111; fax:
212-315-0251; or circle Reader Service 1.

stereo generator.
For information from Aphex, contact
Paul Freudenberg at 818-767-2929; fax:
818-767-2641; or circle Reader Service 20.
Alpha Audio Acoustical Treatments
Alpha Audio offers its pyramid acoustical foam. The acoustical foam platform has
a uniform pyramid platform in two-,
three- and four-inch thickness.
Sonex acoustical foam comes in two-,
three-, and four-inch thickness; Sonex
ceiling tiles are 2' x2'. Soundtex acoustical wall fabric and the Alpha portable
isolation booth are also available.
For information from Alpha Audio/Acoustical Solutions, contact Michael
Binns at 800-782-5742; fax: 804-358-9496;
or circle Reader Service 122.

Aphex Systems Modular Products
Aphex offers the 9000 series modular
signal processing unit, and the 9000 R.
The 9251 is the Aural Exciter module and
the 9301 is the Compellor module with
acompressor/leveler.
Aphex also offers the 320 Compellor
with dual mono/stereo compressor/leveler, the 720 Dominator multiband
peak limiter and 400 Digicoder broadcast
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Digidesign Broadcast Tools
Digidesign manufactures the Pro Tools
Multitrack digital audio production system, integrating multitrack digital audio
recording and editing, DSP, MIDI sequencing and automated digital mixing
into asingle hard disk recording workstation.
The Pro Tools offers from four to 16
channels of audio and recording playback, including support for the
AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital formats.
Also, multiple channels of recording/playback and multiple high speed
digital signal processing chips provide
simultaneous real-time digital effects.
For information from Digidesign, contact Suz Howells at 415-688-0600; fax:
415-3r-0777; or circle Reader Service 62.
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When you need extra hands mixing audio,
Shure's AMS can help.
Until recently, you needed outstanding
hand-ear-eye coordination to mix audio in
multiple-microphone broadcast situations.
Now there's asystem that gives you
broadcast-quality audio when you can't
cover all the faders at once. It's the Shure
Automatic Microphone System (AMS),
featuring patented direction-sensitive gating.
The Shure AMS continuously compares
audio signal levels from two matched unidirectional condenser microphone cartridges
located back-to-back in each AMS microphone. The rear-facing cartridge monitors
ambient sound, while the front-facing cartridge handles sound from the desired
source. When the front cartridge output
exceeds the rear cartridge output by 9dB,
the AMS mic channel gates on automatically
in .004 seconds.
Because of this unique gating concept, an
AMS microphone channel will only gate on

when addressed from within a120-degree
"window of acceptance" centered at the
front of the microphone. AMS mics not
addressed from within this angle remain off.
So the number of open microphones is kept
to aminimum automatically, with no need
for manual control.
Since the Shure AMS automatically
keeps track of the number of open microphones and adjusts the overall gain to
compensate, your broadcast level stays constant as mics open and close, without
troublesome gain-riding.
Direction-sensitive gating makes the

SHURE®

Shure AMS the best system to use in multiple-mic situations, from panel talk shows to
game shows to hearings on Capitol Hill.
More and more broadcast engineers are discovering the advantages of having
broadcast- quality multiple-microphone

audio without the headaches of manual mixing or the time-consuming setup of so-called
automatic mixers.
With AMS you not only get all the
advantages of atruly automatic microphone
system, you also get the broadcast-quality
audio and reliability of Shure microphones.
For acomprehensive AMS literature
packet, call us at 1-800-257-4873. For AMS
technical support, call Michael Pettersen at
1-708-866-2512.

The Sound of the Professional?.. .Worldwide.
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NEW NEW NEW
12,000
MODULAR
6 CHANNELS $3,999/ 12 CHANNEL
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2619 Midpoint Drive • Fort Collins, CO 80525 • ( 303)

AA3N M2N AA3N

NEW NEW NEW
SERIES
CONSOLES
.S $6,499

m

/18 CHANNELS - $8,893
FEATURES

• Totally Modular Console- Input modules, Output modules, Option modules
Ease of Service
Ease of Installation
Ease of Expansion
Three Mainframe Sizes-8channels, 18 channels, 28 channels
Full Metering
Timer on All models
Talkback to "2" studios
im Ultrahigh Quality Construction and design
Penny and Giles 3000 Series slide faders
VCA's
ITT Schadow switchs
Gold connectors—IC's socketed—regulated power supply
• 3Stereo Output Buses
• 2 Internal Mix- minus Buses for 'Telephone'
• Option Modules-D.A.'s, Mono Mixes, Remote Selectors, Etc.
• Comprehensive Logic system
Start and stop sources by isolated internal reed relays
Remote channel On and Off control with Tally lamps for turrets
Flashing OFF switchs for cart machine status
Three muting buses for Control room and two studios
Timer reset selectable on each module
Monitor DIM function during cue and talkback

224-2248

z

arrakis
SYSTEMS INC

JAA3N AA3N AN3N
Circle 118 On Reader Service Card

CART 2000

The RS-CART 2000 is the Finest Cart Machine
ever designed and manufactured. From major new
features like flutter correction, to important details
like improved cart hold downs, nothing has been
overlooked.
The World's First Flutter Correction.
The RS-CART 2000 is the only cart machine to incorporate active flutter
correction. This encode-decode system records apilot tone on the cue track.
On playback, the pilot is FM
RS CART 2000 FLUTTER TEST • wow & flutter (pet) vs. time (in sec's)
demodulated to drive two
0.3
,s‘m
dedicated all-pass filter time
delay networks to achieve up
oFluter Corixt
to a50% wow and flutter
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For the first time, cart wow
oC:Is
and flutter is reduced to levels
+---t-i: ----i-i+--•
rivaled only by the finest reel(same:cart)
to-reel recorders.
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Test shows record & play DIN weighted wow & flutter (@ 3.15 kHz)

Active Phase Error Correction.
This non-encoding circuitry detects out-of-phase audio by tracking the common
left/right audio components of any pre-recorded cart. The RS-CART 2000 is the
only cart machine made that
RS CART 2000 PHASE TEST • phase gn degrees) vs. frequency gn Hz)
uses distortion-free and noise90.0
free, all-pass filter time delay
67.5
networks to correct phase
-**
45.0
error. Up to 90° of phase error
Correction
at 5kHz is corrected in real
22.5
........ ...... .. ....... :
time, as the cart plays.

vu1

AUD

RUT

0.0

-22.5
-45.0

Listeners will immediately
notice the cleaner and brighter
sound of any stereo cart reproduced on an RS-CART 2000.

.....
Phase
Corrected ._
(same cart)

-67.5
-90 0
1k

5k

10k

f

20k

Typical new cart utilized (
50 deg's out of phase at 12.5 kHz: within NAB specs)

•Splice finder • Timer on all models • LED metering • Front panel azimuth adjust

•1kHz defeat mode • Fast forward • 3speeds • Toroidal power transformers • Test
noise generator • Cleaning switch • CMOS logic • Flutter correction • Full remote
control • 1/2" thick nickel-plated deck plate • Full size solenoid • Nidec direct-drive
motor • Ball bearing mounted pressure roller • Active phase correction • 3cue tones
•Peak LED • Buffered, low-noise input stage • Gas Tight mating connectors • Delrin
roller cart hold downs • Injection molded tape guides • User programmable logic
states • Long life heads • "Electronic transformer" inputs and outputs • Lamp flash
logic • Active Phase Meter • XLR connectors • Bias and cue metering
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reducing the signal levels to place them
back into the linear range of the receiver front end, the mix disappeared.
So what can the station being interfered with do about the problem? Provide filters or pads to all its mobile
listeners? Get the other stations to reduce power? Both these options will
work, but they are not practical.
For now, this station is living with
the problem. There is no magical solution, although there may be ways to
improve the situation to a degree. We
will take alook at some of these techniques in the next column.

Mixes Lead to Spurious Signals
(continued from page 13)
emissions, as required by FCC Rule
73.1590(b), should be made by connecting aspectrum analyzer or some other
suitable measuring instrument to atap
on the station's transmission line.
Usually, apad is inserted between the
tap and the instrument.
It may be a good idea to insert a
sharp notch filter tuned to the station's
frequency in the line. This will reduce
the station's signal level into the measurement device's front end, preventing
overloads and mixes from occurring
there.
If trouble is found, be sure to factor
the series notch filter's loss on both
the desired and undesired frequencies
into the ratio calculation. Finally,
remember to do the check under normal modulation with all subcarriers on.

One might think that situations involving stations operating into master
antennas along with several others
would be ripe for all kinds of mixes.
This would be true, were it not for
the fact that the combining equipment
used for such diplexing provides for
sharp filtering at each station's port.
As aresult, master antenna users are
less likely to cause problems than are
discrete antenna users.
Receiver front end mix
The last case—and the one completely
beyond the broadcaster's control—
occurs when a mix takes place inside
the front end of the receiver. In the
first case Idescribed, this is the source
of the trouble.
The contributing stations are located
about three miles apart, and both have
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demonstratively clean outputs. But in
an area within about 10 miles of either
transmitter, the third station's signal is
wiped out.
Numerous and extensive tests have
been run to both confirm the source
of the trouble and to find out what
to do about it. It was discovered that
by slightly attenuating all signals at the
antenna port of a typical mobile receiver (Philco-Ford), the problem would
go away.
Similarly, acavity filter was inserted
between the antenna and receiver and
again, the problem disappeared. By

WC. "Cris" Alexander is director of
broadcasting for Crawford Broadcasting Co.,
in Dallas. He can be reached at 214445-1713.
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Self-Inspection Report
(continued from page 14)

and other part 74 licenses to be retained
at the address shown on the license,
posted at the transmitter or posted at the
control point. The form asks for the type
of station, the frequencies and call signs.
Are all operator licenses posted or immediately available at all control points?
73.1230(b) requires all operator licenses
to be posted where the operator is on
duty (typically aremote control point).
If the operator has a "wallet card" restricted permit, that must be posted, not
kept in the wallet. If the operator works
at more than one station, the license is
to be posted at one station and photocopies posted at the others.
Ensure that all operators are properly
licensed (including those who may be at
some off-premises control point). Recently issued General Radio-Telephone
licenses do not permit broadcast station
operation. Holders of this restricted
license must also hold arestricted permit for broadcast operation. The FCC inspection form asks for the name, date of
birth, license type and license number
(if applicable) for all licensed operators.

We just finished the first of 20 pages
of the FCC Broadcast Self-Inspection Report. Next month, we'll continue the discussion. Ilook forward to your comments.
Meanwhile, if you'd like acopy of the
Self-Inspection Report, send $2 (for
copying) to H&F, 141 Suburban Road,
Building E4, San Luis Obispo, Calif.
93401-7590, along with aSASE (52 cents
postage). The existing form is aimed at
AM stations, especially directional AMs.
Many questions, however, are applicable
to all radio stations.
My thanks to Bill Sepmeier of National
Supervisory Network, Jeff Young of the
FCC FOB in Washington, and Michael
Ritter of the Commission's Los Angeles
office.

NATURAL PROGRESSION

Harold Hallikainen is president of HaIlikainen and Friends, a manufacturer of
transmitter control and telemetry systems.
He also teaches electronics at Cuesta College, San Luis Obispo. He can be reached
at 805-541-0200; on internet at ap621@
cleveland.freenet.edu; or hhallilca@pan.
calpoly.edu; or through CompuServe at
INTERNET ap621@cleveland.freenet.edu.
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Bring your station into
On Station Property
the 90's with CATUNK
the digital STUTSL.

"It's adream system—we get specs like the microwave wasn't even there.
CAT-LINK has completely eliminated the STL delay."
Jeff Andrew, WGCI-FM, Chicago
"CAT-LINK solved all our problems in 4minutes-2minutes to install each
end. Performance has been impeccable."
Paul Christensen, WIVY-FM, Jacksonville, FL
"CAT-LINK makes money for us, and it improves the sound of the station."
Mike Callaghan, KIIS-FM, Los Angeles CA
"CAT-LINK has held up through extreme heat, ahostile RF environment and
nasty summer lightning storms."
Dick Byrd, WZGC-FM, Atlanta GA

Two-way multi- channel communications
CAT- LINK digitizes the entire composite signal with no data compression, so
you can run the stereo generator and processing at the studio, where they
really belong. At the same time, CAT- LINK sends and receives up to four
customized auxiliary channels with no crosstalk—SCAs, control channels,
voice communications, RS232 data, AM audio, transmitter readings and
satellite or remote program feeds. What's more, CAT- LINK gives you extra
capabilities like transmitter building surveillance via closed circuit TV and
an analog telemetry channel.

Transparent digital transmission
CAT- LINK encodes the fully processed composite signal, then decodes it at
the transmitter. You always get full stereo separation, without the phase or
amplitude variations that plague two-channel STLs. Dynamic range is up to
84 dB, and your processed composite signal can use virtually all of it. You
hear clear, clean, undistorted audio—all the time.

No audible delays
CAT-LINK's real-time digital encode/decode process doesn't introduce audible
delays as data compression can. Jocks can monitor on-air without problems.

Flexible signal path options
•23 GHz
Stations across the country are avoiding 950 MHz problems by using 23 GHz
with CAT-LINK. They've stopped worrying about frequency congestion and interterence, repeater- induced signal degradation, and fresnel zone clearance fading.
23 GHz dish sizes also reduce wind loading and tower space requirements.
•DS1 ( Ti) Data Line
CAT- LINK is cutting phone bills for stations that don't have aclear microwave
path. With CAT- LINK, asingle bidirectional DS1 line replaces multiple Class
A telco lines, providing multi-channel SIL and TSL over the same link. Already
available virtually anywhere, DS1 service is getting cheaper every day.
•Fiber Optic
CAT- LINK and its optional fiber optic modem provide direct connection to
discrete fiber.
•Twisted Pair
CAT- LINK will drive
up to 5000 feet of
twisted pair wire
without repeaters.
Four wires provide
full two-way multichannel capabilities.
WvC ATW-L I
NKW.

Turn the weak link in your signal chain into one of the strongest.
Call QEI toll-free at 800-334-9154 for more information on CAT- LINK—
the digital STL/TSL for the 90's...and beyond.
QEI CORPORATION
ONE AIRPORT DRIVE • P.O. BOX 805 • WILLIAMSTOWN, N.J. 08094
24 HOUR SERVICE HOTLINE (609) 728-2020
TEL (800) 334-9154 • FAX (609) 629-1751
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by Barry Mishkind
TUCSON, Ariz. Over the past few
months, we've been talking alot about
safety. It takes alot of time, effort and, yes,
some money to make the station "user
friendly."
We've seen that through careful planning, the studio and transmitter sites can
be maintained in acondition that will not
present dangers to the staff or visitors.
Safe sites mean fewer accidents. In the
long run, that translates into lower insurance costs, something any station should
welcome.
When astation plans out anew facility
or prepares to remodel an existing one,
safety comes from teamwork. The owner,
manager and engineer need to sit down
together, to ask and answer alot of questions. Are you sure everyone can get out
safely in the event of afire? What if the air
conditioning fails? How will you ensure
the safety of the staff at night?
Asking the right questions is not always
easy. Anticipating all the problems that
can occur in the future depends not only
on the experience but also the attitude of
the management team.
To illustrate: A few years ago one station
was remodeled to add anew office wing.
Although the studios were nearly 30 years
old, avery small part of the budget went
to upgrade them. The attitude of the owner
toward the comfort of the staff was shown
by his refusal to allow the new air conditioning system to be set below 85 degrees.
That was merely an inconvenience, not
necessarily adanger to the staff. But the
lack of concern for the overall welfare of
the staff manifested itself in other ways
that could be dangerous.
For example, the transmitter was way
out in arural area of the county. When
working at the transmitter, the engineer
was quite isolated and subject to being accosted or even robbed at gunpoint. Unfortunately, the owner rejected any security
measures for the protection of the engineer as too costly.
As aresult, the engineer reported that
he was somewhat nervous when leaving
the building, which he locked while inside. The owner suggested he take afriend
to the site, or carry agun.
What should astation's plan be for the
1990s? How can we properly plan for overall safety before problems occur? We plan
to give that some attention over the next
few months.
Like many other broadcasters, I've
found that my attitude toward personal
security while on the job has materially
changed over the past 20 years or so.
Many of us remember how in the late
1960s and early 1970s it was possible to
walk into virtually any radio station in the
state—right into the control room, and sit
down and chat with the staff. In fact, that
was how we caught the radio bug. Istopped in one afternoon to chat at my favorite
station. I've loved radio ever since.
We had astrong bond with our listeners.
People would stop by with sandwiches
and soda pop. One station Iworked was
turned on in the patrol cars of the small
suburban town. Periodically, the cop
would stop in for acup of coffee and achat.
One anecdote Ilove to tell is when one
morning, at 3a.m., Ichanged my first fi-

nal PA tube. Iwas (only) aDJ then, but I
got the change done. Upon re-entering the
control room five minutes later, Isaw the
cop standing there. He'd heard the station
go off the air and came directly over. He
was afraid someone might have attacked
me.

ECLECTIC
ENGINEER
Now, that's personal security.
Today, it would be very unusual to find
anyone who would eat food that someone
brought to the station, unless they knew
the person bringing it. And when Ihave
to go out to atransmitter alone, I'm alot
more careful about noticing the surroundings. Ilock the gate. Ilock the transmitter
building.
And it's not an irrational fear. Many stations regularly suffer vandalism such as
tower lights being shot out or fences being
cut. While there often are various wild animals that present danger, there is actually
less danger from animals than people. If
the engineer comes around, some of these
cowboys have been known to attack. In
fact, sometimes they will turn off an outside breaker to bring avictim to them.
Stations often may feel that due to the
erratic and infrequent presence of personnel at the transmitter, there is little need
for security measures.
On the other hand, many stations can
give examples of the need for security at
the studio rather than at the transmitter.
The security guard at KFWB in Hollywood was hit from behind in the parking
lot of the studio. Police responded, but it
took them 15 minutes after being advised
of the situation through 911.
Or, perhaps you remember the protestors that made it into the news studios of
at least two national networks. Fortunately, they were unarmed. But then,
there was the case of the gunman that invaded the KNBC studios in Burbank.
In Phoenix, agunman raced past the
receptionist and entered the air studio of
KOOL-TV late one afternoon in 1979. According to staff, he fired ashot into the
ceiling and shouted, "Everyone in this
room is ahostage and will be shot if they
try to leave. Idemand to go on the air."
Eventually, 'Dallas" (in its heyday) was interrupted to viewers seeing the gunman
holding his weapon to the head of the station's news anchor, while he read arambling letter.
Steps were taken to prevent areoccurrence at KOOL. Yet, more than adecade
later, Iwas told of amajor network station
in this country where anyone with
enough nerve still could walk from the
front door to the air studio in a few
seconds. Scary indeed.
Some of the steps taken at KOOL and
other stations, as well as other concerns
about the security of the physical property
of stations, will be discussed in our next
installment.
Barry Mishkind, aka RW's "Eclectic Engineer," is aconsultant in Tucson. He can be
reached at 602-296-3797 or 1:300/11 on FidoNet, or "barry@coyote.datalog.com" on
Internet.
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The Amazing Multiple-D Mic
Reduced Proximity Effect and Lower Handling
Noise Are Advantages of This Directional Design
by Bruce Bartlett
with Jenny Bartlett
ELKHART, Ind. Here's aproduct with
an extra hole in its head. A multiple-D
microphone is built with several sound
entries or holes in the housing at different distances behind the mic capsule.
This design provides many sonic
benefits to the broadcaster. In fact, it's indispensable.
To explain what "multiple-D" means,
first we need to review how adirectional
microphone works. Every directional
microphone, such as acardioid, has at
least two sound entries or ports: one in
front of the diaphragm and one behind.
The front entry feeds sound to the front
of the diaphragm while the rear entry
feeds sound to the rear.
That rear entry gives the microphone
its directional properties. Here's how it
works. Sound waves approaching the
mic from the rear enter the rear port first,
then they travel to the front of the microphone and enter the front port (Figure
1).

the sound source, the low frequency response rises, giving abassy or boomy effect.
So the tone quality of asingle-D mic
changes, depending on the working distance. If an announcer talks close to this
mic, the voice becomes unnaturally
tubby.
To prevent this problem, the multipleD microphone was invented. It has multiple rear sound entries at varying distances from the front of the diaphragm.
Each entry responds to adifferent frequency band. Because of this construction, the multiple-D mic greatly reduces
proximity effect, so that the tone quality of the voice stays natural at any miking distance.

Looking back
This development has along history.
In the late 1950s, ElectroVoice (EV) engineers invented the 666 and 664
multiple-D microphones, which had
three rear ports—each separately tuned
to lows, mids and highs. In the 1960s, EV
developed the continuously variable-D
microphone (RE-15 and RE-20), which
had aslotted tube along the side of the
Acoustic resistance
Inside the rear port is an acoustic RLC handle. This design greatly improved
phase-shift network. It consists of an the performance and ease of manufacacoustic resistance (fabric) covering a ture.
The RE-20 is probably the industryshort tube, which leads into acavity. In
standard DJ announce mic, not only because it's big and looks impressive, but
because it sounds natural close up. The
mic also has a big diaphragm, which
reduces sensitivity to breath pops. EV recently introduced ahigher-output version of the RE-20 using an N-Dym magnet, the RE-27 NID.
EV's Lou Burroughs single-handedly
converted the broadcast industry from
RCA ribbon mics to EV variable-D mics.
Because of this switch, the broadcast
tone quality of announcers changed
from boomy to natural.
AKG and Shure also produced multipleD models: the AKG D-200E, D-202E and
D-224; and the Shure SM-53 and SM-54.
The AKG models are unique in that
they are two-way designs. Each microphone has alow-frequency capsule and
acardioid microphone, this network de- high-frequency capsule in asingle houslays the sound waves inside the rear port ing. When you talk very close to one of
so that they arrive at the diaphragm the these AKG mics, the high-frequency unit
same time as the sound waves reaching (the one closest to your mouth) has some
proximity effect around 500 Hz, giving
the front port.
As aresult, sound waves push on op- a puffy tone quality. So, these mics
should not be worked too closely.
posite sides of the diaphragm at the
same time (in phase). So the diaphragm
doesn't move, and consequently the mic More advantages
In addition to reducing boominess, the
produces little or no signal. That's how
the microphone cancels sound from the multiple-D design minimizes handling
noise. The diaphragm of amultiple-D mic
rear.
This type of construction is referred to is more highly damped than the dias "single-D" because the mic has one aphragm of asingle-D mic; this higher
rear entry port at a single distance D damping reduces susceptibility to
mechanical vibrations.
from the front of the diaphragm.
To sum up, the multiple-D microphone
One unavoidable property of any singleD directional microphone is that it has gives you anatural tonal balance at almost
"proximity effect This is aprogressive any distance, so you can use it up close
rise in bass response as the mic is placed without boomirtess. It also pops very little and has minimal handling noise, makcloser to the sound source.
For example, when asingle-D micro- ing it agreat mic for hand-held interviews.
Just be sure not to cover the rear ports
phone is two feet from asound source,
its low frequency response is flat or rolls with your hand, or the frequency reoff. But when the mic is two inches from sponse and polar pattern will be

degraded. Note that an omnidirectional
microphone has the same benefits: no
proximity effect, low pop and low handling noise.
The advantage of the multiple-D mic is
that it is directional, so it rejects background noise and room acoustics.

OUT
Multiple-D mics have saved the day for
me afew times. Once Iwas asked to go
into afactory and record several people
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describing their political views. The
recording was for later broadcast over a
local station.
First Itried a single-D cardioid mic
placed close to each person's mouth in an
attempt to reduce pickup of background
noise. The mic did reject the noise, but
the bassy voices and pops made the
recording unusable. Iswitched to an EV
RE-15 with afoam pop filter. It sounded
great: natural bass, no pops, no background noise.
If you use multiple-D mics, you can expect the same results.
u. .
Bruce Bartlett is amicrophone engineer and
technical writer for Crown International, and
the author of "Stereo Microphone Techniques," published by Focal Press. Jenny Bartlett is atechnical writer. Bruce can be reached
at 219-294-8388.

THE
RUGGEDNESS
OF OUR CD PLAYERS
ISN'T A
RETROFIT.
From the get-go, we designed our Industrial
Strength CD players to stand up to the kind of heavyduty use that typical consumer CD players can't handle.
That's why every TASCAM CD player is rackmountable. And why both the CD-301 and CD-401
feature balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA outputs
for added flexibility.
The economy-minded CD-301 ($ 549,* including
hardwired remote) offers the high reliability required for
heavy-use applications, plus precision playback capability The CD-301 also features asingle-play function
to automatically stop playback at the end of asong,
allowing Dis to concentrate on voice-overs or to make
aclean start for the next track. And alink function
to permit hookup of multiple CD-301s for automatic
back-and-forth sequential play.
The high-performance CD-401
.
($799*) incorporates TASCAM's
award-winning ZD circuit to eliminate low level distortion and
e •i•
ensure sound quality that meets
de.
the most demanding standards.
The CD-401's fader-start feature allows play to start
automatically on fade-in and stop at the completion of
afade-out. The CD-401 is available with optional hardwired or wireless remote.
For more information, call or write TASCAM, the
company whose Industrial Strength product line also
includes cassette decks and mixers.

TASCAM

©1991 TEAC America, Inc., 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640. 213/726-0303. * Suggested retail price.
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for use of the regenerative patent.
These early licenses were returning
royalties of about $10,000 each month. In
need of money, Major Armstrong soon
sold both the regenerative and the superheterodyne patents to Westinghouse
for $335,000.

Life and Times of Major Armstrong
by George Riggins
LONG BEACH, Calif. Edwin H. Armstrong (Dec. 18, 1890, to Feb. 1, 1954) is
considered by most of his peers to have
contributed as much, if not more to radio
as we know it today, than any other single
individual.
Fellow RW columnist Harold Hallikainen
suggested that acolumn should be devoted to Armstrong and FM. An attempt
will be made to put some comments together that will do justice to the man and
his many accomplishments.
Major Armstrong, atitle he earned from
military service in World War I, received
his BSEE degree from Columbia University
in 1913 and a Sc.D. in 1929, also from
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Columbia. He also received aSc.D. from
Muhlenberg College in 1941. He served
on the faculty in various capacities at
Columbia from 1913 to the time of his
death.
Armstrong started as an assistant in the
Department of Electrical Engineering. He
became associated with Professor Michael
I. Pupin in 1914, and was appointed Professor of Electrical Engineering in 1935.
Curiously, during his time on the faculty
of Columbia, he never taught aclass.
The regenerative circuit
The first invention credited to Major
Armstrong is the regenerative circuit, developed in 1912. This circuit is recognized
as making long distance radio communications possible.
The second notable invention, in 1917
was the super-heterodyne circuit. The
"superhet" circuit was the outgrowth of
original work done by Reginald Fessenden in 1901. The Fessenden circuit, as
originally developed, used asecond transmitter to furnish the offset signal rather
than alocal oscillator in the receiver.
The biggest problem with this method of
furnishing the heterodyne signal was the
lack of precision parts, both mechanical
and electronic, needed in the early days
of radio to maintain specific frequencies.
The improvement patented by Armstrong used alower frequency local oscillator to produce the intermediate frequency. Armstrong found that this intermediate frequency was easier to amplify
and did not require the accuracy or stability
of the oscillator that was needed by the
original Fessenden methods. The intermediate frequency needed only to stay within
the passband of the amplifier. The developments of Armstrong made weaker signals
useable for reliable communications.
According to William E. Denk, W3IGU,
in apaper published in the March 1987
Antique Radio Gazette, an early but littleknown patent by Michael I. Pupin and Edwin H. Armstrong filed Oct. 1, 1915, and
issued April 6, 1920, was an early attempt
by Armstrong to reduce the effects of static
on radio reception.

This early work with Professor Pupin
over aperiod of eight years was reported
to have been ahumbling experience to his
efforts and delayed further experimentation of static reduction.
Sarnoff and Armstrong
Perhaps the best motivation for working
on a static method of transmitting and
receiving was arequest by David Sarnoff,
head of RCA, for such asystem for the
fledgling broadcast industry.
The early interaction was telltale of the

many dealings, both as acolleague and as
an adversary, that Armstrong had with
Sarnoff.
The super-regenerative circuit was developed in 1922. It is said that this circuit
development was the most significant factor in the early years of mobile radio. Of
course, we know that today almost all mobile/portable/personal radio is based on
the principles of Frequency Modulation,
also credited to Armstrong in 1933.
One of the overlooked developments by
Major Armstrong was aportable superheterodyne AM receiver in 1923. This first
portable superhet was developed and built
by Major Armstrong as awedding present
for his new bride, the former Marion MacInnis, who had been the secretary to
David Sarnoff at RCA.
The portable receiver, referred to as a
"huge mechanism," was taken on the couple's honeymoon and lugged to the Florida
beach.
Some may wonder how Major Armstrong developed his wealth. The first invention, the regenerative circuit, was sold
to American Marconi and Atlantic Communications for limited use. It is reported
that by 1922, there were 24 licenses issued

TRIMAZE

A wealthy man
Some of the money received from Westinghouse was used to pay his creditors,
and a lot to pay for litigation with Lee
DeForest over aclaim of prior invention of
the regenerative circuit. However, after all
the debts were settled, Major Armstrong
still was considered to be awealthy man.
The super-regenerative circuit was sold
to RCA for $200,000 and 60,000 shares of
RCA stock. Another 20,000 shares were issued to Armstrong for additional consulting work. The total of 80,000 shares made
the Major the largest stockholder in RCA.
In 1929, Major Armstrong sold his stock
because of aperceived conflict of interest.
The sale price was $114 per share for atotal of $9,120,000.
One prominent episode in the life of
Major Armstrong took place in May 1923.
The Major climbed the VVJZ tower in New
York City and had atrailing photographer
take apicture of him hanging from acrossbeam.
On the same evening, he returned to
the tower and stood on the large iron ball
that was on top of the tower. It is said that
Sarnoff was less than amused and would
have nothing to do with Major Armstrong
for quite some time.
Any Armstrong contacts?
One last Armstrong item: The BBC is
researching a 40-minute feature to be
broadcast on BBC Radio 4. The feature
would examine the events surrounding
Armstrong's death.
Jaclyn Parry, aresearcher on this project, is looking for people who might have
known Armstrong, worked with him, or
have some family connection. Contact her
at the BBC, Whiteladies Road, Bristol BS8
2LR, England. Phone her at 011-44-272742160 or fax her at 011-44-272-730793.
George Riggins has experience in radio and
electronics dating back to the 1930s. He can
be reached at 213-598-7007.
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42 Elaine Street • R.R. 1 • Thompson, Connecticut 06277
(203) 935-9066 • (203) 935-9242

01 0,
00:5

IMITATED, BUT NOT DUPLICATED
Circle 7 On Reader Service Card

DSG-2001

DIGITAL STEREO GENERATOR
•

ULTRAIVIOD.
DS GI - 12001

The DSG-2001 is a superb Digital Stereo Generator
incorporating many features not found
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on even the most expensive units.

42 Elaine Street • R.R. 1 • Thompson, Connecticut 06277

Dollar for dollar, this product is worth a closer look.

(203) 935-9066 • (203) 935-9242 • FAX (203) 935-9919

Circle 99 On Reader Service Card

ITC cartridge machines have established atrack
record for quality and reliability that is the envy
of the industry.

-4111111Preil
lij

99B Recorder/Reproducer

To prove the point, ITC is DOUBLING our
UNCONDITIONAL WARRANTY to 4
YEARS on all of our machines. That's on
everything, excepting only the normal wear
of heads and pinch rollers.
Delta IReproducer, Delta III Reproducer, Delta IV Record Amplifier

The ITC Technical Service Staff is available to assure that your
ITC product delivers the performance you've come to expect, and
that you will not experience the inconvenience and expense of
excessive down time if service is ever required.

Series PRecorder/Reproducer

Purchasing an ITC machine may save more
money over four years than the cost of a
competitive unit.
Want the facts? Call us.

Allied Broadcast Equipment
Audio Broadcast Group
Broadcast Services Company
Broadcast Supply West
Northeast Broadcast Lab

800-622-0022
800-999-9281
800-525-1037
800-426-8434
518-793-2181

In Canada:
Maruno Electronics Ltd.

416-255-9108

For 21 years, ITC has set the standards for cartridge machine quality and performance,
providing over 67.000 machines to broadcasters worldwide.
International Tapetronics Corporation
P.O. Box 241
Bloomington, IL 61702-0241
TEL: 309-828-1381
FAX: 309-828-1386
Ciecle 4 On Reader Service Card
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KTAID-FAI Lets the Sun Shine in
New Mexico Station
Will Be Solar Powered
by Dee McVicker
TAOS, N.M. KTAO-FM is about to
give new meaning to power rock radio.
Located on the nation's sunbelt in Taos,
N.M., the FM will be the first 50 kW to
rely exclusively on solar energy to power
its progressive rock format.
ICTAO owner Brad Hockmeyer expects
to flip the switch from conventional
power to solar power in early October,

when the station's signal will air for the
first time from anew transmitter site located at 10,000 feet, on one of the peaks
encircling the Taos Valley.
In part, it was the dizzying height of
the new tower location that encouraged
Hockmeyer to consider solar power.
"The best location for our transmitter
turns out to be on top of a10,800-foot
mountain with no electricity," he says.
"We've been racking our brains for acouple of years now, trying to figure out how
we can power this thing."
The mountaintop was KTAO's only
realistic hope to hike an FCC-granted

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Great Buys on Multi-Track Recorders

TASCAM 44, 4-track, 1/4" tape, 7-1/2 - 15 IPS w/rack mount. Privately owned.
NEW $4349
OUR PRICE $ 1,995
FOSTEX A4, 4-track, 1/4" tape, 7" reel size. Sharp units. Fine for personal studio.
OUR PRICE $ 1,495
TEAC 3340, 4-track reel recorder 1/4".
OUR PRICE $795
OTARI MX5050 MKIII-8, 8-track, 1/2" recorder. Table top cabinet. Almost new.
OUR PRICE $3,895

boost from 3 kW to 50 kW and enter
larger market Santa Fe, so Hockmeyer
ruled out nothing in his quest for power.

RADIO
He often was discouraged. "Iwent to
the electric company afew years back,"
he recalls. "Iwalked out thinking it was
going to be aminimum of $300,000 and
aminimum of three years before anything would happen."
Conventional power
After eliminating conventional power
and then diesel and other transportable
power because of transit-hostile mountain terrain, Hockmeyer began to seriously consider solar energy. His early research into solar power uncovered good
news: With the mountain-top site requiring one-fifth the wattage of the station's
previous site, yet yielding more than 16
times the output, the new tower location
was ideal for the low-power requirements of solar energy.
Says Hockmeyer, "Right now we're a
3,000 W station, and because we're 187
feet below average terrain, we have to
put 5,000 W into our transmitter to get
out 3,000 (ERP). But up there, on the top
of this mountain, we have to put in only
1,000 W to get out 50,000 (ERP)."
In all, the move to solar power will have
required two years of planning and
anticipation—and without the help of enthusiastic environmentalists, would have
been cost-prohibitive for the station. Many
contractors are donating their services at
cost, with funding coming from Guy
Spiller of BES Teleproductions, abroadcast production company in Richmond, Va.
Spiller's reason: "Taos is amagical place.
Ican think of no better site for the largest
solar radio station!'
Hockmeyer agrees. "It's avery environmentally conscious community," he says,
stating that Taos is known for its ancient

Indian ruins, artist colonies, beauty and
community spirit.
Tires and cans
Even Taos architect Mike Reynolds,
whose structures made of used tires and
beer cans have caught the media attention
of "Good Morning America" and "People"
magazine, took time out from his environmental-saving ventures elsewhere to help
the local station.
KTAO's "Earth Ship," as Reynolds calls
his ecologically efficient structures, is built
into the mountaintop with layers of Taos
adobe, used tires and aluminum cans.
"What he does is dig into as much of the
mountain as possible, so basically three
walls are rock;' Hockmeyer explains.
'About half way up he starts building with

It was the dizzying
height of the new
tower location that
encouraged Hockmeyer
to consider solar power.

tires, and that forms alot of mass which
certainly helps with the insulation of the
building. And the front's all glass panels,
which heats the building!'
Incredibly, Reynolds began building
this latest of his signature structures,
which will hold the station's transmitter,
with nothing more than solar energy.
"He's running ajackhammer off of solar," Hockmeyer says. "He's building solar with solar."
The new transmitter building, near
completion, is expected to maintain consistent temperatures even during
weather extremes. "It won't go below 50
degrees in the winter and won't go above
90 degrees in the summer;' he says.
And for those cool cloudy days when
(continued on page 32)
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22,23Arrakis Systems

Lots of DBX noise reduction.
CALL

7
11

All
Audio Processing

Technology

ORBAN programmable mic processor. Model 787A, 787A/RC remote control,
787A/SL mono slave. 6 months old.
LIST $3,195
ALL FOR $2,000
Call now for more information on these and hundreds of other
great buys — before they get away.
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FCC Type Acceptance No. DK7ASE-2

Go AM stereo now with the new
Delta ASE-2 C-QUAM® AM
Stereo Exciter. The ASE- 2 gives
you state-of-the-art performance
for about half the cost of other

AM Stereo exciters. The ASE- 2
is easy to install, requires
only 1-3/4 inches of rack
space and comes with Delta's
full 1-year warranty.

Introductory price
High level output option

$3155
$ 145

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL OFFER
Place your order for our new ASE- 2
by October 15, 1991, and
you'll be qualified to
purchase aDelta Model
SNG-1 Stereo Noise
Generator for only
$297.50, a 50% discount
from list price.
•••••,I,

To order, or for additional information, call Delta toil free at 1-800-833-5828,
or contact your authorized Delta Electronics dealer.

DELTA ELECTRONICS
DELTA ELECTRONICS
5730 General Washington Drive • P.O. Box 11268
Alexandria, Virginia 22312
Telephone 703-354-3350 • TELEX: 90-1963
FAX: 703-354-0216
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A Short Cut to Redundancy
by John Bisset
FALLS CHURCH, Va. A number of
unique problems are shared by small market engineers. To begin with, few stations
have the budget for afull-time chief.
Budget constraints also extend to
equipment—redundancy is usually not
aword in the small market vocabulary.
Two transmitters is adream, and making do with one usually is the rule,
rather than the exception.
Pete Loewenheim, a contract chief
with WQCM in Hagerstown, Md.,
found away around the one transmitter problem. He recently installed afourport transfer switch in the manner
shown in Figure 1. The switch provides
exciter-power redundancy, should the
transmitter fail.
When comparing the price of afourport switch to asecond transmitter, there
is no comparison, according to Pete. The
beauty of this configuration is that when
the station upgrades to asecond transmitter, the transfer switch is already in
place.
Using the mute control function on the
exciter and the normal interlock circuitry
of his CCA transmitter, hot switching

and attempting to fire up the CCA transmitter when the exciter is switched into
the antenna is eliminated.
Pete adds that as the output power of
exciters keeps increasing, it only makes
sense to provide ameans to feed the exciter directly into the antenna for emergencies. For contract engineers, such a
backup does make sense, giving the en-

When comparing
the price of a four port
switch to a second
transmitter, there is
no comparison.
gineer alittle breathing room to get to
the site and make repairs.
** *
Broadcast Electronics is one manufacturer that has taken this concept astep
further. Its transmitters have been
designed with 50 ohm inputs and outputs from the exciter to the PA. This permits the use of flexible RF patching
around any defective subsystem.

SIMPLY
THE BEST
1'1

li ir

P.O. Box 426 •

Fairburn. Georgia 30213

(404) 964-3530 •

FAX: (404) 964-2222

Circle 52 On Reader Service Card

The patching list of materials includes
aBNC to BNC cable and aBNC to Type
N Adaptor. Using the jumpers, it's possible to bypass the driver, one or both
IPAs, even feed the exciter directly into
the grid of the PA. Although this flexible RF patching system is not automatic,
it gives the engineer the ability to "jumper around" the defective portion of the
transmitter, and stay on the air with
more than just exciter power.
For information on BE's flexible RF
patching system, circle
Reader Service 77, or
contact Russ Erickson
at Broadcast Electronics,
217-224-9600.
***
Ronald Pesha with
WGFR, the Adirondack Community College station in Queensbury, N.Y., writes of his
experience with the
seizing of cart machine
motors. Ronald's experience has been that
the motors seize up in
the bearings. To free
the bearings, he removes the motor and
soaks the bearings
overnight in a strong
solvent, such as trichTRANSFER SWITCH OPERATING IN " EMERGENCY" MODE,
EXCITER FEEDS ANTENNA
loroethylene (obtained
Transfer switch operating in "emergency" mode, exciter feeds antenna.
from apaint store).
Rather than disassemble the motor, Ron positions
site. Don't write for your free copy if
the motor in a vessel of the solvent
you're afraid of heights. The pictures
so that the windings remain dry. Use
are breathtaking. Copies of the 1991
caution with trichloroethylene—this
calendar are still available, and you can
chemical is very toxic, and must be
get on the mailing list to receive the
used in a well-ventilated area. Ron's
company's 1992 calendar by sending a
got several machines with motors apwritten request to: SG Communicaproaching 20 years of service, which
tions, 210 South Third Street, North
have been maintained in this manner.
Wales, Pa. 19454.
Ron Pesha can be reached at WGFR,
518-793-4491.
John Bisset is aprincipal with Multiphase
***
Consulting, a contract engineering and
October marks the beginning of the
projects company. He can be reached at
fourth quarter—time for another quar703-379-1665.

KTAO Lets the Sun Shine
(continued from page 30)
the structure's solar panels do not get
enough sun, the earth itself will heat the
building, says Hockmeyer.
For the solar system that will soon
power the station's 50 kW ERE an equally
ecologically efficient design is planned—
with an emphasis in collecting and storing as much sunlight as structurally possible.

•

CCA TRANSWITERS

terly tower inspection, and the last for
the year. If you are a newcomer to
broadcasting and wonder what I'm talking about, a good reference is a fre€
Tower Inspection Checklist.
This publication is made available by
Stainless Tower and SG Communications. It's an exhaustive checklist—after
all, Stainless does build these things.
The checklist is a good guide to making sure that all segments of your tower
site are in good condition. If you'd like
a copy, circle Reader Service Number
49.
Stainless also offers a really slick
calendar for your office or transmitter

CCA

Downtime to a minimum
Even in sun-scorched New Mexico, atotal of 135 solar panels are required to collect the sunlight needed for KTAO's signal.
Excessive compared to some solar installations, this large number of solar panels
is expected to keep site maintenance and
station downtime to aminimum.
To reserve solar energy, the design uses
60 batteries, more than enough to store
power for five cloudy days. Based on

historical weather reports, which go back
70 years, it is unlikely the area will experience more than five cloudy days in a
row. The system, says Hockmeyer, "is
designed for one down day in 20 years"
Still, Hockmeyer isn't leaving anything
to chance. "We're going to have backup
power," he says. "But we don't ever intend
to use it." A propane backup generator has
been ordered for this purpose.
Expected to be the largest solarpowered station in the nation—perhaps
in the world—KTAO-FM will power up
with solar energy this month to the fanfare of a large celebration. Nationally
popular musicians are anticipated to
commemorate the event, as well as
plenty of local enthusiasm.
Dee McVicker is afree-lance writer and
regular contributor to RW. She can be
reached at 602-899-8916.
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remote site together
COMPROT., features ascreen that displcys a
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Tie cursor on one point of the graph displays
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RF DIAGNOSTIC is anew telemetry and remote control system
for tube-type power arrblifiers.
All the useful parameters needed to prevent malfunctioning or
to intervene in the operation of malfunctioning equipment are transferred by either radio link or telephone to apersonal compter
(IBM or compatible with an MS-DOS operating system).
A unique software system created by ELENOS. available in various languages, enables the user to obtain:
CURRENT DATA
PAST DATA
GRAPHIC DATA

MULTI: features aplotted
graph displaying the dcily
parameter readings. YDU
also have the options of
selecting weekly, monthly,
for a single parameter or
for every parameter
simultaneously. It is also
possible to have this in
bar graph form and to
print the data.
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Moreover, if the amplifier in question is manufactured by ELENOS, the computer screen will produce apicture of its from panel (with high graphic resolution) including all current meter readings. Of particular interest to the engineer are:
•aZOOM function which allows enlargement of any detal fou
easier reading.
•the HELP function: an online troubleshooting manual that gui,
des the user to assess the causes of malfunctions, and in some cases comes up with solutions.
•the use of aMOUSE. and icon representation which allows: evem
inexperienced compJter users to be able to work with the PC.

ALL HE LOGOS: this feature provides the pos.sibility of e:Wing your station's logo on installation of the software.

Direct access and automatic saving of data means that the readings of all functional parameters prior to an event are stored and
therefore even occasbnal anomalies can be isolated anc treated. It is also possible to send all data of such parameters directly to ELENOS, or to your service center to receive analysis, advice and diagnosis.
Please call or write for more information on the ELENOS RF DIAGNOSTIC system today.

OTHERDAT, OTHER INP:
with this feature you can.
display preset values. The
green led shows that the
values are within the se ,
threshold limits. It i5
possible to redefine the
scale and the aiarrr
thresholds for maximum
and minimum preserting:
on every analog
instrument. It is also
possible to define the
description and the
enabling and to disable
the measurements.

RFSETUP: this fetatune
allows a transmitting site
with more than one
transmitter to work on the
same communication line-

Lenlaniem

11

[:.

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Via G. Amendola. 9
FOGG() RENATICO ( Fe) Italy

Tel. 39/532829965
Fax 39/532829177

T1800: if the transmètter
controlled is made by
Elenos, the monitor
displays the front panel
with the meters exactly as
they ore. In addition to
the information displayed
on the front panel, it is
possible to have other
functions displayed at the
test points inside the
transmitter. Some
functions are remote
controllable.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
Audltronics 1100DAGLC dist amp (20), in (2)
Auditronics 11COMF 10-input mainframes, w/Auditronics PS60 AM external pwr supply, used 6
mnths.$1500/all. BLord, Lord Brdcstg. 13313 SE
208th St, Kent WA 98042. 206-631-2374.

ACOUSTICS
Want to Sell

WAIIERSSIOR

kDESiCN

Dynakit PASII pre-amp, new & used cable
w/Canons 3 prong; manuals for Ampex
351/350/601 & mixer MX-35; Pultec EQP1A;
Univox headsets, new, stereo or mono guitar;
monitor panel for 8 irk recorder through
speakers to stepdown to 2trk, or whatever.
Mr. Oliver, 212-874-7660.

GROU,

Specializing in Facility Design
for
Broadcast Audio 8( Video

Want to Buy
Altec 287-F/287-W, any cond: also, WE amps,
Marantz & Ampro vacuum tube audio amps,
Westrex cutter amps. D deForrest, 7441
Wayne Ave #10-D, Miami Beach FL 33141.
305-866-5401.

134 Main Street
New Paltz, NY 12561

914-255-2255
914-255-2519 Fax

Mono feedback amp for cutting vinyl records,
must work on Gramphin cutter head. H
Sewell, Oakridge Music Rcrdng, 2001 Elton
Rd. Ft Worth TX 76117. 817-838-8001.

Marti PGM-20 line amp, $40. PWells, KJOY
San Diego, 619-238-1037. FAX: 619-238-6157.

AMPLIFIERS
Want to Sell
Crown MT1200 pwr amp. 1200 W, bridge mono, excel cond. $750 ea + shipping. Philip, Big
Red Sound. 172-28 Henley Rd, Jamaica NY
11432. 718-523-2815.

CBS Labs 1602 stereo DA, 8outputs/chnl,
$150. PCibley, Cibley Music, 138 E38th St,
NY NY 10016. 212-986-2219.
Dyne ST-70, pair, w/tube preamp PAT-2. $400;
all mint NAD 2140, as new, $225. RNelson,
Tropical Brdcsting, 14093 SW 142 St, Miami,
FL 33186.
Bogen Challenger 6-chnl amp, gd cond. $75;
Gates M6108 mon amp, gd cond, $50; Henry Eng Match Box, excel cond, $100; Lauderdale DA84x2x2dist amp, vgc, $175. BWilliamson, WWWKANELV, Ellenville, NY. 914858-2941.
Bogen AP35 stereo tube amp, $50. MSaady,
First City Rec, 141-60 84 Rd #3E, Brianvood
NY 11435. 718-846-2062.
Tascam 1headphone amp. 200 his; (2) Tascam LA-8line amp, like new; call for prices.
DCurtis, Creative Sound, 2810 W 4th St, Appleton WI 54914. 414-733-2299.
CBS Labs 1602 dist amp, dual 1x8, $150. P
Cibley, Cibley Music, 138 E38 St, NY NY
10016. 212-986-2219.
Nalco PB-2T Fi/PB amp, BO; Aftec 1569-A 75
W amp tube, like new, BO. FVirtue, Virtue
Studios, 8809-11 Rising Sun Ave, Philadelphia
PA 19115. 215-763-2825.

Quad/English 50E 50 W mono amp, near
new cond w/wide range of output impedances, wlmanuals, cords, etc, $500
pair/BO/trade, shipping xtra. JThornton, Maple Island Music, 703 1/2 EMinnesota Ave,
Glenwood MN 56334.

Westrex RA-1474 line amp modules. J
Roberts. ENCORE, Box 19302, Alexandria VA
22320. 703-683-2955.

Garvin FET900 200 W/chnl stereo pwr amp.
fan cooled w/variable compressor, subsonic
filter, ultrasonic filter, bridge switch, 3space,
10" deep, 35 lbs, as new cond, $400. BFisher, KPOK, Box 477, Bowman ND 58623. 701523-3883.

Want to Sell

WE 16575-11 (
2), made by McIntosh Lab, grt
shape, rack mount, $200; Audionics 0.3, 100
WIchnl, rack mount, silver & black, excel
cond, $125; Sherwood AD260 100 WIchnl integrated amp, black & gold, new in box
w/manual, $115. RGlenn, WJGR, 1718 Shannoa, Wimauma FL 33598. 813-634-1940.
RCA BA-21A mic tube pre amps (9) wIconnectors á racks; (2) RCA BX-21A tube pwr
supply's w/connectors & racks; (6) RCA tube
program amp BA-23A; (2) RCA tube pwr amp
SA-354; (3) RCA tube pwr amp SA-751; Altec
A-326; (6) Altec 1564A; (3) Altec 1567A; (8) Altec 1561A; Altec tone pre amp 1562A; Altec
1520A; Dynaco stereo 70, mint. Tracy Eaves,
615-821-6099 (evenings before 10PM EST).

Honest • Reliable • Efficient
• 24 hour, 365 day nationwide remote control monitoring service!
• Service allows Complete 24 Hour Legal " Walk Away"!
NO operator required at YOUR facilities!!!
II Utilizing only licensed/professional control operators!
• Alternate chief operator services including reviewing your logs
for detail, accuracy, and ALL legal requirements!
II Logs mailed to you monthly and copies kept on file at legal
control point!
• Transmitter monitoring and control!
• National EBS monitoring and activation!
II Tower light monitoring!

$250 0° Per Month or
*2000 00 Annual Subscription

Harmon, Kardon, Marantz, Dynaco tube hifi gear. working or not. RGlenn, WJGR. 1718
Shannoa, Wimauma FL 33598. 813-634-1940.

Perma Power S-102 amp w/S1420 bait holder.
mobile/portable PA unit, 12 W out, SS, excel
cond, $100; Altec 1591A compressor amp
w/15095 & 1578A matching xformers, all SS,
mint cond, $125. RSumner, CAVU Corp. 3322
Applegate Ct, Annandale VA 22003 703-56°0233.

Langevin AM138G tube amp, $150; (2)
AM2138 amp, $125 ea; Altec 1568 tube amp.
$200; RCA BA-33A, $75: BA-74C, $100. M
Heleiak, Milwaukee Sound, 610 NWater St,
Milwaukee WI 53202. 414-272-7085.

ADVANCED BROADCAST
SYSTEMS AND SATELLITE, INC.

- DIAL- UP REMOTE CONTROL REQUIRED -

We Provide Studio & Transmitter Installations & Repairs
FM Up- Grades • Broadcast Quality Satellite System Installations
Tower Lighting Repairs & Painting

(813) 458-3777

ANTENNAS & TOWERS

REFERENCES/RESUMES ON REQUEST

Stainless Tower GST-500, 500', 6 face,
tradeout for dismantling. W Baxter, WRVM
FM, POB 212, Suring WI 54174. 414-842-2839.

Beam antenna (
2), 160 MHz. TNoordyk, 616924-4700.

Why Be Content . . .

...with only apartial protection package when you can have acomplete, low cost,
proven system from LIGHTNING ELIMINATORS & CONSULTANTS? We can provide:

Andrew 194' antenna. 1-58" semi flex w/connectars, you ship, BO. JHarper, KOMC-FM,
Box 44, Brinkley AR 72021. 501-734-1570.

SPLINE BALL IONIZERS'- - to significantly reduce the risk of astrike
but " fall" as a100% effective lightning collector. Use of multiple SBI's
can eliminate the risk of a strike.
CHEM-RODS'' - chemically activated ground rods for establishing
very low resistance and low surge impedance earth connections.
SURGE PREVENTORS - to prevent the passage of power line surges
or transients regardless of their source or energy level.

Celwave 6-bay FM, 10000 W bay, 105.1 MHz,
$4000. R Murphy, 602-855-1051.

Lightning
Eliminators
& Consultants, Inc.

SrIreSTEGIÎ

DIAL UP REMOTE CONTROL

•Up to 64 Channels of Status, Control 8e, Metering
•User Programmable Dial Out Tolerance or Status Alarms
on Six Channels
•FCC Legal
•One Year Warranty
•User Friendly
•COMPLETE 8 CHANNEL SYSTEM STARTS AT LESS THAN $1,400!

Call Your HE Sales Engineer Today!

Electronics

-

(
804) 974-6466
1305-F Seminole Trail
Charlottesville, VA 22901

Circle 103 on Reader Service Card

Andrew ADF7-80A 1-5/8" foam dielectric
xmission line, 197', $6/ft. SKing, KATP-FM.
1-40 W, Amarillo TX 79110. 806-355-9777.

8687 Arapahoe Road
Boulder, Colorado 80303
(303) 447-2828 FAX (303) 447-8122

Utility G-480 440' tower, 30" hace, (2) sections
less than 5yrs old, new guys & insulators,
side lights, beacon, base insulator, all but (2)
20' sections in gd cond, on ground, please
call. CLoughry, WFRB, RD2 Box 373, Frostburg MD 21532. 301-689-8871.

Cablewave splice for 1-5/8" coax. $195;
Cablewave gas blocking end connecter for 1518" line, wIEIA flange, $145; Phelps-Dodge
CFM-LP-4 4-bay FM antenna 94.3 MHz
w/randoms, circ, excel cond, ready to ship,
$1500. BBrewer, KOKL, 410 W 6th, Okinulgee OK 74447. 918-756-3646.

ERI 4-bay circ polarized high pwr antenna,
tuned to 105.3, gd cond, bullets should be
replaced, please call. CLoughry, WFRB, RD2
Box 373, Frostburg MD 21532. 301-689-8871.

ERI FMI 3-bay tuned to 92.5 FM, used 2yrs,
packed in orig boxes w/all parts, like new,
changed freq, $2900. H Thompson, WLYU
FM, POB 111. Lyons GA 30436. 912-526-8122.

Celwave CFM-LP-3 FM antenna, 3 bay
w/deicers, tuned to 104.5, excel cond. $2000.
JJetzer, WXER, 414-893-1045.

Cablewave HF 4-1/8", 250'; CU2Y rlexwell
cable; 6-1/8" gas pass; 6-1/8" gas barrier connector; $3000/all. BWeiss, KLSI, 3101 Broadway #460, Kansas City MO 64111. 816-753(1933.

Celwave CP-1000 2-bay, 2kW antenna, missing harness, tuned to 107.1, can sell sep as
(2) 1kW single bays, BO. JGalanses, WAVI,
POB 25016, St Croix VI 00824. 809-773-3693

AME

Jampro JHPC 5bay antenna, tuned for 1043
MHz, unused, $6000 FOB. D Peluso, KJUL
FM, 2880 EFlamingo Rd Ste E. Las Vegas
NV 89121. 702-732-2200.

The company with nineteen years experience providing total protection systems.

Crown D60 stereo amp, vgc, $200. LLeBlanc,
WKXL. 603-225-5521.

HALL

Cabiewave FLC-7850J solid conductor AM
line, 100', 7/8", BO. B Graham,
WYMKANEMR, RR#3 Box 1460, Tunkhannock PA 18657. 717-836-1460.

LIGHTNING PROTECTION

Belden cable: 8449, 8790, 8422, 9750, 8448,
8663, 8627, various lengths, new, 61100/all or
will sell separately, you ship; (4) Andrew
78ARF. 3" heliax connectors, never used,
$300 ea/$11C0 all. RKerbawy, INTNJ FM, Box
1127, Beckley WV 25802. 304-877-5592.
Angular guyed tower, 120', on the ground,
$500. JStromquist, WNCB, 2828 Piedmont
Ave, Duluth MN 55811. 218-722-3017.
Bendix Radio, 24" x6" diameter, loading coil
w/5" diameter variometer inside, unused,
made for US govt. $70. JCunningham, VSDA, Ri 2Box 1136, Stonewall OK 74871. 405265-4496.
Andrew 1-5/8" splice kit, new; used 1-5/8"
splice kit; 3-1/8" to 1-5/8" reducer; BO. DTabor, WLCK-VVVLE, Box 158, Scottsville KY
42124. 502-237-3148.

EZ Way 350', 16" face at bottom, 12" at top,
all lights, you disassemble & move BO. C
Jones, WOBZ, 2525 Dio Nona Ave, Mucon GA
31206. 912-781-1063.

FM ANTENNAS
1 BAY
2 BAY
3 BAY
4 BAY

$ 1,500
2,300
3,150
4,000

MORE BAYS AVAILABLE
All warranted, tuned
and tested
ARMSTRONG TRANSMITTER CORP.
5046 Smoral Road (315) 41384269
Syracuse, NY FAX (315) 488-1365

Rohn 80, 41" face wiguys & lighting. BO. 0
Eatmon. Mega Comm, 19 W Hargett St, Raleigh NC 27601. 919-990-1906.
Pi-Rod 320' solid steel twr & lights, 24" face,
new in ' 82. you take down & haul. $3000. C
Jennings, WOLA, Box 1530, LaFollette TN
37766. 615-566-1000.

FM - ANTENNAS
Designed and built for your frequency. Choose from 1to 12
bays and five power levels. Financing available. Call Jimmie
Joynt at S.W.R. BOO/279-3326
Kintronics AH3twr phaser w/(3) weather
proof tuning units ámain/aux switch, all new,
never used, $8000. JSalov, SHGR/WUPS,
517-740-1165.
Utility 340, 300' of 18" tower near Enid OK,
$5000. Brian, WWNH, 603-742-8575.
ERI/Harris FMXL-3E 3-bay FM antenna,
rototiller style, on air at 93.5, w/1.5588 pwr
gain, 1-5/8" end input, you ship, $4000/80.
SMattingly, WWWO, 5216 Bradburn Dr, Muncie IN 47304. 317-289-9500.
Potomac AM-19 (204) 3-twr AM antenna
mon, excel cond, $ 850. J Salov,
SHGR/WUPS, 517-740-1165.

Want to Buy
ERI rototiller antenna, 6or more bay, on or
near 933 & 95.5; tower, 50Y/taller, standing/an
ground; feedline also needed. R Wachter,
KNSX, FAX: 314-921-2122.
Tall towers & antennas, 110-bay 107.1, 110bay 983 or tunable; also, xmission line. 8
Zellmer, Colorado Farm Net, Box 2475, Greeley CO 80632. 303-330-1342.
Cablewave/Celhvave 150-160' 1-5/8" air dielectric xmission line in gd used cond. KDiebel, KTJC-FM, 1207 Louisa St, Rayville LA
71269. 318-728-5852.

BE E

o World

ATENNAS .. WTS
Cablewave HFM LP-4antenna, 4-bay horiz
only, tuned on or near 95.9 MHz; Also, any
Class Aantenna, horiz only, 4-8 bays, tuned
to 95.9 or 96.7 MHz, incl Phelps Dodge, RCA,
Collins, etc. TEnglish, 70 Middle St, Bridgeport CT 06604. 203-366-9321.
Grid dishes, 6', 8' & 10' for 950 MHz SIL systems, reasonably priced; (6) pieces 7/8 hehax
in at least 300' lengths wloonnectors, reasonably priced. KAustin, Austin Brdcst, 1101 Hwy
81 N, Marlow OK 73055. 405-658-3330.
Circular 6-7 bay, lw pwr tuned to 103.3 MHz.
R Murphy, 602-855-1051.
High pwr FM antenna, 10 bay, 94.7. TNoordyk 616-924-4700.
FM CP antenna, 10/12 bay, on/near 985 MHz;
also, 500' of 1-5/8 or 3-1/8 coax, roust be gd
cond; 450' of 2e tower, Wight kit, prefer on
ground but will consider take down. Brian,
WWNH, 603-742-8575.

AUDIO PRODUCTION
Want to Sell
Eventide BD980 stereo delay, 15 kHz, excel
cond. $3500: Orban 222A stereo enhancer,
excel cond, $500; Tascam RS20 spring
reverb, excel cond, $100. B Williamson,
WWWKANELV, Ellenville, NY. 914-858-2941.
dbx 128 Type II NR w/comp & expander,
$150+shipping. Philip, Big Red Sound, 17228 Henley Rd, Jamaica NY 11432. 718-5232815.
Dolby 361 SR & A type NR stereo pair
wIcards for SR & A, work fine, $2200/pair;
BSRldbx stereo tape hiss reducer, RCA inputs, variable low pass filter dynamically dependent on program content, $49. R
McMillen, 503-239-6070.
dbx 140X NR in orig box, not used, $100. S
Cassidy, Radio Prog Services, Box 472,
Manitou CO 80829. 719-661-1744.

Lexicon 224, 404 reverb, excel cond, BO;
UREI 529 EO, excel cond, BO. FVirtue, Virtue Studios, 8809-11 Rising Sun Ave, Philadelph aPA 19115. 215-763-2825.

CASSETTES - CARTS - REELS

J & IAUDIO/VIDEO
Awholesaler in the Radio
and Television market.
Now running SPECIALS or
audio and video:
BASF CASSETTES • AlAPEX RIS
AIDIOPAK, RDELIPAC & 3M CARTS

For mere lefeimalien
call persee-to-penee collect

Eris Elliot at 818-992-4288
or write to:J&I AudloNldeo
20899 Kelvin PL, Woodland
Hills, CA 91367
Ortie 9 On Reader Service Card

Digital LED up timer (
5), 2, resets to 0when
9:59 is reached or momentary closure made,
self -pwrd, $5750 ea, prepaid UPS DPeluso,
KJUL FM, 2880 EFlamingo Rd Ste E, Las
Vegas NV 89121. 702-732-2200.
Universal Audio 175 tube limiting amp, vgc,
$60C; dbx K-9-22 card for Dolby A-360 mainframe (2), BO. JGuillebeau, Deer Tree Grp,
2165 EClairborne St, Springfield MO 65834.
417-1183-0120.
lilmaha SPX-90 Series II digital audio effects
processor, vgc, $285+shipping. BDeFeline,
DeFelice Prod, 93-2R Fowler St, New Haven
CT 06515. 203-397-2595.
Radio Design Labs pods to make (2) control boards, modular design, new, unused, request list, $10,000 all FOB. DPeluso, KJULFM 2880 EFlamingo Rd #E, Las Vegas NV
8912. 702-732-2200.

Lang PEQ-2 EO, $500; Organ 672A, $500,
Gates StaLevel. $300; dbx 160, $350; dbx
166, $350; Yamaha GC2020 2-chnl compressor, $150; Yamaha R1000 dig reverb, $125. M
Heleiak, Milwaukee Sound, 610 NWater St.
Milwaukee WI 53202. 414-272-7085.
Universal Audio 1008 tube mic preamps,
$200 ea: Langevin AM-16 mic preamps, $150
ea; APSI 559 graphic E0, $300 ea. M Linett,
Yr Place or Mine, 1600 Las Flores Dr, Colendale CA 91207. 818-244-1909.
Orban 245E stereo synthesizer. gd cond; Ibanez AD202 analog delay audio processor. C
Freinwald, KBSG. Seat le. 206-343-9700.
Orban 536A 2-chnl de-esser, excel cond.
$225 + shipping; Crown UFX stereo crossover,
$75+shipping. B Seifried, Eclair Eng, 101
Prospect St, Northampton MA 01060. 413-5846767.
Howe 2100 Phase Chaser w/all connectors
&manual, $550. SSchweiger, WXLO-FM, 146
Worcester Ctr, Worcester MA 01608.
Auto answering circuit box, home made, &
Sparta mono PB tape deck used to provide
weather forecasts on dedicated phone #,
$350/130. BWilliams, KPSM, 2009 W Gary,
Broken Arrow OK 74012. 918-455-9522.

Want to Buy
RCA, WE, Altec & other tube amps; also,
tube mixers, consoles, EC>, compressors &
recorders. R Van Dyke, Caffrey House, 2
Squires Ave, EOuogue NY 11942. 516-7289835.
dbx Type 1audio processing equip incl CD
players & Er>. SWood, Modern Syst Res,
12648 La Crosta Ct, Los Altos CA 84022. 415941-8000.
'ilimaha/Eventide harmonizer/effects unit. T
Noordyk, 616-924-4700.
Ham radio operators looking for surplus audio processors, mixers & mics, as well as other inexpensive gear that could help bdct
engrs play radio at home among enthusiasts
for vintage AM. Please write w/offerings.
WA3VJB, Box 73, West Friendship MD 21794-

To place ads in this section, use the ActionGram form. To respond to box numbers,
write Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041, Attn.
POSITIONS WANTED
Attention getting talk radio, full spectrum
personality. H Friedman, 512-445-5453.
Announcer w/5 yrs exper, esp in major market Baltimore. seeks FT shift in S-central PA,
W MD or MD Eastern Shore, prod skills are
excel, write for T/R: 8432 Pleasant Plains Rd,
Baltimore MD 21204.
11 yrs radio exper, PD, prod, DJ. traffic á
news, seeking PO & On Air pos in Albuq/Farmington, NM. John, 503-267-2249
IDs, sweepers, sports, billboards, etc, for sm
market budget minded station. 803-457-4556.
Station manager ye/news & prog exper, also,
computer billing, collections, automation &
strong sales background, very willing to relocate, young & highly motivated. Stan, 404884-6531.
New DJ wants to break into TX market, any
format, strong in commercial & news prod,
any shift, tape & resume avail. SBradshaw,
7727 Nimrod, San Antonio TX 78240. 512-5232035.
Aggressive, tireless, company-minded 31 yr
old PD/OM seeks turnaround situation w/limitless opportunity, 11 yrs exper, AC/AOR/urban,
SE location. James, 601-841-6815 nights.
Recent grad, announcing since '87, wants to
begin career, work anywhere, pay not important. T Morrow, 2353 Nebraska, Blair NE
68008. 402-533-2821.

Chief eng, former tech dir of 26 stations,
seeking eng mngr pos. SBE certified, FCC
license, 13 yrs exper w/FM & AM directional.
0 Nelson, 206-387-3558.

Creative, respon air talent w/6 yrs exper seeks
challenging, stable pos, versatile skills w/marketable personality & awinning attitude. Randy, 919-275-3498.

Engineer w/5 yrs exper, stJdio construct, TX
site construct, all levels maint & planning, anywhere in Mid-Atlantic. Engineer, Rt 1Box 179.
Caliaway VA 24067.

DJ, all formats, 5yrs exper, seeks pos in CO,
AZ & CA, some prod exper. 602-493-5312.

Exper eng accepting temp/FT assignments.
anywhere, projects, construction, restoration,
gen mgt. TLow, 2946 Amanecer PI, Escordido CA 92027. 619-741-1054.

Prog/promo asst w/2 yrs maj market exper
&college degree seeks similar/more adv pos,
ambitious, creative & responsible. SWaller,
26415 Basswood Ave. Rancho Palos Verdes
CA 90274, 213-375-4494.

15 yr vet, On Air & PD, top 40, oldies, rock.
hot AC, please no dance station, SE only. 803457-4556.

Engineer exper in all areas, studio construct,
hi-pwr FM, directionals, automation. Paul,
904-654-1697.

Jazz host/producer, 12 yrs exper, seeks OrAir slot in Orlando/Tampa area, FT pref. P
Lamatlina, 6Pineybranch Rd, Cranbury NJ
08512.

Country jock w/exper in #1stations seeking
any FT pos in Austin/San Antonio area, topnotch refs. CJones, 915-365-2311

Broadcaster w/2 yrs non-commercial exper
seeks PT/FT commercial pos in SE PA, NJ
or N DE. Milt, 215-533-3773.

Have 10-share rated prog. nostalgia, big
band, trivia format, seeking shortwave, intern'l
or syndication brdcstrs, 20 yrs exper. RButler, 401-635-2533.

20+ yrs radio/TV: anchor, sls mgr, PD, ND
etc, seeking mgt/ownership, family man, ham
Al, 405-242-4800 eve.

Quality air talent w/2 yrs exper in college radio seeking commercial station pos in MO.
Kim, 314-635-0020.

Losing Oldies time slot on FM college station, seeking weekends to continue show. D
Hogenmiller, 4612 Theiss Rd, St Louis MO
63128. 314-894-8194.

HELP WANTED

Engineer w/20+ yrs exper & personal commitment to AM radio seeks CE pos. JPearce,
POB 17502, Colorado Springs CO 80935.

BE ON IV., many needed for commercials.
Now hiring all ages. For casting into call 615779-7111 Ext T-1765.

EMPLOYMENT SECTION
HELP WANTED: Any company or station can run " Help Wanted" ads for
$1.50/word or buy adisplay box for $55/column inch. Payment must accompany insert, use your MasterCard or VISA; there will be no invoicing. Blind
box numbers will be provided at an extra charge of $10. Responses will be
forwarded to listee, unopened, upon receipt. Call 800-336-3045 for details.
POSITIONS WANTED: Any individual can run a " Position Wanted" ad, FREE
of charge (25 words max), and it will appear in the following 3issues of Radio
World. Contact information will be provided, but if abox number is required,
there is a $10 fee which must be paid with the listing (
there will be no
invoicing). Responses will be forwarded to the listee, unopened.
Mail To: BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE
PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

AUTOMATION EQUIP
Want to Sell
SMC DAS 6/12 digital audio switcher, (2) SMC
chnl 4programmers, (2) Magnavox computer
mon 80, SMC MSP-12, (3) mono SMC
Carousels, racks, cables, etc, BO. PBerger,
WNAMANUSW, POB 707, Neenah WI 54957.
414-727-2040.
Cones CG25 tone encoder, excel cond, $200:
Conex CG25-R tone encoder, excel cond,
$225; Gates time pulse module, gd cond.
$100: Gates ATC logging encoder, gd cond,
$125; Schafer 903 automaton system incl (4)
R-R, (3) Carousels, used. $4000; (3) Sonomag
250 cart Carousels, gd cond, $200 ea; (2)
Sonomag TS-25 tone decoder, vgc, $200 ea.
BWilliamson, WWWKANELV, Ellenville, NY.
914-858-2941.
SMC 450 Carousel (
3), gd cond; triple deck
cart player; MSP-1 programmer & control
head; 350 Carousel for parts; SMC tone gen.
JGalanses, WAVI, POB 25016, St Croix VI
00824. 809-773-3693.
MEI Satmaster 1000 event satellite programmer & (2) SMC 452 stereo Carousels, manuals,
cables,
recently
removed,
$6000 + shipping. RKerbawy, WTNJ FM, Box
1127, Beckley WV 25802. 304-877-5592.
IGM Go-Cart 24, used 1yr, w/manual, gd
cond, $3000/130; Systemation Superswitch,
6 closures, w/manuals, like J Pescatello,
WMMW-AM, 900 E Main St, Meriden CT
06450. 203-634-1470.
IGM Go-Cart 24 (
2), 2.5 yrs old, on air, mint
cond, must sell quickly, BO. J Amburn,
KTUEJMMX, POB 1260, Tulia TX 79088. 806995-3531.
Shafer/Cetec 7000 brain; also, (1) Audiofile
& (2) SMC 248 Carousels, pick-up only, BO.
Doughty, H&D Brdcst Group, POB 781, Utica NY 13503 315-797-1330.
Sonomag 350RS Carousel (2), used but
operate, $ 1000 ea/B0; (3) standard equip
racks, used, $300 ea/BO; BE automation
rack, used, $400180; Gates 5-chnl stereo
Statesman board, needs work, 80. SWillett,
WAYIANBZA, Glen Falls NY, 518-792-2151.
IGM Rampart Satellite System, brain, controller cards, 72-tray Go-Cart, 48-tray Instacart, Carousel Plus/parts, SMN controller
&clock system, complete manual set, mono
but capable of stereo, in service & working,
$6500/80. M Johnson, 2745 Alexander Ln,
NE Albany OR 97321. 503-926-3994.
SMC system, (
4) 350 RSB mono Carousel,
(2) double cart transport, PDC-5 clock, DS20 snatcher, DP-2programmer & racks, will
part out, BO. DBlankenship, WTKT AM/FM,
2600 Iron Works Rd, Georgetown KY 40324.
502-863-1580.
Harris 9000 re/R-R, 48-tray Go-Cart, (2) 24tray Go-Cart, (6) other source cards, spare
boards, you ship, $2600. GFaltus, WZMX. 100
Executive Dr, Farmington CT 06032. 203-6776700.
°tad ARS-1000DC (
4). PB only w/brackets,
tone sensor & auto rewind, excel cond, $900
ea. B Christie, Grande Radio, POB 907,
LaGrande OR 97850. 503-963-4121.
Otani ARS-1000 R-Rtape transport (2). $675
ea. S King, KATP-FM, 1-40 W, Amarillo TX
79110. 806-355-9777.
SMC TS-25 tone sensor, new, wrspare chips
&manual, WOO/BO/trade; Gates FA-25 25 Hz
tone filter, passive, gd cond, no manual,
$100/B0/trade. DWilley, Life Brdcstng, POB
96. John Day OR 97845. 503-575-1840.

October 9, 1991
SMC automation system: SSP 3060 stepper,
AS-10 switcher, (2) SMC 250 Carousels, SMC
350 Carousel, (3) RSC-50 50-step random access controllers for Carousels. (2) SMC 700
series sngl Pcart machines, SMC 700 series
R/RP cart machine. (2) system real time
clocks, plus much more, all equip listed is stereo, wiring harnesses & manuals incl,
$7000/130. BWilliams. KPSM, 2009 W Gary,
Broken Arrow OK 74012. 918-455-9522.
Shaffer 903 brain, keyboard & (4) Shaffer RR, otra source cards for carts, etc, w/manuals, wrkng when removed, BO. PDelaney,
WOSX, Box 921, Marshfield WI 54497. 507895-2065.
Broadcast Auto 2501-G tone gen (2), need
little work. $30. PBarzizza, KJBR, 603 Madison, Jonesboro AR 72401. 501-935-5598.
ATC Harris SP-10 system: (
3) Scully, (5)
Carousel, cart, RA-5, SP-10, gd wrkng cond,
w/spare RA- 5, SP- 10 & Carousel,
$2000/complete, will consider selling items
separately. GWilliamson, WASK, POB 7880,
Lafayette IN 471
203. 317-447-9504.
Complete automation pckg: BAI brain, (3)
Otan reels, (3) Carousels, sngle play, all new
or rebuilt, w/music, used less then 3yrs on
Sundays only, $12,500 incl shipping. JAlsip,
KSCO, Box 1528, Silver City NM 88062. 505538-3396.
Instacart (
2). 48-hole, '84, w/Sentry IBM compatible firing system; also, aR-R. Dale, 503774-0459.

Want to Buy
Cetec 7000 Level 1or 2system, left-end rack
re/monitor panel, card cages, pwr supply,
doors, terminal w/CPU board, SIO board, RTC
board, RAM & ROM boards, PIO board, VEL
board, minimum memory of 3680, & universal source cards, audio control, monitor & distribution boards. DWilliams, Lincoln County
Broadcasters, 1103 Utah Ave, Libby MT
59923. 406-293-6234.
Small automation system or Carousels in gd
cond, note: lw budget. Brian, WWNH, 603742-8575.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

Tone detectors from diff mfrs (8), 25 Hz,
some spare units for parts, $50 ea/trade all.
SCallahan, WCEG, 1120 Pinellas Bayway, St
Pete FL 33711 813-821-9549.

CART MACHINES
Want to Sell
BE Cartwinder wiover 200 Fidelipac carts for
parts, gd cond, BO. M Ring, WTNY AM/FM,
134 Mallin St. Watertown NY 13601. 315-2880790.
BE eraser/splice finder, Audicord DL stereo
recorder, Otan i
CTM10 stereo R/P, never used,
BO, like new equip, used only in limited lab
testing. SMartin, 609-235-3900.
Misc cart players incl: ATC, BE, Collins,
Gates, Harris, Spotmaster, Tapecaster, some
for parts. call for details. B Williamson,
WWWKANELV, Ellenville, NY. 914-858-2941.
Spotmaster 500, plays but needs work, you
pay shipping, $150. BDavis, BDMZ Prod, 408
N 11 St, St Joe MO 64501.816-279-6851.
Spotmaster 505, (
2) R/P, (1) Ponly, gd cond,
$200 ea; Sparta cart delay, like new, $500. R
Meyer, Benchmark Comm, 4700 SW 75 Ave,
Miami FL 33155. 305-264-5963.
Nortronics cart machine RIP heads, single/dual Irk. $10 ea. M Jones, WIVK, 6711
Kingston Pk, Knoxville TN 37939.615-5886511.
BE 3203 stereo R/P w/3 tones, mint cond,
used ay little, $1495; BE 3102 stereo Pw/3
tones, mint, $995; BE 3300 mono R/P w/3
tones, $795. B Mountjoy, WITM-AM, POB
1240, Elizabeth TN 37644. 615-543-5849.
Keycart mono cart RIP wlextra belts, 3yrs
old, $300. RNess, WGEN, 1003 SOakwood
Box 67, Geneses IL 61254. 309-944-4633.
IT PDII (
2), re/remote start, fair cond, $100 ea.
JPescatello, WMMW-AM, 900 E Main St,
Meriden CT 06450. 203-634-1470.
UMC 11-113 mono repro, 3tones, $325; set
LEL alignment gauges for Ampro cart decks.
$15. PWells, KJOY San Diego, 619-238-1037.
FAX: 619-238-6157.
ITC SP stereo PB, gd cond, no manual, $450.
SKowalski, 407-695-5551

Want to Sell
Prior owner/operator w/22 yrs exper will
build your AM/FM station, facility construct to
hiring/training staff, upgrades, turnarounds,
will consider equity. RRitchey. 512-828-9252.

CAMERAS (VIDEO)
Want to Sell
Ikegami 730A w/Canon J12X9 BIE lens, plate,
case, excel cond, $4200. M Veselich, Walden
Group, POB 10451. Marina Del Rey CA
90295. 213-871-0392.
Hitachi FP-10 industrial color ENG camera
w/pwr supply, shotgun mic, road case, manual. $1800. DBailey, Rock Shoppe Prod, 3422
Beech St, Rowlett TX 75088. 214-475-9796.
Sony DXC-6000 k/1, high resolution, motorized 10x 11.6 zoom lens, lw light, pro brdcst
ENG, excel cond, re/case, tripod bracket, cable, battery pack, $5000. Jaye, Nimbus Prod,
POB 5903, Takoma MD 20912, 301-507-3358.

Tapecasters incl: X7OORPS, gd cond. $695;
X700PS2, gd cond. $495; 700RP, gd cond.
$450; 700P, $195. AIshkanian. 9723 Riggs Rd,
Adelphi MD 20733. 301-439-7222.
Spotmaster 2000 RPS stereo R/P, needs minor cue tone adjusts, $195. Davis, MCP, POB
521, Newberry SC 29108. 803-276-0639.

ITC sngl play (
5), mint cond; (3)1TC sngl

mint cond; (2) ITC 3-shelf machine: (2) ITC
BE-2100 R/P mono; (4) Criterion sngl P. gd
cond; (2) ESL bulk splice finder eraser. T
Noordyk, 616-924-4700.
ITC Delta I
stereo (2), in use, w/manual, $1250
ea. DDonovan, KCGR FM, 1620 American
Bank, Corpus Christi TX 76226. 512-888-8555.
Sono Mag 352 Carousel (3); (5) Sono Mag
350 Carousel; (2) Audicord 101R cart machine. GGilbert, CSRG, POB 50539, Denton
TX 76206. 817-380-0229.
Tapecaster X-701 RPS tape cart machine,
used less than 1yr, nearly new. $650. LLeBlanc, WKXL, 603-225-5521.
SAW 700 series stereo cart PB (2). 3tones.
$500 ea/B0. BWilliams, KPSM, 2009 W Gary,
Broken Arrow OK 74012. 918-455-9522.

SOUND YOUR BEST ON THE AIR!

Shafer 903E, complete in fair cond, (3) wrkng
Audiofiles, (3) Audiofiles need repair, keyboard, RAS cards updated, new PS battery,
$5000, you haul/pay shipping. M Hoffman,
KNCK/KCKS, RR1 W 11th, Concorde KS
66901. 913-243-1414.
SMC 250115 24-tray cart Carousel (3), wtfront
panels, mounting hardware & full doc,
wrkng/for parts, you ship, $400 ea/$1000 all.
A LoPresti, ML Soundwave, 21 Carter Rd,
Geneva NY 14456. 315-789-4019.

Want to Buy
Sharp XC-A1 camera control unit & multi-core
cable. KKnowles, Knowles Video, POB 12127,
Tallahassee FL 32317. 904-878-2298.

CART MACHINE SERVICES:
CART MOTORS REBUILT oquiet flutter-free
perfection-shafts resurfaced
Single $ 110.00 Triple $ 130,00
CART HEADS RELAPPED ,uaranteed to
perform like new
Same day turnaround
Replacement heads and motors available

REEL TO REEL SERVICES:
HEADS RELAPPED nd precise digital/optical

SMC/MSP 12, w/(3) 450 Carousel, (2) rack,
set up for Unistar Adult Contemp, in use, removed when sold, BO. CVeins, 901-772-3703.

ASSEMBLY ALIGNMENTS
pe ormei or maximum
response & head life

Harris System 9000, complete Mall assoc
equip incl (4) Otani PB, (2) Go-Cart Carousel,
data terminal, keyboard, printer, gd wrkng
cond, $7000/80. RCressman, WJMA, POB
271, Orange VA 22960. 703-672-1000.

CAPISTAN & REEL MOTORS REBUILT
for MCI, OTAR1 and more.

SMC SSP 3060 automation stepper w/AS-10
audio switcher, controls 10 sep sources,
$2003/130; (2) SMC 250 Carousels, stereo PB,
$350 ea/BO; SMC 350 Carousel, stereo PB,
$475 ea/B0; (3) SMC RSC-50 50-step
Carousel controllers, $200 ea/BO; SMC
mounting rack, $200; all of above for $1500
incl cabling. BWilliams, KPSM, 2009 W Gary
Broken Arrow OK 74012. 918-455-9522.

For peak performance from your recording equipment, call
The Audio Magnetic Professionals.

SERVICES

224 Datura Street, Suite 614, West Palm Beach, FL 33401
Call 1-800-826-0601 for "
Same Day Service" in Florida (407)659-4805
Authorized Parts Dealers for: MCI • OTARI • TEAC/TASCAM
Circle
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CARTS ... WTS
Spotmaster TP1-B cart tape reloading machine Wilmer; Spotmaster S-302 3-deck, mono, excel cond; (2) Spotmaster 500C open top
mono cartridge recorder. CFreinwald, KBSG,
Seattle. 206-343-9700.
ITC RIP-0004 Premium series, stereo, 3
tones, excel cond, gd heads, vy little DSP,
$1600/B0. C Jennings, WOLA, Box 1530,
LaFollette TN 37766. 615-566-1000.
ITC SP record amp for use wISP series cart
equip. CFreinwald, KBSG, Seattle. 206-3439700.

Want to Buy
Tapecaster 700 RB & RP, poor-gd cond. A
Ishkanian, 9723 Riggs Rd, Adelphi MD 20733.
301-439-7222.
ITC Omega series R/P cart machine, excel
cond. KConlin, WJKC, 449 Caromar Dr, Madison WI 53761. 608-233-6185.

Ampex AG440 1" 8-Irk rcrdr, 10 hrs on
relapped heads, excel cond. $3800. B
Scythed, Eclair Eng, 101 Prospect St, Northampton MA 01060. 413-584-6767.

Scully '100' recorders, record/play amplifiers, 8, 16, 24 track heads. Sequoia Electronics, 1131 Virginia Ave, Campbell CA 95008.
408-866-8434.

Pestore your worn heads to

Tascam 34 1/4" 4-trk rcrdr, $650,1130. JLang,
PSI, Box 4085, Anchorage AK 99501. 907333-2221.

original a(tnew) performance
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• Digital/Optical 8,
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Scully 270 R-RPB only (4), $300/B0; Scully
270 R-R PB only tor parts, $200/B0; all (5)
for $1200; also, (2) dual 25 Hz tone sensors
for above decks, $200/B0; (2) SMC mounting racks, $200: buy all for $1500. BWilliams,
KPSM, 2009 W Gary, Broken Arrow OK
74012. 918-455-9522.

MCl/Sony capstan & reel motors, any cond.,
recdg heads, most mfgs, machines, new,
used. Relapped then sold. Amp Services, 224
Datura St No 614, W Palm Beach FL 33401.
800-826-0601, in FL 305-659-4805.

HEAD
RECONDITIONING

•

Want to Sell
Teac/Tascam 35-2 & 35-2B R- R2-trk rcrdrs,
(1) w/dbx, recently refurb, wlattractive, custom,
side-by- side console, excel cond,
$1700/B0+shipping. W Ahlberg, Davis Glick
Prod, 11846 Ventura Blvd #306, Studio City
CA 91604. 818-509-9100.
Ampex 602 FT mon, portable case, ave cond.
$60 UPS paid; Ampex AG500 FT mono, portable case, gd cond, $150 UPS paid. W Arnett,
WBAT, Box 839, Marion IN 46952. 317-6646239.
Sony TC105-A (3), (2) wrkg, (1) for parts.
$50/all + shipping; Marantz PMD 200, for parts,
$10 + shipping. PMueller, KUTA-AM, NHwy
191 G-1, Blanding UT 84511. 801-678-2261
Misc R-Rs incl: Ampex, B&H, Omnilab, Revox, Scully, Teac, call for models & prices:
Goldstar port cassette recorders, vgc, $15. B
Williamson, WWWKANELV, Ellenville, NY
914-858-2941.
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CLEAN PATCH DAYS
NO DOWN11ME

Denon DRM2 (
4), (3) whew motor & idler
arm, mic inputs, gd cond, all working, $75
ealB0 or $250/all + shipping; Uher R-R, DKN
I/0s, cables, $100/80. BStrapko, 708-8300701.
Magnecord PT-6, (
2) stereo, (3) FT mono,
amps, cases, parts, manuals, all/part, fair-gd
coed, BO; RCA 2" tape transport components, (1) capstan motor, (2) reel motor w/platforms, brakes, guides, pinch rollers, gd cond,
BO; Shafer logging recorder, 10-1/2 reels, 3/.6
ips, 1/4-trk, 2-chnl, gd cond, $200. RMeyer,
Benchmark Comm, 4700 SW 75 Ave, Miami
FL 33155. 305-264-5963.

HEAD RELAPPING/
REPLACEMENT
All tape and film formats
30 years experience
•

350 N. Eric Drive
Palatine, IL 60067
708-358-4622
Ampex 440-C 4-trk w/servo capstan, heads
marginal, $500. C Benner, WUSL-FM, 440
Domino Ln, Philadelphia PA. 215-483-8900.
Otani MX5050 1/4" 4-trk; Teac 32-2B lie 2Irk. JEdman, Results Brdcstng, 7732 Tampa Way, Shreveport LA 71105. 318-797-3211.
Scully 280 4-Irk, in console cab, gd cond, BO;
Scully 280 2-trk, w/portable cases, gd cond,
BO. FVirtue, Virtue Studios, 8809-11 Rising
Sun Ave, Philadelphia PA 19115. 215-7632825.
Ampex AG440 1/2" 4-trk w/console & dbx
Type Il NR, $650. RCorrens, Madison Park
Prod, 700 W Pete Rose Way, Cincinnati OH
45203. 513-651-5375.
Audiotronics AV123-4TS 1/4-Irk; lnfonics RR1, 73M, Fr; lnfonics RR-2, 74M, 2-Irk; all gd
cond, all/part, $200 ea. RMeyer, Benchmark
Comm, 4700 SW 75 Ave, Miami FL 33155.
305-264-5963.
MCI JH-110B FT stereo for 14 reels, in metal roll-around cabinet, $1875/trade for corn
peter, etc, PWells, KJOY San Diego, 619-2381037. FAX: 619-238-6157.
Otarl ARS1000-DC R-R PB tape deck (2),
w/tone sensors, excel cond, $600 ea. BBrewer, KOKL, 410 W 6th, Okinulgee OK 74447.
918-756-3646.
ITC 750 reel deck (2), (1)w/record amp & extra parts box, $7001a11; (2) Magnecord mono
RP, (1) rebuilt, (1) unknown cond, BO; Rolaround ao tape deck rack, gd cond, $50 +you
pick up. R Ness, WGEN, 1003 SOakwood
Box 67, Geneseo IL 61254. 309-944-4633
Tascam 22-2, 114, 1/2-Irk, 7.5/15 ips, clean,
just tweaked, $400. JKreines, Deldott/Kreines
Films, 5330 Kennedy Ave, Millbrook AL
36054. 205-285-6179.

of

heads
• Complete digital/optcal

•

CASSETTE & REEL-TOREEL RECORDERS

Radio World

VERTIGO BURNISHERS AND INJECTORS
RESTORE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE
TO YOUR PATCH BAYS

$34.95 Ea. •
VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES
12115 Magnoka 84#1 #116
818407-5161
Nat/7
Haywood, a4 91607 FAX 818-784-3763

Otan 8-chnl rcrdr w/remote, less than 200
hrs; Otan 2-chnl rcrdr, like new cond; Master
Cassette Deck MCS-3590 w/NR & dbx; (12)
Cassette Deck MCS-3556 for dupl cassettes;
port case for Ampex AG-440B & case for electronics; call for prices. D Curtis, Creative
Sound, 2810 W 4th St, Appleton WI 54914.
414-733-2299.
Utah 50500, new capstan motor w/PC board.
$106; Panasonic SV3500 DAT demo, checked
by mfr, $850/B0. RRhodes, Rhodes Music.
POB 1550, NY NY 10101. 212-245-5045.
Otari MX-5050B 2-Irk stereo, gd cond, $995:
Otan MX-5050 2-trk stereo, gd cond, $795;
Otan MX-5050 FT rec./stereo play, $595. B
Mountjoy, WITM-AM, POB 1240, Elizabeth TN
37644. 615-543-5849.
Tascam Mini Studio Porta It, like new, wlall
papers áinstruct, $399. Dan, 206-546-1498.
Studer 820 2-trk master rcrdr, latest mods &
software, mint coed, $9000+shipping. RCannata, Cantrax Recorders, 2119 Fidler Ave.
Long Beach CA 90815. 213-498-6492.
Ampex 300 (' 53) wItube elec, w/new spare
pinch roller & manual, drive motor may not
operate, $75+ shipping. JMorinelli, Morinelli
Entertain, 901 Fairfax Rd, Drexel Hill PA
19026. 800-666-2641.
EXPERT REVOX REPAIRS
Fast Tumarounds - Competitive Rates
15 ips mod. for A8eB77's $350
Capstan shaft resurfacing, $35.
Rd TECHNICAL ARTS
30 Music Sq. W. #5
Nashville, TN. 37203 ( 615) 244-6892
Ampex PR-10 stereo rack mounted R-R,
w/some spare parts & manual, excel cond,
$250/trade. SCallahan, WCEG, 1120 Pinellas Bayway, St Pete FL 33713. 813-821-9549.

Ampex 300, 350, 351, 440 NAB spring-type
hold down adapters (6), as new, $20 ea. M
Saady, 1st City Rec, 141-60 84 Rd 3E, Briarwood NY 11435. 718-876-2062.
Telefunken M15A 1/4" stereo in console
wlmeters. 15/30 NAB, w/manual, $4000/130:
Otan 5050B rebuilt capstan motor w/PC
board, $125/B0. R Rhodes, Rhodes Music,
POB 1550. NY NY 10101. 212-245-5045.
Revox PR-99 MK Il 1/2-trk stereo P (5),
$1200/each FOB. DPeluso, KJUL FM, 2880
EFlamingo Rd Ste E, Las Vegas NV 89121.
702-732-2200.
Tascam 38 8-Irk R-R, brand new, w/(4) reels
Ampex tape, all manuals, in box, new cond,
must sell, $1700. BLeCato, WKRE, POB 220.
Exmore VA 23350. 804-442-5000.

Ampex, ITC, Scully Reelto- Reel Tape Recorder
Spare Parts, Accessories,
Motor Remanufacturing.

VI

INTERNATIONAL
PO Box 1555
Mtn View CA
94042

Direct order tine (800) 848-4428
in area code 408
dial 739-9740

Telex 62922869 ESL UD
FAX: 1-408-739-0809

Telex 300 stereo w/master & 5copiers in 3
cabinets, blowers in ea cabinet for air cinc, excel cond, BO. GKristiansson, Villa Skansen,
122 Fairmount St, S Burlington VT 05401.
802-864-9779.
SMC 700 series stereo cart R/PB (2), 3tones,
$650 ea/BO; Sony TC-580 7" 1/4-Irk. 7ips
max, ESP auto rev. $250/80; Teac 2300-A 7"
1/2-Irk, 7ips max, $350/B0; Pioneer RI-1050
10" 1/2-Irk, 15 ips max. $500/80; Pioneer
cassette deck, hi-speed dubbing, Dolby B-C,
$75/610; (3) Otan ARS-1000 R-R PB only,
w/tone sensors, $750/BO. Gates mounting
rack, $200; buy Otan decks & Gates rack for
$2100. BWilliams, KPSM, 2009 W Gary, Broken Arrow OK 74012. 918-455-9522.
Revox A-77 1/4-Irk, in walnut case, excel
cond, $500; (2) Tascam 22-2 1/2-Irk stereo, 75
& 15 ips, excel cond. $400 ea. CJennings,
MLA, Box 1530, LaFollette TN 37766. 615566-1000.

Ampex AG-440C stereo, fair cond, $400. G
Faltus, WZMX, 100 Executive Dr, Farmington
CT 06032. 203-677-6700.
Ampex 351 FT. excel cond, transport w/tube
electronics, $300; w/Inovonics, $450. LBeigel,
On-Cue-Rcrdng. Call/fax: 800-726-9813.
ITC 770 2-Irk PB (4), rack mount, almost new
heads, gd cond, BO. PLierman, KCSP, 601
W Collins Dr, Casper WY 82601. 387-2655414.
Otan MX-5050, wood cabinet, manuals,
wrkng when removed, gd cond, $475 incl
shipping. JAlsip, KSCO, Box 1528, Silver City NM 88062. 505-538-3396.

Ampex 601, wiciut cover, many spare parts
& manual, excel cond, $150. S Callahan,
WCEG, 1120 Pinellas Bayway, St Pete FL
33713. 813-821-9549.
MCI 1106 several; also, 110As, Otari 50150Els;
all gd wrkng cond, plus many spare parts;
$500-1500+shipping. M Shea, Precision,
POB 723, NY NY 10276. 212-989-2684.

Metrotech 400 logger wibooks & months
worth of tapes, gd wrkng cond, $500. M Vanhooser, KSKY, 4144 NCentral Exp #266, Dallas TX 75204. 214-827-5759.

Want to Sell
Studer A727 studio CD player w/balanced
XLR outputs, rack mount & complete doc, excel cond, $1175+shipping. B DeFelice,
DeFelice Prod, 93-2R Fowler St, New Haven
CT 06515. 203-397-2595.

Want to Buy
Otan i4-trk in gd cond. JLaprad, Sunspots
Prod, Box 403 W Side Station, Worcester MA
01602. 508-755-0732.
Ampex 351 stereo headstack, fair-excel cond.
D MacKenzie, WJBR AM-FM, 2617 Ebright
Rd, Wilmington DE 19810. 302-475-4000.
Ampex MR-70, gd cond. DdeForrest, 7441
Wayne Ave #10-D, Miami Beach FL 33141.
305-866-5401.
Uher recorders, all conds; also, access,
manuals,new parts stock, promo items & ads;
mini R-Rrecorders, esp 2" reel capacity; also, empty 2" & colored reels up to 5"; plus,
vintage open reel access horn '60s. JMorinelMorinelli Entertain, 901 Fairfax Rd, Drexel
Hill PA 19026. 800-666-2641.
Stellavox SP? stereo; ABA kg reel adaptor
for SP7; Stellavox TOR RCummins, 212-2193670.
Ampex PR-10 manual & schematic. LJohnson, 3928 Red Oak Dr, Doraville GA 30340.

Pyramid PR8900 mixers (2), grt cond,
$3001F30. JGalanses, WAVI, POB 25016, St
Croix VI 00824. 809-773-3693
Henry Fast Trac dubbing system, $400. B
Lord, Lord Brdcstg, 13313 SE 208th St, Kent
WA 98042. 206-631-2374.
Roland CompuEditor automated fader systern (2), locks to SMPTE, $700 ea; Trident Series 80, spare chnl & misc parts, $200. B
Seifried, Eclair Eng, 101 Prospect St, Northampton MA 01060. 413-584-6767.
McMartin 1082V 8-chnl stereo console
w/slide faders, 20 inputs, gd cond w/pwr supply, spare parts & manual, $1000; Harris
Medalist-10 10-chnl stereo console w/rotary
faders, excel cond wispare parts & manual,
$2000; Harris Medalist-88-chnl stereo console w/slide faders, excel conde w/spare parts
& manual, $1800. B Mountjoy, WITM-AM,
POB 1240, Elizabeth TN 37644. 615-543-5849.
ADM S/TV-24, 24-input wI4 subs, subs have
EQ. 4yrs old, excel cond w/doc & records.
$20,000. BCovey, WATL-TV, 1Monroe Pl. Atlanta GA 30324. 404-881-3600.
Audio Arts Engineering 8X recording console, factory patch bay, 24 x8x24 Ink mon,
brand new cond, $7800. D Kocher, Digital
Sound Makers, 1901 Hanover Ave, Allentown

COMPUTERS
Want to Sell
Wang 2200 PC Business System for use
w/Computer Concepts Broadcast System,
BO. M Ring, WTNY AM/FM, 134 Malin St,
Watertown NY 13601. 315-288-0790.

Tascam
im 18103.5-A mixing boards (2), 200 hrs; call
for price. DCurtis, Creative Sound, 2810 W
4th St, Appleton WI 54914. 414-733-2299.

IBM Proprinter dot matrix. $40; Proprinter II
for parts. $15: (4) TAB 132/15 editing terminals.
15" screen, $25 ea. PRussell, Bowdoin Coll,
Sills Hall, Brunswick ME 04011. 207-725-3066.

CCA Ultimate 10 10-chnl dual mono console,
$400+shipping!BO; Ramko DC-5M 5-chnl
mono console w/touch control, BO. BGraham, WYMKANEMR, RR#3 Box 1460. Tunichannock PA 18657. 717-836-1460.

Apple II+ w/2 disk drives & monitor Ill;
w/Mountain Computer Music system & Alpha
Centuri cards, $50 ea. PRussell, Bowdoin
College, Sills Hall, Brunswick ME 04011.

Ramsa WR-8210A, 10 x4, XLR mic-ins. RCA
line-ins. 3-band EQ/chnl, effects I/O. like new.
$995. M Friend, WTJU, 804-924-0885.

CONSOLES

Otani MX-5050 (
AD 4-trk, mint heads, vgc.
$1500. BHanson, 314-449-8433.

Want to Sell
Gates Ambassador 5-chnl w/(4) xtra chnls,
used, $300; Gates Yard Il mono 8-chnl, vgc,
$500: Prokit audio mixer, 6-chl, used, $75;
Shure, M68 mixer, vgc, $100; Sony MX14 6chl mixer, gd cond, $30; Sony MX650 6-chnl
mixer, gd cond, $50; Sparta S-15 mixer, used,
$25. BWilliamson, VVWWK/WELV, Ellenville,
NY. 914-858-2941.

Shure SR101 Series 2portable audio mixer.
SS. 8chnl mixer/preamp w/reverb, rack mount
in port case, excel cond w/manual, $395: Collins 212T-1 audio control system, 28 inputs,
2wrkg chnl out, 2aux, 2mon, mint cond
w/manual. $595. RSumner, CAVU Corp. 3322
Applegate CI, Annandale VA 22003. 703-5600233.
Shure M67 & M675 mic mixer & prod master, excel cond, $300. M Saady, 1st City Rec,
141-60 84 Rd 3E, Briarwood NY 11435. 718876-2062.
Shure M267 mic mixer, vgc, $250; Shure
M268 mic mixer, new, used once, $150. A
Smothers, 803-365-9268.

Radio Systems ESA-10 w/manuals & copy
stand, $4500; BE 5S150 w/manual, $1500. T
Pless, WHVY, 112 Main, Annapolis MD 21401.
301-626-0103.

Harris Medalist 12, gd cond, recently removed, $2900. G Faltus, WZMX, 100 Executive Dr, Farmington CT 06032. 203-677-6700.

Russco 505S stereo 5-chnl board w/10 inputs,
cue & mon systems, $600. JLaprad, Sunspots
Prod, Box 403 W Side Station, Worcester MA
01602. 508-755-0732.

RCA 8-chnl stereo, circa ' 65, SS, wrkng
when removed, $1500/80. Don, KCKNKBCO, POB 670, Roswell NM 88202. 505622-6450.

RCA 6B6 tube-type 2-chnl, functions wrkg, grt
old board, $800+shipping/B0. 7Heathwood,
Heritage Radio Classics, POB 16, Boston MA
02167. 617-969-9966.

Audis MXT1000 8x2mix down board: Yamaha PM700 12x2 x2PA board: Shure 8x1 rack
mount mixer; UREI Cooper time cube delay
line & MXR flanger doubler; all BO. JKrepol,
RNDL, 7Dustin Dr, Wilmington DE 19703.
302-798-4076.

Collins 8081-1 portable console w/TT, all transistor, never used, like new. BO. JAnderson,
WKCUAIVXRZ, 2192 Hwy 72 E, Corinth MS
38834.

PHONE: 703-998-7600

LPB Signature IL G Gilbert, CSRG, POB
50539, Denton TX 76206. 817-380-0229.

FAX: 703-998-2966

Call Simone Mullins, Classified Ad Manager, to reserve space in the next issue. Use your credit card
to pay, we now accept VISA and MASTERCARD.

Rack WrId®

Tascam RC-71 wired 12-pin remote for model 38 & similar equip, $55. B DeFelice,
DeFelice Prod, 93-2R Fowler St, New Haven
CT 06515. 203-397-2595.
Tascam Mini Studio Porta II, 4-chnl, like new,
w/all papers & instructions, $399. Dan, 206546-1498.

CD's

Tascam 40-4, grt shape. BO. S Winthrop,
Winthrop Prod, 10 W 94th St, NY NY 10025.
212-662-8685.

Atari R-R PB (
3). G Gilbert, CSRG, POB
50539, Denton TX 76206. 817-380-0229.

ITC 750 2-irk stereo rcrdr, metal roll-around
cabinet, gd cond; ITC 750 2-trk stereo rcrdr,
rack mount, fair cond; ITC 850 2-Irk stereo
rcrdr, metal roll-around cabinet, gd cond; Tascam A2300S 2-Irk stereo rcrder, wood cabinet, looks gd; MCI JF1-140 4-trk 1/2" rcrdr, excel cond, heads recently re-lapped, rollaround cabinet. CFreinwald, KBSG, Seattle.
206-343-9700.

Ampex AG-440 2-Irk stereo, console mounted, w/manual & all cables, gd cond, $750. D
Harbour, KISI, 212 SMain, Malvern AR 72104.
501-337-9000.

Teac A-3340S, 4-trk, 4-chef simul-sync, built
into factory travel case, incl wired remote, like
new cond, $850/B0. D Deuth, Audio Prod,
1801 Commerce Blvd, Mound MN 55364. 612472-1619.

Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for parts. Circuit cards, heads, motors, machine parts, or
electronic parts. Call 818-907-5161.
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5827 Columbia Pike, Ste 310
Falls Church, VA 22041

Select from these categories for best ad positioning:
Acoustics
Amplifiers
Antennas & Towers & Cables
Audio Production (Other)
Automation Equip.
Brokers
Cameras (Video) •
Cart Machines
Cassette & R-R Recorders
CATV-MATV Equip.
CD's
CD Players
Computers

Consoles
Disco-Pro Sound Equip.
Financial Services
Limiters
Microphones
Miscellaneous
Monitors
Movie Production Equip.
Receivers & Transceivers
Remote & Microwave Equip.
Satellite
Software
Stations

Stereo Generators
Switchers (Video)
Tapes, Carts & Reels
Tax Deductible Equip
Test Equipment
Transmitters/Exciters
Tubes
Turntables
TV Film Equip.
Video Production Equip.
Video Tape Recorders
Positions Wanted
Help Wanted

Display Rates for Classified Advertising Effective January 1, 1991
lx
1-9 col inch (
per inch)
10-19 col inch (per inch)
Distributor Directory
Professional Card
Classified Line Ad
Blind Box Ad

3x

$55
53
50
48
90
85
60
55
$1.50 per word
$10 additional

6X

12x

50
45
80
50

45
40
75
45

To compute ad costs: Multiply the number of ad inches (columns xinches) by the desired rate schedule
for your per unit cost. Example: a 3" ad at the lx rate is $165, at the 3x rate $159, at the 6)( rate $150,
at the 12x rate $147, etc.
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CONSOLES ... WTS
Sparta AS-10 stereo console, (5) pots control
(2) mics & (8) sources, $3001B0; Gates Stereo Statesman, (5) pots controlling (2) mics
& (9) sources, $650/60; Realistic batteryoperated mixer for remote use $15/130. BWilhams, KPSM, 2009 W Gary, Broken Arrow OK
74012. 918-455-9522.
Micro-Pak 6618 6-chnl stereo, wrkg when removed, $375 incl shipping. JAlsip, KSCO,
Box 1528, Silver City NM 88062. 505-5383396.
Gates Diplomat w/books, $500; Ramko
DC8M, touch control, w/books, $1000; both
in gd wrkng cond. MVanhooser, KSKY, 4144
NCentral Exp #266, Dallas TX 75204. 214827-5759.
LPB S-12 Signature 11 series, 5chnl, stereo,
step attenuaters, excel cond, vry ch, $975. C
Jennings, WOLA, Box 1530, LaFollette TN
37766. 615-566-1000.
Tascam M-30, 8x4x2x2, gd cond, $3501130.
JLang, PSI, Box 4085, Anchorage AK 99501.
907-333-2221.
BE 4S150A 4-chnl, 12 input stereo console,
in use 4 months, grt cond, $1100; (2) BE
8S150A 8-chnl, 16 input stereo consoles, 2yrs
old, gd cond, $1000 ea; Orban 810ONST studio unit, gd cond, wicards, $500. RClemons,
9485 Regency Sq Blvd #93, Jacksonville FL
32225. 904-727-0933,
Collins 212, 9chnls, tube type, mid 60s vintage, complete, will sell cheap. PDelaney,
WOSX, Box 921, Marshfield WI 54497. 507895-2065.
Peavy 720 7-chnl pwrd mixing board, 120
W/chnl, $300. PBarzizza, KJBR, 603 Madison, Jonesboro AR 72401. 501-935-5598.

Want to Buy
API or Neve consoles; esp API 550A & 55013;
also API & Neve E0 & other modules; anything considered. JKreines, DeMott/Kreines
Films, 5330 Kennedy Ave, Millbrook AL
36054. 205-285-6179.
RCA BC3, BC5 &76B2 spare parts. LScott,
POD 1449, Highland City FL 33836. 813-5334654 eve.
Langevin AM4A wldocuments. JGangwer,
942 32nd St, Richmond CA 94804. 415-6442363.

DISCO & SOUND
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell

Phase Linear 1000 Series 11 NR, removes
tape hiss, $150; Burwen DNF 1201-A dynamic noise filter, removes record/tape noise
$200. D Bailey, Rock Shoppe Prod, 3422
Beech St, Rowlett TX 75088. 214-475-9796.
Peavey 19-10 Mite case (2), 6-space road
case w/front & rear removable covers, laminated 314" construction w/steel corners & handles, vgc, $125 ea/BO; Aphex Type C aural
exciter, 1-rack-space unit in excel cond,
VW/BO. BFisher, KPOK, Box 477, Bowman
ND 58623. 701-523-3883.
dbx 21 Type II NR decoder, $25. D Bailey,
Rock Shoppe Prod, 3422 Beech St, Rowlett
TX 75088. 214-475-9796.
Ramsa WS-A 200 & WS-A240 portable hi
pwr bi-amp PA speaker system w/WS-SP2A
subwoofer processor, pair 2-way 12" WSA200 full-range cabinets & pair 12" WS-A240
subwoofers, as new cond. BFisher, KPOK,
Box 477, Bowman ND 58623 701-523-3883.

LIMITERS
Want to Sell
CBS 411 Stereo Volumax, vgc, $300; CRL
PMC300 AM limiter, vgc, $400; (2) Dorrough
DAP-610 triband processor, vgc, $1250; Elcom
Bauer Level Guard AGC gain controller, gd
cond, $150; Harris MSP-90 AGC/limiter, gd
cond, $500; Inovonics 705 stereo gen w/FMX,
excel cond, $1000; many more, call for details.
BWilliamson, WVVWKANELV, Ellenville, NY.
914-858-2941.
Gregg Labs FM stereo processor, extremely
rare, mint cond, serious inq only, $8600. P
Christensen, WXXL-FM, 337 SNorthlale, Altamonte Springs FL 32701. 904-721-9111.

Optimod 8000A
$1495 & UP

414-482 -2638

SAE 5000 impulse NR, removes clicks &
pops, excel cond. $125. RGlenn, WJGR, 1718
Shannoa, Wimauma FL 33598 813-634-1940.

Moseley TFL-280 audio limiter (2), $300/both.
R Ness, WGEN, 1003 S Oakwood Box 67,
Geneseo IL 61254. 309-944-4633.

Dyma Engineering Resonator 2 audio
reverb, $50. Don, KCKN-KBCQ. POB 670,
Roswell NM 88202. 505-622-6450.

API 525, vgc. $375: (2) Auditronics 201, excel cond, $500 ea. M Linett, Your Place or
Mine, 818-244-1909.

Auratone Super Sound Cubes, trade industry stand urn ref mon, like new, $75/pair. Davis, MCP, P013 521, Newberry SC 29108. 803276-0639.
Foster 3030 dual 10-band Et), $170; Yamaha E1010 analog delay, rack mount, remote
foot switch, $225; Lt Sound Thompson Vocal
Eliminator D2. $200; dbx 224 Type II NR,
recording tech series, $200; Sony NR-115 stereo Dolby unit w/CAL tapes, $95; dbx NX-40
NR, $85; Ultimate Support Systems TS-33 tripod, 9'+base unit, w/8' ext & case, $175. D
Deuth, Audio Prod, 1801 Commerce Blvd,
Mound MN 55364. 612-472-1619.
Oberheim DX drum machine, lots of alternative sound chips, BO; Shure PA system, (2)
Irg columns, (2) mon & PA head, gd cond, BO.
SWinthrop, Winthrop Prod, 10W 94th St, NY
NY 10025. 212-662-8685.
CAL DX2 NR or Symetrix 511A, excel cond;
Symetrix SX201 parametric EQ (2), excel
cond. BTidwell, WAFT, POB 338, Valdosta
GA 31603. 912-244-5180.
Rane ME-15 stereo EQ, excel cond, $200/80.
M Osborne, WKSO, P013 9494, Ellsworth ME
04605. 207-667-7573.

Gates Solid Statesman limiter, $275. PWells.
KJOY, San Diego, 619-238-1037. FAX: 619-2386157.
Century D-70 limiter (2); call for price. DCurtis, Creative Sound, 2810 W 4th St, Appleton
WI 54914. 414-733-2299.
Howe Phasechaser Series 2000, corrects
phasing probs in stereo tape systs & phone
lines used in E0 prog lines & STLs, BO. D
Donovan, KCGR FM, 1620 American Bank,
Corpus Christi TX 76226. 512-888-8555.
Audio Design Transdynamic stereo brdcst
limiter, can control up to 6adel limiters for
3-band limiting, never used, wfuser-service
manual, $650-éshipping. M Shea, Precision,
POB 723, NY NY 10276. 212-989-2684.
CBS Stereo Volumax peak controller, older
creme-colored unit, no front covers, manual,
$150. SCallahan, WCEG, 1120 Pinellas Bayway, St Pete FL 33713. 813-821-9549.
Durrough DAP-310 triband audio processor
(2), for AM/FM brdcst use, vgc, $325
ea + shipping. BDeFelice, DeFelice Prod, 932R Fowler St, New Haven CT 06515. 203-3972595.
Spotmaster CLA 20/40A compressor/limiter
(2), w/manual, $275/both. KGutzke, 7134 15th
Ave S, Minneapolis MN 55423. 612-866-6183.

JBL 4350 wIcrossover 5234A, new cones,
$2100; JBL 4343, new cones, $1500; Altec
604A wAime align crossover, $750. RNelson,
Tropical Brdcsting, 14093 SW 142 St, Miami,
FL 33186.

Roland DEP-3 effects processor, $225; Yamaha SPX-90, $275; Roland DEP-5 effects
processor, $275. JLang, PSI, Box 4085, Anchorage AK 99501. 907-333-2221.

Auditronics 201 rms/peak limiter, $500 ea:
API 525 limiter, $340 ea. M Linett, Yr Place
or Mine, 1600 Las Flores Dr, Colendale CA
91207. 818-244-1909.

RCF/Altec 3-way PA system, all horn loaded,
18" bass, 15" mid compression horns, sell
separately, $800; BES 255 Mark II 3-way bipolar home mons, 4" x22" x32", orig box,
$400i- shipping. Philip, Big Red Sound, 17228 Henley Rd, Jamaica NY 11432. 718-5232815.

dbx 150X NR (2), vgc, $325; Yamaha SPX9011
special effects box, 99 presets, mint, $500. B
Hanson, 314-449-8433.

Orbes 464A Co-operator transparent
AGCllimiter, excel cond, $600/130; Teter RCF1replacement card 5, $350. M Osborne,
WKSO, P013 9494, Ellsworth ME 04605. 207667-7573.

Furman RV-1, 1-space rack mount springtype reverb wflimiter, tone controls, unbal 114"
I/O, excel cond whanual, $110. SHofmann,
Cameron Univ Theatre, 2800 W Gore Blvd,
Lawton OK 73505. 405-581-2428.
Shure M67 remote audio mixer, balanced terminal post output, adjustable metering &
Shure M68 4-chnl 1
aux mixer w/balanced 110,
(2) ORK 3-speed 7 w/tone arm & cartridge,
$250. JBrown, CAV Corp, POB 3471, Charlottesville VA 22903. 804-979-0402.
Urel 813B studio mons, $1600. R Tiegen,
Plum Sound, 335 Merrimac St, Newburyport
MA 01950. 508-465-5653.
Comm Light & Sound RS440 4-way spkrs
(2), w/Community VB790 bass bins, Anvil
cases, excel cond, $1250+shipping. J
Kreines, DeMott/Kreines Films, 5330 Kennedy Ave, Millbrook AL 36054. 205-285-6179.
.1131 4312 (2), latest version of L-100, 4311, etc,
deluxe studio 3-way mon, new, under warranty, will ship UPS, $550/pair; Yamaha NS104 2-way studio mons, pair avail, will ship
UPS, $280/both. C Keith, ALI, POEI 313,
Keane NH 03431. 603-352-8960.
Dolby A301 2-chnl NR, $300/130. RRhodes,
Rhodes Music, P013 1550, NY NY 10101. 212245-5045.
EMU Emulator 11+ sampling keyboard,
$1000: Fostex 403014035 sync system, Merle & cables, $1000; Fostex 4010 SMPTE
reader/gen, $500. BSeifried, Eclair Eng, 101
Prospect St, Northampton MA 01060. 413-5846767.
API 553 EQ (10), 3-band pr, $175; APSI 559
graphic EQ, $325; Langevin AM-16 discrete
mic preamps, $150 ea; Universal Audio 10013
tube mic preamps, $200. M Linen, Your Place
or Mine, 818-244-1909.
JVC NR-1020 NR (3); call for prices. DCurtis. Creative Sound, 2810 W 4th St, Appleton
WI 54914. 414-733-2299.
AKG BX-10 reverb whack mount panel, like
new; call for price. DCurtis, Creative Sound,
2810 W 4th St, Appleton WI 54914. 414-7332299.

Want to Buy
Rene MT-6multi-chnl 70/25 Vxformer system. M Nardella, Nards Inc. 1446 Emerson
Ave. McLean VA 22101. 703-821-8629,

FINANCIAL SERVICES
Want to Sell
EQUIPMENT FINANCING
LOANS BY PHONE'
• NO FINANCIALS REQUIRED
FOR TRANSACTIONS UNDER
$35,000
• NEW OR USED EQUIPMENT
• $2,000 to $200,000
• NO DOWN PAYMENT
• SALE-LEASEBACK
EQUIPMENT FOR WORKING
CAPITAL
TO APPLY OR REQUEST ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION CONTACT MARK WILSON

Me

"

i=nNA
G
L
E
FUNDING

(800) 275-0185

FAX: (214) 235-5452

FAST
LOAN
BAD CREDIT/NO CREDIT OK

PERSONAL LOANS &
DEBT CONSOLIDATION
UP TO $50,000

CALL NOW
1-800-453-5044

CBS Audimax stereo compressor, $200/F30;
CBS Volumed stereo limiter. $200/130;
$350/both; also, (2) Marti CLA-40H
compressor-limiters, mono, $75 ea/BO. B
KPSM, 2009 W Gary, Broken Arrow OK
74012. 918-455-9522.
Want to Buy
Tube limiters, compressors & EQs: Fairchild
660/670; Teletronix/UREI LA2A, LA3A: Pultec:
MAVEC; Lang; API; etc.: also, other tube signal processing gear. J Kreines,
DeMotereines Films, 5330 Kennedy Ave,
Millbrook AL 36054. 205-285-6179.

Altec 639 classic ribbon/dynamic (2), w/yokes
&straight mount, $450 ea. LBeige', On Cue
Rcrdng, POB 85032, Iowa CA 90072. 800726-9813.

AM dummy load, 1kW, typical of those inside
Gates BC-1G & Hseries xmtrs, BO+shipping.
DKelley, KISZ-FM, POB 740, Cortez CO 81321.
303-565-1212.

Electro Voice 644 shotgun mic, $140; Electro Voice 664A variable D dynamic, indust
standard, $100; AKG D-310 dynamic, $100; all
like new, complete, no blems. C Keith, ALI,
POB 313 Keane NH 03431. 603-352-8960.

FREE

HP 15109, 15108, 15119, 15118 laboratory
ref erencemics, any cond. SDorsey, WCWM.
173-7 Merrimac, Williamsburg VA23185, 804.
864-4056.
Sony ECM-22P condenser mic (5); Sycron S10 condenser mic for pipe organ only; (4) Atlas mic stand & misc cable; call for prices. D
Curtis, Creative Sound, 2810 W 4th St, Appleton WI 54914. 414-733-2299.

Neumann TIM 170 mics, rare pair of consecutively serial numbered mics, $3350/pair.
RMcMillen, 503-239-6070.
Sony ECM-50 lavalier mic, $50. P Cibley,
Cibley Music, 138 E38th St, NY NY 10016.
212-986-2219.
Saba stereo min vgc, $10; Shure 5653D, vcx,
$50. BWilliamson, WWWK/WELV, Ellenville,
NY. 914-858-2941.
Sony ECM-50 lavaher mic, $50. P Cibley,
Cibley Music. 138E 38 St, NY NY 10016. 212986-2219.
Altec 6398, vgc w/bag, $400. CBucy, Cisco
Sound, POB 16583, Lubbock TX 79490. 806792-1662.

•

1-800-333-7697
1-516-345-3100
FAX 516-345-3106

Electro Voice 666 variable Dcardioid dynamic. '60s type. gd cond, $65/80; Electro Voice
666 variable Ddynamic, '50s type, fair cond,
$50/80; Electro Voice 635A dynamic omnidirectional. fair cond, $40. M Saady, First
City Rec, 141-6084 Rd #3E, Sherwood NY
11435. 718-846-2062.
Neumann U67 (5), various cond. $1500-2400;
also, U87, $1250; SM2. $2400; accessories.
M Heleiak, Milwaukee Sound, 610 NWater
St, Milwaukee WI 53202. 414-272-7085.
AKG D190ES dynamic cardioid, on/off switch,
new cond, complete, $100; (4) Altec C71 oreni condenser, flat response, excel for recording, 0-30 db attenuator selector, vgc, $125. A
Allegra, Calvary Baptist Church, 1380 Valley
Forge, Lansdale PA 19446. 215-368-4444.
RCA 44 vintage ribbon mic, late 50s model
works well, $375/E10; Shure SM-7. used few
hrs, like new, in case, $350. Davis, MCP, POB
521, Newberry SC 29108. 803-276-0639.
Armkis MK-55mic amp to 5line-level 600
Routputs, will mix to sngl 600 Rout. requires
±15 VDC. M Friend, WTJU, 804-924-0885.
RCA 77DX vintage ribbon mic, excel cond.
BO. R Kaufman, Pams Prod, POB 462247.
Garland TX 75046. After 3PM: 214-271-7625.
Altec 639 (
2). classic ribbon Y dynamics.
$400 ea. LBeigel, On-Cue-Rcrdng. Call/fax:
800-726-9813.
EV RE-20, mint cond. $275; Valley People 400
mic compressor, vgc. $300. BHanson, 314449-8433.
Sennheiser 421 w/case, $200. JLang, PSI,
Box 4085, Anchorage AK 99501. 907-3332221.
Shure 530 omni-dynamic (5), w/12" long barrel, built for interviews, guaranteed wrkng, $25
ea, $100 all+UPS. EDavison, 135 NIllinois.
Springfield IL 62702. 217-787-0800.
EV 630/635 wIcable; RE10 EV-desk mics, EV
&Shure all very reasonable; baby booms (3).
Mr. Oliver, 212-874-7660.
Presto 45 rpm adapter sleeve for 6N disc cutter, new; manuals: Sencore tube conductance
analyzer, Sams transistor sub bootk #8 & #
6,
RCA tube manual. Mr. Oliver, 212-874-7660.

Grde 3On Reader Service Card
WE patch panel (12), T/RIS normalled, 6rows.
24 jacks/row, 19" x7", wire wrap or solder connections, $35ea+shipping. RKerbawy, WTNJ
FM, Box 1127, Beckley WV 25802. 304-8775592.
McMartin TG-2EBS encoder, vgc $125; Ford
mono AM/FM car radio, vgc. $15: Gates on-air
light, gd cond, $40; Spotmaster cart winder, gd
cond. $100; (2) WE KS19645-L2 recorder coupler, gd cond, $50; various racks; call for details.
B Williamson, VVWWKANELV, Ellenville, NY.
914-858-2941.
Rotron Blowers for Elcom, CCA,
McMartin. Harris, rebuilt & new.
Goodrich Enterprises Inc.
11435 Manderson St., Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821
Blackboum 1200 (
363). black vinyl page for 3ring binder holds 4cassettes a/o boxes. compl
sale preferred, $250+shipping. BStrapko. 708830-0701.
GeMner FBTRB cœwire bay (8), $225 ea; Gentner GECFB100 Flexiblock (50). SIE-MF2250,
$10 ea: Gentner GEC-500R pre-wired patch
bay, 52DR wITRS jacks #8 & approx 15' wire,
$90. BLord, Lord Brdcstg, 13313 SE 208th St,
Kent WA 98042. 200631-2374.
Bird 4600/460 Thruline 3-1/8 line section w/25
W slug, Thruline wattmeter, 25 kW full scale.
$600. C Benner, WUSL-FM, 440 Domino Ln
Philadelphia PA. 215-483-8900.
M-Print Central, manual pad printer, used to
print directly onto audio cassettes & other items,
wfinstruct video. $900. FSchell. Frank Scheidt
Audic, 15 Charlotte St. Rochester NY 14607. 716,232-5210.
Orhan ACC11 1-314" security cover (6), $15 ea;
Pitney Bowes A-120 postage scale, 6200 postage meter & A215 printer, $15001a11; Broadcast
Supply 6' mounting rad (5), $30 ea: (3) 3-1/2' rail,
$20 ea. BLord, Lord Brdcstg, 13313 SE 208th
St. Kent WA 98042. 206-631-2374.

Want to Buy
Neumann U-67 pair supply, cable connectors.
shockmount, will pay cash/trade other vintage
mics. W Kremer, 301 SW 16th St, Ft Lauderdale FL 33315. 305-524-5652.
Desk mount flex mic arm, heavy duty, &
shock mount for heavy RCA mic. THeathwood, Heritage Radio Classics, POB I& Boston MA 02167. 617-969-9966.

RCA 44BX/77DX; WE & RCA velocity mics.
DdeForrest, 7441 Wayne Ave #10-D. Miami
Beach FL 33141. 305-866-5401.

Want to Sell

for all engineered sound

Shure 51 ('41) & 555W ('51) antique mics,
9300/both + shipping. D Besler, 207 Fort St
Rm 312, Winnipeg Manitoba CN R3C-1E2.

Gentner Audio Prisms stereo pair, late
generation pref. P Christensen, WIVY-FM.
3101 University S. Jacksonville FL 32216 904721-9111.

MICROPHONES

Cil d/JUICJ tl,uwes ar
Iccessores

MODULAR
AUDIO
PRODUCTS

RCA, Neumann, WE & other vintage mics;
also, parts, flags & stands. R Van Dyke,
Caffrey House, 2Squires Ave, EQuogue NY
11942. 516-728-9835.

Optimod 8000A, will pay cash, leave message at 703-276-0125.

56- PG CATALOG

Neumann M-250 w/cable & per supply, vgc.
$4500. M Linett, Your Place or Mine, 818-2441909.

Ural LA-3A/LA-2A compressor/limiter, prefer
operating cond, need (2). RKaufman, Pams
Prod, POEI 462247, Garland TX 75046. After
3PM: 214-271-7625.

CAL PMC-200-800-900 AM limiter, mono. P
Palagona, WSKW, POB 159, Skowhegan ME
04921. 207-474-5171.

October 9,

'Tube condenser mica: Telefunken ELAM
250/251: AKG C12/C24; Neumann U47, M49,
KM54, U64, U67, SM2. SM69; also, other pro
condenser mics, wrecked mics, any cond. J
Kreines, DeMott1Kreines Films, 5330 Kennedy Ave, Millbrook AL 36054. 205-285-6179.
AKG C-12/412J414, tubular/diamond-shaped
body .Synchron AU7A .Fairchild F-22 .RCA
KU3A. M Heleiak, Milwaukee Sound, 610 N
Water St, Milwaukee W153202. 414-272-7085.
RCA 44 & 77 mics, prefer chrome, will consider TV grey; also, 77DX desk stand. RKaufman, Pams Prod, POB 462247, Garland TX
75046. After 3PM: 214-271-7625.

MISCELLANEOUS
Want to Sell
Symetrix T-101 telephone interface, $250; Audio Digital TC4 digital delay unit, $800. T
Pless, WHVY, 112 Main, Annapolis MD 21401.
301-626-0103.
Telex Audiocom IF-1interface unit. interfaces
headset intercom system w/2, 3or 4wire communications systems, excel cond wlmanual,
$150. SHofmann, Cameron Univ Theatre, 2800
W Gore Blvd, Lawton OK 73505. 405-581-2429

USED GEN
15kW-1000kW

SETS
Diesel

Cost Efficient-Fuel

Efficient

Xorac
Call us for your generator needs
U.S. and Canada
1-800-366-3912

(
207)657-3579

Zercom MAX-Z, brand new, never used, must
sell, $450; Tex headset, vgc, $100. ASmothers
803-365-9268.
Sparta Corp audio & RF tech manuals,
call/write for list. DPeluso, KJUL FM, 2880 E
Flamingo Rd Ste E. Les Vegas NV 89121. 702732-2200.
UTC HA-108X multi-tap mic/linelmatching xfmr
(20); (12) A39; (10) A20; (2) Langevin PS4800 48
Vsupply; (2) Kepco PAR24 24 Vsupply; (25)
Daven 600 ohm ladder attenuator. M Heleiak,
Milwaukee Sound, 610 NWater St, Milwaukee
W153202. 414-272-7085.
IGM Silent Sensor; IGM keypad controller
w/battery back-up; Auto Gram SG14 sequence
drawer; Auto Gram SG256 memory drawer; Auto Gram AS14 audio switcher; Auto Gram RT-5
network join clock. G Gilbert, CSRG, P013
50539. Denton TX 76206. 817-380-0229.
Phasemaster 17500 3-phase converter, $2000.
RMurphy. 602-855-1051.

1991

Ellason E250 color weather radar, complete
system provides adjustable range. sensitivity,
antenna tilt, automatic operation, assume remaining debt only. BBeasley, WJMH-FM, 4032ESpring Garden St, Greensboro NC 27407. 919855-6500.
GKI K80 1"12" tape eraser, rack mount, top
shape. $450. Gene Sive Prod, 619-749-7662.

Want to Buy
Alden C-2000-R & C-2000-M weather radar receiver, leave name, number & asking price. S
Voros, Voros Ent, 1537 S 81, Milwaukee WI
53214. 414-475-6200.
Longframe patch cords, sngl plug, 3conductor, 1g" TRS(18"-36"); also, Xmas tree
terminal blocks, 120 terminals. FBedeaux, Musik Faktory 1812 Procter St, Pt Arthur TX 77640.
409-982-7121 5-8PM CDT
Records from 50s & 60s, 45 & 33 rpm, esp obscure non-chart items, 5.50-$1 ea, references
avail. B Berry, Karavan Brdcstng, 13 Montgomery Pl. Conroe TX 77384. 409-273-2801.
Jazz record collections, 10" LP/12" LP be-bop,
swing, dixie, highest prices paid. BRose, Program Rea*, 228 East 10th. NYNY 13 212674-3060.

MONITORS
Want to Sell
TFT 723 AM mod mon w/preselector, $600/B0.
SKing, KATP-FM, 1-40 W. Amarillo TX 79110.
806-355-9777
McMartin 4500A FM stereo mon. G Gilbert,
CSRG, POB 50539. Denton TX 76206. 817-3800229.

Want to Buy
Gates & RCA 1950 AM mod freq mon service
manuals. LScott. POD 1449, Highland City FL
33836 Eve: 813-533-4654.
Beier AMM2/3 or Harris AM90. George.
WNOM, 4647 Old H?des Ferry Pk, Nashville TN
37218. 615-255-1300.
FM mod mon. DVan Zandt. WJL1.1. 2596 SR
44. New Smyrna FL 32168. 904-427-9000.
FM mod mon, late model, tuned to 915,
reasonably priced. BCrane, WLIL, POB 340,
Lenoir City TN 37771. 615-986-7536.
Any older McMartin mod monitors. C
Gcodnch, 11435 Manderson, Omaha NE 68164
402-493-1886

MOVIE PROD EQUIP
Want to Sell
Nagra Ill, internal xtal. rolloff filter. Sennheiser
805 w/KAT 15. leather case. ATN per supply. excel cond, $1425: B&H 70 DR w/Anvil case, 1"
Comet, instructions, brand new. $325. JKreines,
DeMott/Kreines Films, 5330 Kennedy Ave. Millbrook AL 36054. 205-285-6179.
Cinema Products GSMO, 16mm reflex, Mg 15150 zoom, butts, chargers, 2mags, handgrip &
shoulder pod. Zero case excel cond w/manual, $4995. R Sumner, CAVU Corp, 3322 Applegate Ct, Annandale VA 22003 703-560023a

Want to Buy
Arritlex, Boles, CP, Eclair & Mitchell cameras.
lenses & access; film sound equip, asp Stellavox rcrdrs & access; old film magazines, literature, etc; SMPTE Journals; old copies ACS &
others like The Filmmaker. HBiller, 108 Hamilton Ave, Silver Spring MD 20901. 301-565-2798.
Mitchell 16/35mm, other pro 16/35mm incl Arri, Aaton. CP: optical prntrs asp Research
Products 1000, 1001, Acme. Oxberry; cine lab
equip incl sensitometers; sm to med 16 or
16/35mm processing machines: optical rucks:
Steenbecks; gd cine optics. Zeiss, Ultra-T. Angenieux. Cooke; Zeiss 9.5mm Distagon.
reasonable, fair cond: will consider any film
equip. JKreines, DeMott/Kreines Films. 5330
Kennedy Ave, Millbrook AL 36054. 205-2856179.
Javelin sm night vision device, or equiv. prefer
2nd generation C-mount, anything considered.
JKreines, DeMott/Kreines Films, 5330 Kennedy Ave, Millbrook AL 36054 205-285-6179.

RECEIVERS &
TRANSCEIVERS
Want to Sell
High quality micro-miniature 67 kHz SCA
decoder. about 1" square, prewired and ready
to install, $15. DJackway, Background Music
Eng, 5742 Fairoak, Springfield MO 65810. 417881-1846

RDG FR-10 flanger, rack mount, works OK:
TWR DIML-865 twr-top mounted med/lw intensity strobe light system (2), w/190' cable, dual
lighting controller, et used couple moths, in dry
storage. CFreinwald, KBSG, Seattle. 206-3439700.

Drake ESR2240 satellite rcvr, tunable over 24
chnls, wisubcarrier audio, adjustable AN outputs. meter tuning, $500; Arunta SSP-312 satellite audio, stereo processor, $203; CA Amplifier CFK-100 dual hybnd feedhorn w/polarctor.
Gardner C Band LNB, Norsat Ku Band LNB,
$250. JBrown, CAV Corp. POB 3471. Charlottesville VA 22903 804-979-0402.

Potomac FIM21 AM FS meter, excel cond.
Kevin/Corey, 512-345-9300.

Fairchild Dart-384 die audio roft,Satcorn 1-R
cards, $5000. WKTT, 414-693-310a
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The following distributors serving the broadcast industry would be glad to help you with any of your requirements

SPENCER

...

Puerto

Broadcast & Communications

Ye

01

'

Rico,

Radio Specialists
Now in our 12th year

tops

in

Ste

(414) 242-6000
ilember AFCCE

(803) 785-4445

Huntsville Antenna
Engineering

MULLANEY

INC.

Las Vegas, Nevada 89120

24 Hr: ( 702) 454-2085
FAX: 702-898-8731

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg. MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757

4289 Roanridge

Consulting Radio Engineer

ENGINEERING.

•Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation. And Upgrades
AM FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDSATFS/OFS)
*Environmental Radiation Analysis
*Field Work
*Expert Testimony

Experienced & Affordable

Kenneth Casey

32634

Consulting Engineers

FCC Applications • Design

OWL ENGINEERING, Inc.

Broadcast Consultant
1600 Picturesque Drive
Cedar Falls IA 50613
319-266-8402

1306 W. County Road. F,
St. Paul, MN 55112
(612)631-1338 exerne•r AFCCE

T.Z. Sawyer
Technical Consultants

CONIREX 3XP/3XR
3- line frequency extender package
w/Shure SM-7 studio mies.
Dwight Weller
WELLER AUDIO-VISUAL
ENGINEERING
Baltimore. Maryland

YOUR NUMBER ONE SOURCE!

•Real World Propaganon" Studies
•On- Line Services
•3Second Terrain Data on CD-ROM
•FCC's AM. FM & TV Databases

MIRKWOOD
ENGINEERING

Communications

Richard L. 4t Richard P. Bibs'.
Principals

Data Services, Inc.

6105-E ArIngtor, B:s.i • Falls Church VA 22,4-1 •

cp

,, ,.' c

441-,' ,•34

Two Skyline Place
5203 Leesburg Pike • 800
Falls Church VA 22041
703-824-5660
800-523-3117
MernOer AFCCE

6204 Highland Drive
Chevy Chase. MD 20815-6610
Telefax 301-913-5799

. . . NOTHING

SPECIALIZING IN ERECTION.
REPAIRING. PAINTING
AND MAINTENANCE
RADIO. TWO-WAY, TV. TOWERS
AND FLAG POLES

Lic. No. 357096

Installation & Maintenance of
Broadcast & Communications
Towers & Antennas

A

STEEPLEJACK CO.

PAINTING AND STEEPLEJACK
CONTRACTORS

Donald J. Tenns

FULLY INSURED FOR YOUR PROTECTION

P.O. Box 193 Fountainville, PA 18923
Phone 215-249-1977

Our 1990 POPULATION COUNT for tic program utilizes the most
recently published census data required for FCC filings for the next
decade Call today for more information. We also offer

Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

AM Directional Antenna Prom ,
AM-FM-TV-LPTV
FCC Applications & Exhibit ,
Station Inspections

PHASETEK INC.

1990 POPULATION COUNT for PC

Moffet,
Larson &
Johnson, Inc.

Wthout Advertising
aTerrible Thing Happens...

1-800-255-AMDA

PHASETEK INC.
GENTNER EFT-3000

CTREX COMPANY

• FCC Applications and Field
Engineering
• Frequency Searches and
Coordination
• AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

MSDOS
EGA Graphics- Color
Broadcast Technical
Consulting

• High Quality RF Components
• Custom Antenna Tuning Units
• Custom Directional Feeder Systems
• Field Installation Services
• Replacement Parts for CSP Inc, and
Vector Technology Inc. Components and Systems
• Limited Supply of Vil FM Transmitters and Accessories

nnt revi, ve eieri ran', the

e

Miami FL 33179

Doug Vernier

P.O. Boa 1010
Fairfield. FL

Member IEEE

FM CHANNEL SEARCH

305-654-1386

18620 N.E. 2nd Ave.

Consulting Communicailons
Engineers
• FCC Data Bases

FM Database pool

(904) 591-3005

• Installation • Field Service

205-353-6747

SOFTWARE

Experienced. Economical & Fast

RADIO SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING

There is hope for AM radio!
AM station unipole antennas with
circular polarization & beam tilt.
Broadband your present
AM tower Series R shunt fed.

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(619) 438-4420

Turnkey systems - Field service

President

305-651-5752
FAX:

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

Kathleen

800-HOT-AMFM
(800-468-2636)

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

equipment

Barry MagriII

Toll free:

FROM STOCK

FCC Applications - Upgrades
Pre -purchase evaluations
Station planning & Design

200F

CALL US FOR ALL

YOUR NEW BROADCAST
EQUIPMENT NEEDS

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

Radio Engineering Consultants

1036 William Hilton Pkwy
Hilton Head Is., SC 29928

for

THE SOURCE

FROM STOCK

=ENGINEERING

CONSULTANTS

Thiensville, WI 53092

broadcast

ask

BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

216 N. Green Bay Rd.

Islands,

Forty- Eight ...

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.

Broadcast Engineering Software

Virgin

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

1-800-955-6800

CALL 602-242-2211
FAX 843-2860

FCC Applications. Design
& Field Engineering

Hawaii,

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS

Where Service is #1

Consulung Communications Eng neers

Alaska,

RADIO! The beat goes on!

AUDIO—THRU—RF

EVANS ASSOCIATES

Canada,

(916) 362-6846

Eastern Tower Erector
"We climb anywhere% anytime!"

Rural & Remote Site
Field Engineering

P.O. Box 007
Sharptown
Maryland 21861

50 Park Ave.
Claremont, NH 03743

Erection
Maintenance

603/542-6784

(916) 638-8833

9723 Folsom Blvd. Suite A
Sacramento, CA. U.S.A. 95827

1-800-832-2366 or 1-301-883-2030

FAX: (
916) 638-8858

DON HIGHLEY
713-462-6105

Tower Sales & Erection
.1:Ine:,.y ,' It, . ,,ve tip, ,
Installation & Mairienrince
.._..•

.l' 1
''
.

AM/FM Broadccst, TV,
Microwave Systems
Antennas & Towers

..

TO
OMM
CommuncaDons Speaabsts

Ben Wall
President
ir 11

bUI7 iharrjle
Fialeign. NC 27613
.
919)781-3496
C.5491
I
-4x 919)7M-6454

Contact Radio World Newspaper for availabilities.
P.O. Box 1214 • Falls Church VA • 22041

1-800-336-3045

3722 ROMA
HOUSTON. TEXAS 77080

Don't
gamble
with your
advertising dollars.
Advertise in Radio World
and reach 18,000+
subscribers. Call
1-800-336-3045 today!

VISA
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RECEIVERS ... WTS
Motorola Pagecom & Director pagers (18),
on 154.25 MHz. wl(3) spares, parts, chargers,
reeds. & batteries. xmtr & pager manual incl,
$400; Yaesu FTT-4 touch tone pads for hand.
held FT-23, FT-73, FTH2005, FTH7005,
FTH2008, FTH7008, $10 ea. PRussell, Bowdon Coll, Sills Hall, Brunswick ME 04011. 207725-3066.

AM STEREO RECEIVERS

Portable, Homo/Studio, Auto

RRADCO GROUP
708-513-1386

Marti AR-10 receiver (4); (3) 2-way radio a
161.64 w/base. TNoordyk, 616-924-4700.

Convex LXT & LX-Rtelephone freq extender,
transmit & receive units, excel cond. $200
ea/BO. DGander, KDUZ/KKJR. Box 10, Hutchinson MN 55350. 612-587-2140.
Telos 10 10-line phone system, used 6mnths,
$1100. BLord. Lord Brdcstg. 13313 SE 208th St.
Kent WA 98042. 206-631-2374.
MCI FICR/RCT-9 9-chnl remote w/digital read out
&relay interface, SIL subtwire, wOniS grt, $1203;
Moseley ISID-coupter, 450-470 MHz, $200. DTabor, WLCK-WVLE, Box 158. Scottsville KY
42124. 502-237-3148.
TFT 7601 digital remote w/SCA gen for control
via STIAtnre line (any voice-grade chnl from 3D)
Hz-3kHz). w/manual, BO. DDonovan, KCGR
FM, 1620 American Bank, Corpus Christi TX
76226. 512-888-8555.

COMREX
RENTALS

Yaesu FRG7700 comm rcvr. 10 kHz-30 MHz,
w/o memory freq, digital readout, AM/FM/SSS,
mint cond. $350; Kenwood R1000 comm roe
10 kHz-30 MHz. digital readout, mint cond, $300.
EDavison, 135 NIllinois, Springfield IL 62702.
217-787-0800.

Moseley TRC 15AW remote control system, gd
cond. $500. GGilbert, CSRG. POS 50539. Denton TX 76206 817-380-0229.

Sony SRF-A100 AM stereo radio. Ralph, 55 KUSA. St Louis MO. 314-997-5594.

REMOTE &
MICROWAVE EQUIP
Want

to Sell

Gates RDC 10 studio only remote, used, $150:
Marti HRC-8A 950 combiner, excel cond. $100:
Marti SCHR8H SIL subcarrier rcvr, excel cond,
$225: (2) Moseley TRW-15 wire remote, gd cond,
$500. BWilliamson, WWWKANELV, Ellenville,
NY. 914-858-2941.
MA-COM MA12XC 12 GHz portable/fixed microwave system, whxmtr, receiver & portable horn
antennas, $800. NBorenstein, 5406 Hayes St,
Hollywood FL 33021. 305-961-7747,
Moseley TRC-15AR 15-chnl remote control. 110
kHz/67 kHz w/spare board, gd cond, must sell,
$450/130. JRamsey. WWUH, Univ of Hartford,
W Hartford CT 06117. 203-243-4701
Mark P-972 6' parabolis grid for 944-952 MHz
SIL. (2) avail 10/91, BO+shipping. D Kelley.
KISZ-FM, POB 740, Cortez CO 81321. 303-5651212
Micro Controls RCR-9/RCT-9 9-chnl remote
control. 6yrs old, gd cond, $1500. R Swan,
WROYNVRUL, POS 400, Corm IL 62821.
Wegener 1602 & 1601 mainframes w/these
cards: 1621, 1645, 1646, 1606-21, 1683-08 &
1605-12. used for SMN; also, TFT 7610 xmtr remote w/relay panel, needs some work. J
Galanses, WAVI, P013 25016 st cox VI 00824.
809-773-3691

Marti SIL 8stereo SIL system. reasonable. J
Ingram. WBLE. Hwy 6W, Batesville MS 38606.
601-563-4664.
Moseley PCL 50e, Mart or TFT 950 MHz SIL
equip for export, priced right. KAustin. Austin
Brdcst, 1101 Hwy 81 N. Marlow OK 73055. 405658-3330.

Want to Sell

Motorola Moxy 25 W SS under-dash mobile radio (3), on 161.640 MHz, w/base station mic &
pwr supply, base station vertically polarized antenna w/6 dB omnidirectional gain & adjustable radiation pattern, much more, $1003/130. B
Williams, KPSM. 2009 W Gary. Broken Arrow
OK 74012. 918-455-9522.

to Buy

to Buy

Moseley SIL system for FM. TNoordyk, 616924-4700.

Call Steve for details

Silver Lake Audio
(516) 623-6114

Want

Want

Marti tube-type xmtrs, freq. 151.67, gd working
order. CWebster, INCLD, 1101 SDavis. Cleveland MS 38732. 601-843-4091

SATELLITE EQUIPMENT

1, 2 and 3- Line Systems

Wacom WP-641 VHF duplexer, on 154 & 155
MHz, will tune to 150-156 easily, like new, $350.
PRussell, Bowdoin College, Sills Hall, Brunswick ME 04011.

Technics 379030 FM tuner JRamsey. WWUH.
Um ,
/
of Hartford. W Hartford CT 06117. 203-2434703.

Symetrix TI-101 phone interface (2), new condition, original boxes, $600/both. Charles Notley, 703-777-9451.

Marti RMC-2AX 25-chnl. gd cond, manuals,
5500/BO/trade. DWilley, Life Brdcstng, POS 96
John Day OR 97845. 503-575-1840.
Microbak 6444 3-chnl stereo audio mixer wills,
needs tone arms, S1000/130. Don. KCKN-KBCO.
POS 670, Roswell NM 88202. 505-622-6450.
Moseley PBR-30 30-chnl wireline remote,
wrkng when removed. $60080. RBrace, WGY
AM/FM. POS 1410, Schenectady NY 12301. 518381-4800.
Telephone equip: AX 1090 & 109H repeat
coils, 4primary & secondary terminals. 600#500
ohm, use bridged/terminated, $10 ea; Wescom
2/4 wire balanced hybrids, gd null features.
make grt talk show phone syst, $50 ea RWeaver. WHEVAM. Creech Rd. Garner NC 27529.
919-552-9357.
Moseley 600 system, excel cond, rcvr recently tuned by mfr, $3600. GFaltusWZMX, 100 Executive Dr, Farmington CT 06032. 203-677-6700.
Hallikanian PCC180 processing control computer, permits automatic logging operating
w/Moseley TRC-15 remote system, wrkd grt
when removed in '89. CFrormaki, KBSG. Seattle. 206-343-9700.
Gates ROC-10 remote. plus 1for parts. $100: (2)
Comrex telephone coupler with 1/4" line out
jack, $50 ea. BWilliams, KPSM, 2009 W Gary,
Broken Arrow OK 74012. 918-455-9522.
Hallikainen DRC-190, brand new deluxe R/C
IN/computer, printer, CRT. all manuals, $1200;
Moseley TRC-15 studio & xmtr units whanuals.
set-up for Teko, wrk grt, $400. J Salov.
SHGRM/UPS, 517-740-1165.
Moseley MRC1600 remote w/16 chnl control/telemetry/status, gd cond. BO. PDelaney.
WOSX. Box 921. Marshfield WI 54497. 507-8952065.
TFT 7601 systems: (
2) 7601-C & (2) 7601-R.
both complete, excel cond, vry dn. $1600/BO.
CJennings. WOLA. Box 1530. LaFollette TN
37766. 615-566-1000.
Moseley TRC-15 remote control system. 12 yrs
old. wrkng fine, gd cond, $750. MOdes, WC13C,
Box 1290, Cumberland MD 21502.

Scientific Atlanta DAT-32 receiver. 15 kHz stereo audio card for use Wall major networks, like
new cond, $1000/B0. Chip, KCPS. P013 946,
Burlington IA 52601. 319-754-6693.

Satellite
Systems

Spare Cards
Satcue 400's
We support
most formats.
We Need Inventory!

*WE SAVE YOU
THOUSANDS
ON A NEW UNIT!
*30 DAY

1 kW FM

1978 Collins 831C2

3 kW FM

1978 CCA 2500R
1971 CCA 300006

10 kW FM

1990 BE FM1OB w/FX-50

10 kW FM

1972 Collins 830F1

10 kW FM

1975 RCA BTF 10E61

20 kW FM

1973 RCA BTF 20E1

30 kW FM

1990 BE FM30 w/
factory warranty

30 kW FM

1981 BE FM30

1 kW AM

1986 Continental 314R1

1 kW AM

1974 Harris BC1H1

2.5 kW AM

1973 Harris BC5HA

5 kW AM

1976 McMartin BASK

5 kW AM

1972 CCA AM5000D

5 kW AM

1977 RCA BTA 5L

10 kW AM

1972 Harris BC1OH

10 kW AM

1972 RCA BTA 10U

AM

Fairchild Dart 384 receiver w/down converter.
MRollings, Rollings Comm, POB 882, St Louis
MO 63006. 314-726-9595.
Satcom 1-R 7325 7.5 kHz decoder, will trade
Satcom 1-R 7325 digital processing unit, 15.0
kHz, dual audio decoder, never used. JSwartz,
WCSM AM/FM, Meyer & Schunk Rds, Celina
OH 45822. 419-586-5133.
Varian or MCI per supply for Klystron TV uplink. need 8200 Vat 1amp. 3phase reg: also.
5meter TV uplink dish antenna, C-band, folding on trailer OK. UGeorge, Ugly George Satellite TV 314 W 52 St, NY NY 10015 212-9690240.
Scientific Atlanta Unistar AM-only format receiver. C Tarkenton, WCOH/WMKJ, 154
Boone Dr. Newnan GA 30263. 404-253-4636.
Scientific Atlanta 6600 satellite receiver. J
Wagner, WMBI AM-FM, 820 N LaSalle Dr
Chicago IL 60610. 312-329-4279.

Radio/TV combo: old dependable AM & new
LPTV in gd market in ENC, nice buildings
& acreage. new twr & new TV studios,
$450,000 w/$100,000 down, owner financing.
919-965-5328 after 7PM.
Want

Want

to Sell

Wire service capture and news editor. Save
on paper! Computer and software: lease $60
month, purchase $1.495. Software only. $495.
Info: FAX 605-892-2669.

AM/FM/combos wanted to take over who
down. owner financing. LHaber, P013 136,
Woburn MA 01801. 617-246-5634.
FM CPs wanted in sm, med, Irg markets, college/resort preferred, will consider
dark/bankruptcy. E Polleek, 1st Brdcstng,
P013 691, Wilmette IL 60091. 312-263-6868.

to Sell

Non DA daytime, DA night, 50 kW, lw dial
pos. clear chnl, unlimited time. AM in capital
city: also, 3kW FM, can upgrade to 6/25/50
kW: owner financing. Glenn. 501-470-1525 after 5PM.
Complete Broadcast facility set up for Talk.
News. & music. All late high quality equip.
14' x30'. 2axle mobile studio, less than 5yrs
old. Ideal for export (mono) or for new use in
any market. 503-774-0459.

Pepper-Tanner & TM Prod library records
(200?), variety avail. PWells, KJOY San Diego, 619-238-1037. FAX: 619.238-6157.
Adult contemporaiy library w/2200 songs on
CD & cart. incl 93 Goldiscs & 230 misc CDs,
add .'170 songs dubbed on Scotchcart Ils.
$6500; country library w/1500 songs on 66 CD
Goldiscs & 500 ode Scotchcart Ils. $5000:
(380)3.5 min Scotchcart Ils w/country songs,
$2 ea; all used 6mnths. BLord, Lord Brdcstg,
13313 SE 208th St, Kent WA 98042. 206-6312374.
Audiopak AA4 (
1000), 25-55 min carts, loaded w/new tape, $4ea lots of 100, $3250/all,
incl shipping. S Cassidy, Radio Program
Services, Box 472, Manitou CO 80829. 719661-1744.

A8ÉD
Cartridge Rebuilding
Service
We clean. load & pack. Serviced within
10 work days! Work guaranteed!

Want to Sell

3706 Vold CI.. Eau Claire, WI 54701
(715) 835-7347

AEL 2213, gd cond, no manual.
S100/BO/trade. DWilley, Life Brdcstng, POS
96, John Day OR 97845. 503-575-1840.
McMartin SCA gen on 67 kHz, like new,
$750/BO. BWilliams, KPSM, 2009 W Gary,
Broken Arrow OK 74012. 918-455-9522.

Optimod 8000A, will pay cash, leave message at 703-276-0125.

1000KW AM Station in Eastern Ohio. will
serve Ohio. Penn. WVA markets (overlaps
Wheeling, WVA, only 35 miles west of Pitts
PA). R. Dawkins, ROB 970, Steubenville OH
43952. 614-264-2566 or 614-282-1046.

to Sell

STEREO GENERATORS

Want to Buy

STATIONS
Want

to Buy

10 yr+ broadcaster seeking to take over FM
station in KY. OH, WV, looking for no money
down/debt assumption, any pwr OK. Mike,
Star-Comm, 8078 Lyon Circle #103. Manassas VA 22110. 703-368-2955.

Want

Dynamax, Gold Master, & Red Master carts
(135), 100s.55s, some Reds unused rebuilts,
$250 as-is/$325 cleaned, bulked & splicefound. M Friend, WTJU Radio, Box 711 Newcomb Hall St, Charlottesville VA 22901. 804924-0885.

SWITCHERS (VIDEO)
Want to Sell
American Data Corp 553 wlonboard digital
spec effects gen wi(9) effects, colorizer, (7) inputs w/TBC ports. excel cond. $350. Pinetucket Rcrdng. 747 Wire Rd, Auburn AL 36830.
205-826-0390.
JVC KM-2000 w/special effect gen, almost
new. 8video inputs on A/B/C buss, use w/1/2
or 3/4". genlock. $2400. Jaye. Nimbus Prod.
POS 5903. Takoma MD 20912. 301-507-3358.

Fidellpac 300 carts, various lengths, some
vgc, SI ea. BDavis, BDMZ Prod, 408 N 11
St, St Joe MO 64501. 816-279-6851.
CAN d Gospel albums (
3000 ea), ' 60-51,
some never used, special price if buy all of
1category. ATerry, WODY, POB 545, Basset
VA 24055. 703-629-2509.
Scotch 176 (
34), 1/4" x2500', used once.
$125/B0. D Pulwers, 703-751-9346.
Plastic tape reels, 1/4", all regular hub, excel cond, incl: (49) 105", (106) 5" fat hub, (66)
5" sm hub, (8) 4, (64) 3". $85/all postpaid.
DEmberton. Clarence Brown Theatre, 1714
Andy Holt Ave, Knoxville TN 37996. 615-9743256.
Reels w/NAB hubs, 10, many avail, come
wlbox, $1ea & you ship. JHarper KOMC-FM,
Box 44, Brinkley AR 72021. 501-734-1570.
Scotchcarts (
500) & (60) Scotchcart II, 3.555 min. vgc. little use, all/part, S1 ea. RYoung.
KSNI. Santa Maria CA. 805-925-2582.
7" reels (125), 1mil tape. played once, in boxSoundes. you ship, $300/all. ALoPresti, A1L 56
So u
3nd
15 :
wave,
Carter Rd, Geneva NY 144
789-4019.
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Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for all broadcast and prosound end users. Simply send your listings to us, following the example below. Please indicate in which
category you would like your listing to appear. Mail your listings to the address below. Thank you.
Please print and include all information:

Contact Name:
Title
Company/StationDate
Address:
City
State
Phone Number .

Signature
Zip

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and 0ther organizations who are not legitimate end
users can participate in the Broadcast
Equipment Exchange on a paid basis.
Line ad listings & display advertising are
available on aper word or per inch basis,
Call 1-800-336-3045 for details.

WTS: 1

I
would like to receive or continue receiving Radio
World FREE each month. 11 YES __ NO

Please circle only one entry for each category:
I. lype of Firm
D Combination AM/FM station F. Recording studio
A. Commercial AM station
G. TV stationiteleprod
facility
B. Commercial FM station
H. Consultant/ind engineer
C. Educational FM station
I. Mfg, distributor or dealer
E. Network/group owner
J. Other
II. Job Function
A. Ownership
D. Programming/production
B. General management
E. News operations
C. Engineering
F. Other

WTB: 1 Category:

Make:

Model #:

Brief Description:

1982 CCA 2500

5 kW AM

50 kW

Want to Buy

FT C&W station, to 1850 W, new automation,
in VA, on air since ' 60, owner anxious to retire, financing avail after Sm down payment.
ATerry, WODY, POS 545, Basset VA 24055.
703-629-2509.

TAPES/CARTS & REELS

Equipment Listings

(719) 634-6319 MDT
(719) 635-8151 Fax

For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.

2.5 kW FM

Scientific Atlanta satellite rod system wNoice
Cue, Data. SEDAT & 15/75 kHz DAT cards installed, used by NBC Talknet/ABC/CBS sports
affilliate w/switchable crystals. $5500. JZecherle.
WKTS, 414-457.5561.

AM, 1kW, 1480 kHz. w/PSSA, covers city
plus gd equip, gd terms, $139,000. BLudwig,
KRRV, 4211 N Elizabeth,Pueblo CO 81008
719-542-2121.

GUARANTEE!
*CASH FOR
YOUR USED
RECEIVER!

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
and Also New Equipment

1976 Harris FM1H3

Scientic Atlanta 7300/7325 wideband BPSC
rcvr & digital processing und, (2)15 kHz decanter cards, 75 kHz card, excel cond, $4500.
Tom/Harry, KTMC, POB ma McAlester OK
74502. 918-426-5300.

SOFTWARE

We Buy & Sell
Used Satellite
Receivers:
Wegener, Adcom
Fairchild DART
Scientific Atlanta
Microdyne & Others

TRANSCOM CORP.

1 kW FM

October 9, 1991

1977 CCA AM50000D

Price:

WTS: 7

WTB: 1 Category:

Make:

Model #.

Brief Description'

201 Old York Rd. • York Plaza Ste 207
Jenkintown PA 19046
800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738

Price:

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
PO Box 1214 •

Circle

87 on Reader Service Card

Falls Church VA • 22041 • 703-998-7600 • FAX: 703-998-2966

EE

October 9, 1991

MARATHON PRODUCTS COMPANY
Audio Cartridge Rebuilding Division
Rebuilding/reloading, like new, all brands, any length up
to & including 3.5 minutes,
$1.75 ea. FOB our plant, 48 hrs delivery.
New NAB Marathon cartridges prices on request.
.35 Years pviessional t'.1perIt'llCe!
Lifetime member AES R.D.MYERS Sr.
Manufacturers of Audio Devices, Continous Tape Mag.
69 Sandersdale Rd.,
Charlton, MA 01507

Reader Service Card

TAPES ... WTS
Grey & Blue carts (
500), various lengths,
$1 ea. T Noordyk, 616-924-4700.
Plastic reels of audio tape in box, 10", 100s
avail, recorded only once, some old/new,
$1.50/reel. BWilliams, KPSM, 2009 W Gary,
Broken Arrow OK 74012. 918-455-9522.
Want to Buy
American Top 40 shows w/Casey Kasem,
4-record set or 3-piece set, no finders fees,
must be gd cond, will pay $25. B Davis,
BDMZ Prod, 408 N 11 St, St Joe MO 64501.
816-279-6851.
Old 45/7" station collections, promo/otherwise. S Groff, Yesterday & Today
Records, 1327 Rockville Pike, Rockville MD
20852. 301-279-7007.

TAX

DEDUCT

EQUIP

AM xmtrs. carrier current/Iw pwr LPB type,
wanted to wire Spanish-speaking neighborhood; also, FM exciter or cable TV FM
modulator for same reason; will pay shipping. B Diefenderfer, Morning Star Ministries, 590 Main St, Slatington PA 18080, 215767-5985.
Youth radio station in public housing seeking donations of radio brdcstng equip, tax
deductible. Frank/Julie, ARHA, Alexandria
VA. 703-549-7115.
Brdcst Training School for Underpriyiledged in need of any AM brdcst equip,
will pay shipping on sm items. F Smith,
615-624-7126.
Portable PA system needed for missionary
work in Ghana; also, need (4) Utility towers,
80-100'. C Riddle, World for Christ Radio,
703-878-4141.
Monte Vista Christian School, would appreciate any donations of used TV broadcast equipment. T Quinn, 408-475-0423.

Eng student desiring donation of old bdct
equip (anything)in repairable cond, will pay
all shipping charges. EE student at Purdue.
CGill, POB 371, Indianapolis IN 46206 317923-2800.

TEST

Sencore FC45 freq counter, range 30 Hz230 MHz, w/Sencore PR47 UH7 prescaler,
extends counter to 600 MHz, $350. LStone,
Semo Eng, 843 Wilcox Rd, Poplar Bluff MO
63901. 314-785-1956.
Telco 88 EBS encoder/decoder, new wlwarrarity, $388. M Jones, WIVK, 6711 Kingston
Pk, Knoxville TN 37939. 615-588-6511.
B&B AM2B phasescope, checks headroom,
used 6mnths. $900. BLord, Lord Brdcstg,
13313 SE 208th St, Kent WA 98042. 206631-2374.

1-508-248-3157 or 1-508-853-0988
Circle 74 On

Leader LPM880 RF wattmeter, 3 scales:
0-5 W. 0-20 W & 0-120 W, new, $150; several audio xformers: Triad, Ampex, Hycor, VTC,
WE, $150 ea. S Lawson, KAK Prod, 928
Hyland Dr, Santa Rosa CA 95404. 707-5284055.

EQUIPMENT

Want to Sell
B&W 210 tone oscillator, gd cond, $75; B&W
410 distortion analyzer, gd cond. $100; Gates
M3625 gain set, vgc, $100; Heath 1G-72
audio gen, gd cond, $30; Heath V7A VTVM,
gd cond, $25; Leader 30600 storage oscilloscope, new, $3000; many more, call for
details. BWilliamson, WWWK/WELV, Ellenville, NY. 914-858-2941.
B&K 1250 NTSC gen: B&K 1035 wow &
flutter meter: B&K 1045 telephone product
tester; B&K 530 lab semi-conductor tester;
B&K TP-28 temperature probe: HP 645A
test oscillator; Leader LDM-170 distortion meter/ACVTVM; Tektronix RM-529 waveform
analyzer; call for price & compl details. E
Wilkie, 602-547-0227.
Fluke 4085 412B high Vpwr supply. 2kVs
DC max. rack mount; Boonton Elec 93A,
true RMS voltmeter, portable; HP 5201L scaleritimer, rack mount; Princeton Applied Research 120 lock in amp; Radio Freq Labs
459A crystal impedance meter; all gd cond;
BO/trade motion picture equip. H Biller, 108
Hamilton Ave, Silver Spring MD 20901. 301565-2798.

Tech Materials Corp 5 kW dummy load,
convection cooled, 50 ohms, up to 30 MHz,
in 6'x4'x2.5' ventilated weather-proof fiber
glass cabinet, new, $1000/80; ITT 17" oscilloscope w/manuals. fair cond, $500#B0.
R Meyer, Benchmark Comm, 4700 SW 75
Ave, Miami FL 33155. 305-264-5963.
Leader LFR-5600 audio response test unit
w/recorder, $1500. C Bucy, Cisco Sound,
POB 16583, Lubbock TX 79490. 806-7921662.
B&W 410 distortion meter; B&W 210 audio
oscillator; Leader Elec LBO-53B oscilloscope; BO ea. RNess, WGEN, 1003 SOakwood Box 67, Geneseo IL 61254. 309-9444633.

Í r RADIO
RESOURCES
We can save you SSS on your
next equipment or supply purchase.
Ask for our current list
of quality pre-owned equipment.
Equipment available to rent
for aday or amonth...
Field strength meters
Audio test system
Impedence bridge
Telephone frequency extender
Spectrum analyzer

Call:

1-800-54- RADIO
1-800-547-2346
Fax: 1-301-783-4635

Tektronix 575 transistor curve tracer, $500.
B Seifried, Eclair Eng, 101 Prospect St,
Northampton MA 01060. 413-584-6767.
General Radio 1932A distortion analyzer,
like new, ease, $1501130; Vu-Data portable oscilloscope, 25 MHz BW. dual trace,
gd cond, $200. SWood, Modern Syst Res,
12648 La Crosta Cf, Los Altos CA 84022.
415-941-8000.

Bird 6154 dummy load/wattmeter, 150 W,
25-1000 MHz, excel cond w/manual, $335;
Bird 43/4275-100 RF wattmeter/variable sampler, 20-1000 MHz. 1kW, requires element,
excel cond w/manual, $225. R Sumner,
CAVU Corp, 3322 Applegate Cl, Annandale
VA 22003. 703-560-0233.

Radio World

Q :Why do ENERGY-ONIX trans

•••

itters sound better

than other FM transmitters?

A:It is simply because the 'none

you save when you
buy our excellent quality, grou ded grid design
transmitter can be used to pu hase the BEST
SOUNDING audio equipment vailable!
Contact us today fo product information

EnergyOnix

752 Warren St., Hudson, NY 12534 USA
518-828-1690
FAX: 518-828-8476

Circle 91 On Reader Service Card
Tektronix 323 oscilloscope, portaba, SS,
4 MHz single trace, AC/nicad per, 7 lbs.
mint cond, w/manual & probe, $450; Bruel
&Kjaer 2033 high res signal analyzer, FFT
sound & vibration analyzer. 0-20 kHz, 11
baseband ranges, ampl of 40 db, 80 db
& linear, excel cond w/manual, $4995. R
Sumner, CAVU Corp. 3322 Applegate Cf,
Annandale VA 22003. 703-560-0233.
138K 667 SS tube tester, grt shape, $70.
PRussell. Bowdoin College, Sills Hall, Brunswick ME 04011.
Coherent Communications 1/3 octave
analyzer for use wiscope, $50i- shipping. B
Seifried, Eclair Eng. 101 Prospect St, Northampton MA 01060. 413-584-6767.
Gorman Redlich CM antenna phase mon,
2-twr, digital display. C Freinwald. KBSG,
Seattle. 206-343-9700.
HP 334A THD analyzer wlbrdcst options,
mint cond, $1100; Boonton 81A EC AM/FM
mod analyzer, $500; HP 651A 10 MHz test
oscillator. vgc, $125: Tektronix FG504/TM503
40 MHz function gen & 3-hole mainframe,
mint cond, $1400; HP 8708A phase lock
sync for 600 series RF gens, $150; HP 202H
50-216 MHz AM/FM gen, vgc, $200. JFrith,
WLNG, POB 804, Bridgehampton NY 11932.
516-725-4683.
Patchbays (4), 24 single inputs, also patch
cords; Edital splicing block. 1' tape, audiohead alignment tape for Ampex 7.5-15 ips, 1/4"
tape. Mr. Oliver, 212-874-7660.
Potomac FIM-41 field strength meter for AM
station antenna proofs, quality pre-owned
equip from our rental inventory. Call Steve or
Chuck, Rade Resources, 1-800-547-2346.
Potomac FIM-72 field strength meter for UHF.
TV & Hi-band STL measurements, quality preowned equip from our rental inventory. Call
Steve or Chuck, Radio Resources, 1-800-5472346.
Want to Buy

There's never been a
better time to move up
to the FX-50.

Tektronix 1L10, 1L20, 3L10, 3L20 spectrum
analyzer modules, send price & cond to:
Booker Elec, 2120 S Brownell, Joplin MO
64804.

Beat has some show units at sale price. Full
2yr warranty, like new. Exciters, amplifiers,
SM. First come first served only. Call for details. Bext, 619-239-8462.

Wanted

Gates/Harris FM-2.5H3, gd cond, 1975 mdl
wispares. 816-635-5959

112 Nems-Clarke & Potomac
phase monitors in working
order. Reply to: Surplus Equipment Sales, 2Throncliffe Pk Dr,
Unit 28, Toronto, ONT M4H
1H2. 416-421-5631 or FAX 416421-3880.

TRANSMITTERS
Want to Sell
Gates 994-4703-003 & 994-5066-001 motor
drive for older AM xmtr. as is, BO + shipping.
RKerbawy. VVTNJ FM. Box 1127, Beckley WV
25802. 304-877-5592.
Exciters: McMartin B-910 tuned and
calibrated to your frequency, guaranteed:
Mono, stereo, SCA. Goodrich Ent. Inc
11435 Manderson St., Omaha NE 68164.
402-493-1886 FAX: 402-493-6821
Sparta 701A 1kW AM xmtr, tuned to 1190
kHz, vgc, $6000; CSI T-25A1 25 kW AM, 200
hrs, tuned to 1200 kHz, like new, $30,000/trade
for Nautel 10 kW; Collins 20V AM, 1kW, tuned
to 1090 kHz, gd cond, $1000. G Arroyo,
WONO, 2483 John Young Pkwy, Orlando FL
32804 407-293-0000.

FM-TRANSWTERS
Factory nevi not used. Why buy
aused Transmitterwhen you can
own a new FM Transmitter for
aboutthe same cost CalIJIMMIE
JOYNT at 800/279-3326

Freq counter to measure AM & FM freqs, gd
cond & cheap. B Crane, WLIL, POB 340,
Lenoir City TN 37771. 615-986-7536.

Collins filament xformer for 830F xmitter,
part #662-0213-000, new in box, $250. CLeasure, WTBO-WKG0 350 Byrd Ave, Cumberland MD 21502. 301-722-6666,

AM field strength meter. D Van Zandt,
WJLU, 2596 SR 44, New Smyrna FL 32168.
904-427-9000.

RCA 5-H, dismantling, all parts for sale. R
Humphrey, WLTJ, 7Parkway Ctr, Pittsburgh
PA 25220. 412-922-9290.

Bird 8926 5kW dummy load for transmitter
testing, quality pre-owned equip from our rental inventory. Call Steve or Chuck, Radio
Resources, 1-800-547-2346.
Continental 315f1.1 5kW AM xmtr w/1 kW
cutback. 29,000 orig 1-owner hrs, new in ' 81,
tuned to 1090 KC, spare parts & manual, excel clean cond, $18,000 + freight. BMountjoy.
WITM-AM. POB 1240. Elizabeth TN 37644.
615-543-5849.
FM TRANSMITTERS
150
300
1
2
5
10
20

W
W
kW
kW
kW
kW
kW

VersaCount LA- 150
QEI 6757300
Collins 8300-1A
Collins 83101
Wilkenson 5000E
Harris 10K
RCA BTF-20E1

PMA MARKETING,- INC
•Transmottong Savings To You 414- 482-2638

Kahn STR-84 Power Side adapter & mon on
1420 kHz, BO. DDoughty, H&D Brdcst Group,
POB 781, Utica NY 13503. 315-797-1330.
CCA 10-D 10W mono exciter, 99.3 wipwr supply, BO. D Tabor, WLCK-VVVLE. Box 158,
Scottsville KY 42124. 502-237-3148.

OFF AIR?
FM EMERGENCY
TRANSMITTER SERVICE
Same- Day • Major Cities
Next Day by 10 am Everywhere

414-482-2638
Broadcast BTF20E1 FM xmtr, 20 kW output
rating using 208 V3-phase pwr & Broadcast
BFC-120 FM antenna, for sale by sealed bid,
closes 10/28/91, call/write for more info. D
Schroeder, KOSU, Stillwater, OK 74078. 405744-6352.

•

-

MOE
ea.
age

-

JUST $ 3,295 \
\
I
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cl,
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JTRADE IN
)
, 30

Trade in your operating FX- 30 now. and we'll give
you $ 3,000 off the price of a new BEI FX-50 FM Exciter.
Contact your BEI rep or call Kevin Haider at
Broadcast Electronics, 217/224-9600.
Limited time offer. Valid only in the U.S. and Canada.

I=E.
4100 N

BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS INC.

24th ST., P 0. BOX 3606, QUINCY, IL 62305-3606 U.S.A.

41

Heavy Duty Replacement Transformers,
DC Filter chokes and capacitors for AM
& FM transmitters manufactured by:
AEL, CCA, CSI, COLLINS, CONTEL,
CONTINENTAL, BAUER, GATES, GE,
HARRIS, ITA, McMARTIN, RAYTHEON,
RCA, SINGER, SINTRONIX, WILKINSON.
Many other models also available.
FAST Delivery
and FREE
Technical
Support.
-Write For Free List5869 WAYCROSS AVENUE, EL PASO, TEXAS
(915) 751-2300
FAX: ( 915) 751-076P

Circle 128 on Reader Service Card

42

TRANSMITTERS ... WTS
RCA BTF 3A, wrkng when removed, $500.
Karen, KYKA, 509-453-6296.
Collins 831-G 20 kW FM, all new capacitors
in pwr supply, no PCBs, parts to convert to
25 kW, vgc, $25,500. DDayton, Dayton Brdcst,
1907 Lincoln Ave, Mendota IL 61342. 815-5384681.
Collins 820 hybrid exciter & stereo gen, $200.
SKing, KATP-FM, 1-40 W, Amarillo TX 79110.
806-355-9777.

(CAPACITORS
OVERNIGHT
•Power Supply

computer grade up to 450 VDC

•Transmitting- MICA
Sangamo Comell.Dubiller
•Oil Filled
Non.PCB Oval, Rectangular

1-800-323-0460

FAX 1-802-425-3664
Electronics, Inc.}
Charlotte, VT 05445

.Kellner

\%

Circle 6On Reader Service Card
Bird 3128 Wattcher, alarm/RF pwr mon, up
to 10 kW, 450 kHz-2300 MHz, requires line
section, mint cond w/manual, $350. RSumner, CAVU Corp, 3322 Applegate Ct, Annandale VA 22003. 703-560-0233.
Marti xintrs: (
2) 2W, (2) 40 W. TNoordyk,
616-924-4700.
Alcon-Bauer 690-B, programmable, in use,
w/manual, $1200; Harris MS-15 revision D,
programmable, in use, $1200. D Donovan,
KCGR FM, 1620 American Bank, Corpus
Christi TX 76226. 512-888-8555.
Henry 4.5 amp DC filter choke (3), mfr'd by
Peter Dahl Co, new in shipping crate,
$525+ shipping. DDodd, KKTZ, 107 W 9th St,
Mountain Home AZ 72653. 501-425-5100.
CSI 25 kW AM xmtr, tuned to 1200 kHz, like
new, 200 hrs, can be modified for HF, avail
immed, $30,000, you ship. GArroyo, WOEQ,
W Palm Beach. 407-687-9350.

NEW
McMARTIN
BF- 5K
Lowest priced
tube replacements
5500 W FM, broadband grounded grid
output circuit, VSWR protection, excellent efficiency 75-80% automatic recycling & overload status. Fully remote
controlled. FCC approved to 5500
watts.

Goodrich
Enterprises Inc.
11435 Manderson Street
Omaha, NE 68164
402-493-1886
FAX: 402 -493 -6821
Gates BC-1G

1000/250 W AM xmtr, 1010 kHz,
freq determined components on hand for upper 2/3 of band, $2350. SWilson, KZRC, 111
SW 5th Ave #1550, Portland OR 97204, 503226-6731.
Harris TE3 stereo exciter tuned to 103.1,
$1000. Mr Dolgoff, 904-386-5141.
Continental 27.5 kW FM xtmr, ' 87 model, excel cond. Kevin/Corey, 512-345-9300.
BE FM 30 kW xmtr minus driver, BO. 0 Eatmon, Mega Comm, 19 W Hargett St, Raleigh
NC 27601. 919-990-1906.
RCABTE 15A w/extender board. Dale, 503774-0459.

liffe Inc
1:3;)
j
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Radio World
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Gates TE1exciter & stereo gen, $500180;
Collins A-830 exciter & stereo gen, $750/B0.
BWilliams, KPSM, 2009 W Gary, Broken Arrow OK 74012. 918-455-9522.
Bert has some show units at sale price. Full
2yr warranty, like new. Exciters, amplifiers,
STUs. First come first served only. Call for details. Best, 619-239-8462.
Used Transmission Line, many sizes &
lengths, many like new. 816-635-5959.
Plate transformer, 3-phase, 6,000V, 3amps,
15 KVA, $495. Mr. Emerald, 714-964-3912.
Harris FM-35K, 3years, like new. 816-6355959.
TMC GPT-10K, 10 kW, 2-28MHz, complete,
gd cond. $2495. Mr. Emerald, 714-964-3912.

Want to Buy
WE BUY
MOSELEY PCL-303 & 606's
414-482-2638
CCA, Harris, BE, 4-5 kW FM, '
86 or newer.
JDavid, KMPUKSTC, POB 907, Sikestol MO
63801. 314-471-7520.

• New directly programmable FM
composite receivers
• New options for synchronous
boosters and translators
• New FM exciters, transmitters,
amplifiers: 2W to 30kW
•Same old price, quality service and
reliability

Bext, Inc.

739 Fifth Avenue.
San Diego, CA 92101
619-239-8462
Fax 619-2 39 8474

FM exciter, any make/model, must work &
have manual, offering $100+shipping. BElliott, 6709 Ridge Rd 300B, Pt Richey FL
34668. 813-849-3477.
Used 10 Kmitt '
80/later preferred, all makes
considered. BAldeich, WLNG AM/FM, Box
2000, Sag Harbor NY 11963. 516-725-2300.
FM xmtr, 10/20 K, gd wrkng order, remote
control wired, sm budget but will consider
leasable box. Brian, WWNH, 603-742-8575.
McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any model, exciter
or stereo modules. Goodrich Ent., 11435 Manderson, Omaha NE 68164. 402-493-1886.

TUBES

BROADCASTING SYSTEMS
602-582-6550
FAX: 602-582-8229
Kenneth Casey
FM ter, 4kW-5kW, prefer late model in excel cond. TPelowset, Wolverine Radio, POB
1844, Midland MI 48640. 517-631-5583.
Robt AJonesrrepco sngl or dual 10W translator. JStromquist, WNCB, 2828 Piedmont
Ave. Duluth MN 55811. 218-722-3017.

WANTED
AM and FM
Transmitters, all
powers. Finders fee
for locators. DON'T
take the chance of
not being paid, sell
to the oldest
broadcast supply
house in Latin
America.

GUARANTEE
RADIO
SUPPLY CO.
1314 Iturbide

LAREDO, TX 78040
(512) 722-3233
(512) 727-8458 ( fax)
0kW FM, 20-25 kW FM & 10 kW AM, older
OK but must be vgc. B Zellmer, Colorado
Farm Net, Box 2475, Greeley CO 80632. 303330-1342.
Gates 6095 FM exciter, working; Gates 5534
FM exciter, working; Gates 6146 stereo modulator. JRichardson, KX10-FM, POB 37, Clarksville AR 72830. 501-754-2076.
FM xmtr, 25 kW. TNoordyk, 616-924-4700.
Late model FM xmtr, 500 & 1000 W, stereo
gen. RMurphy, 602-855-1051.

Want to Sell
Johnson Capacitor 124-0113-001, several.
new & in box, BO: 8122 driver tubes & (2)
sockets, BO. DTabor, WLCK-WVLE, Box 158.
Scottsville KY 42124. 502-237-3148.

Want to

Vacuum Tube
Industries,Inc.
1-800-528-5014 —
508-584-4500

TUBE REBUILDING

Buy

Fairchild disc rcrding equip, #740 & similar, Presto, Rek-O-Kut, RCA, etc; also, accessories incl amps, limiters, heads, manuals,
needles. KGutzke, 7134 15th Ave S, Minneapolis MN 55423. 612-866-6183.

FACTORY NEW TUBES

Micro-Trak 303 tone arm in wrkng cond. J
Kimple, WMCO, Stormont St, New Concord
OH 43762. 614-826-8376.

SAVE ABOUT 50%
—We buy dud tubes-

3CX1500A7,
3-500Z, 4CV100000C,
4CX 1000A, 4CX 1500B,
4CX10000D, 4CX250B,
4CX300A, 4CX35000C,
4CX350A, 4CX5000A,
4-400A, 4-400C, 572B,
6146B, PL328/TH328,
PL347/TH347 807 813
833A, 833C, and more...
X10000A3,

504-893-1243
FAX 504-892-7323

Ramko ESP38 pickup preamp EQ. want (2).
RMcDonald, Mission Rcrdng, 5231 Horton,
Mission KS 66202. 913-722-2677.

TURNTABLES
TV FILM EQUIP

Want to Sell
ORT rim drive 7, used, $100, call for details.
BWilliamson, WWWINNELV, Ellenville, NY.
914-858-2941.

Annapolis Junction, MD

Technics SL-1200 w/Audio Technica cartridge, like new cond, $250. BWeiss, KLSI,
3101 Broadway 0460, Kansas City MO 64111.
816-753-0933,

RCA/SYIJGE, 32 pieces, also carbon resistors; Canon plugs, 3prog male & female, new;
Lafayette TE22 audio gen; Sencore transistor & diode tester. Mr. Oliver, 212-874-7660.
For the Best Prices
& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes call
402 493 1886 day or night. FAX 402 493 6821.
TELEX 940103 WU PUB TLX BSN
3CX1500A7, 4CX5000A, 6146B. 4CX250B,
4CX3000A & more. We carry large inventory
all major brands. Eimac, Amperes, RCA, etc.
Call Stew 1-800-842-1489.

ECONCO
Quality
Rebuilt Tubes

COHU, color bar gen, sync gen, rack mount,
gd cond, BO. S Wood, Modern Syst Res,
12648 La Crosta Ct, Los Altos CA 84022. 415941-8000.
VIP Hybrid-8SEG, video dup-proc w/hybrid
digital video effects, NB, split screen, wipes,
dissolves, 6spec effects, auto fades, enhance,
more, $395. Davis, MCP, POB 521, Newberry SC 29108. 803-276-0639.
Sony CUM1250 12" color video mon w/UHFVHF tuner. AN 180, excel cond, $300/B0. R
Glenn, WJGR, 1718 Shannoa, Wimauma FL
33598 813-634-1940.
WS Mini Prompter tele prompter, portable, almost new. carrying case. thpod & camera bracket, cable control, pwr supply, built-in light. $1500.
Jaye, Nimbus Prod, POB 5903, Takoma MD
20912. 301-507-3358.
Panasonic 2022 laser video disk recorde uses
5" laser disk, 1side records up to 12000 images, digital read out, excel cond, $3000;
Aquastar Ill bright pro¡ector, 503 lumens, remote,
extended cable. $2800. Jaye, Nimbus Prod,
P06 5903, Takoma MD 20912. 301-507-3358.
Klieg kg studio lights (
100), 2 & 5K, fresnels
&scoops, w/hooks, $150 ea. UGeorge Ugly George Satellite TV, 314 W 52 St, NY NY 10019.
212-969-0240.

Want to Buy
Sony BVE-500 & RM-430 edit controllers. UGeorge, Ugly George Satellite TV, 314 W 52 St, NY
NY 10019. 212-969-0240.

VIDEO TAPE

Rek-O-Kut CVS 12/125, prefer w/16" arm. R
Caldwell, WTVF, 474 Jas Robertson Pkwy,
Nashville TN 37219. 615-244-5000.

800- 624-7626

CALL
1-800-783-2555

JOLIDA INC.

RCA 70-D spare parts & service manual;
Gates CB-11 floor cabinet; RCA BQ2A 76 &
Gates CB11 spare parts & manuals; Gray SP600 tone arms. LScott, POD 1449. Highland
City FL 33836. 813-533-4654 eve.
Fairchild disc rcrding equip, #740 & similar, Grampian/Gotham, Neumann, Presto,
Rek-O-Kut, RCA; also, accessories incl amps,
limiters, heads, manuals, needles; also, disc
cutting equip by same mfrs. KGutzke, 7134
15th Ave S. Minneapolis MN 55423. 612-8666183.

Since 1940

Empire 1000ZEX cartridge, any cond:
Weathers ML1 & ML234; Rek-O-Kut B-12 &
B-12GH w/ white deck plate; Grey 33H; components PBT, Pickering 800; Scott 710; Empire 698; auto-lift add-on device for manual
tonearms, any brand. W Laughlin, 753 Ruth
Ln, Hurst TX 76053, 817-282-9033.
Technics SP10, SH10 ps, w/16" Rek-O-Kut
tone arm & Stanton 500 cart, spare shell, no
base, $450. LBeigel, On Cue Rcrdng, PUB
85032, Iowa CA 90072. 800-726-9813.
Russco Cue Master 7 pair, incl tone arms
&cart, $245/both. Davis, MCP, POB 521. Newberry SC 29108. 803-276-0639.
Technics SL-3200 direct drive manual Ti' (2),
w/arms, $75/130; (2) Russco stereo brdcst
preamp, $150 ea/BU; all for $400; also, (2)
Russco TT w/arms, no cartridges, $40 ea/DD.
BWilliams, KPSM, 2009 W Gary, Broken Arrow OK 74012. 918-455-9522.

Want to Sell
RCA FR35 35mm film proj, variable speed,
gd cond, $7500. JKiss, Multi Video Grp, 50
E42 St, NY NY 10017. 212-986-1577.

Want to Buy
ND Filter Wheel assembly for automatic light
control on telecine film chain, must reference
to video output of film chain for level control
&have optional manual overide. KKnowles,
Knowles Video, POB 12127, Tallahassee FL
32317. 904-878-2298.

VIDEO PROD EQUIP
Want to Sell
Sony BVP507 Beta SP package, incl BVP7
camera. BVV5 recorder, Fujinon 8.5x superwide 5.5-47.5 zoom, (5) batts, case, rain cover, mint, $21,000/B0; also, Sachtler Video 20
II w/legs, case, nice, $3200. J Kreines,
DeMott/Kreines Films, 5330 Kennedy Ave,
Millbrook AL 36054. 205-285-6179.
Panasonic NV8500 VHS editor (2), w/NV500
controller, all cables, covers, vy lw hrs. $3500;
(2) JVC TM-13U color mon, $500. Duane,
Safair Prods, 7984 EBoojum St, Tucson AZ
85730. 602-721-0550.

RECORDERS
Want to Sell
Ampex 7900A 1" video proc recorder, flying
erase, horz lock, high band color, like new,
$1500; Ampex 7800A 1" video prod recorder,
color, vertical lock, gd cond, $500. SWood, Modern Syst Res, 12648 La Crosta Ct, Los Altos CA
84022.415-941-8000.
Sony LDP-1000A indust laser video disk player for CAV & CLV disks, RS232C serial port for
computer interface, w/remote & flight case, excel cond, $500. JKrepol, RNDL, 7Dustin Dr,
Wilmington DE 19703 302-798-4076.
Sony 3/4" U-matic top loaders: VP-1060, VP1200, VP-2000, V62630, VO2800; editing controllers BVE 500, BVE 500A (NB roll); (6) 1/2"
EIAJ recorders & players; Ampex Quad
VR1200B parts inventory; all BO. JKrepol,
RNDL, 7Dustin Dr, Wilmington DE 19703. 302Sony VO5600 3/4" U-matic R/P, excel cond
w/manual, $900. RSumner, CAVU Corp, 3322
Applegate Ct, Annandale VA 22003 703-5600233.
JVC CR-4400-UJ portable 3/4" U-matic, $600;
Sony SLO-340 portable industrial beta wipwr
supply & soft case, lw hrs. $500. DBailey. Rock
Shoppe Prod, 3422 Beech St. Rowlett TX
75088. 214-475-9796.
JVC RM-86U VHS pro editing system, edit controller, edit deck BR-8600U, hi fi stereo video
recorder BR-7700U, cables, lw hrs, $3000. Jaye
Nimbus Prod, POB 5903 Takoma MD 20912.
301-507-3358.
JVC RM86U, CR8250, CP5550 314" edit system, w/(2) JVC TM41 mon, cables & manual, excel cond, $4000. Gene Sive Prod. 619-749-7662.

Approximately 1
2 the
/
Cost of New

Coll for Our Price List

800-532-6626
916-662-7553
FAX 916-666-7760
Circle 8On Reader

Service

Card

Tubes, Transformers, filter capacitors, receiving tubes, $5.00+ up; 500 watt modulation
transformer, $50.00. Madison Electronics, 1800-231-3057,

REBUILT
ELECTRON TUBES

TOP DOLLAR

Partial List: 6623, 23791,
TH I50, 6425F, 5604, 6696,
6697, 5681, 5682, 5671,
7804, 3CX 1
0,000 H3,
3CX20,000H3, 4CX5000A,
4CX35,000C

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER CORP.
5046 Smoral Rd
Syracuse, NY
(31 5) 488-1269
FAX (
315) 488-1365

Technic SP-15 w/EPA-A501H tonearm & solid cherry base/dust cover, excel cond,
$900/30. PBarzizza, KJBR, 603 Madison,
Jonesboro AR 72401, 501-935-5598.

FREELAND
PRODUCTS

Continental for 10 kW TPO, might consider
clean 10 kW Harris in gd cond. D Dayton,
Dayton Brdcst, 1907 Lincoln Ave, Mendota IL
61342. 815-538-4681.

For Your Old
Transmitter, SIL or Exciter !
Call for a quote
We arrange quick
dismantling & removal
PCB's? No Problem Call Us.

Partial List: 6623, 23791,
TH150, 6425F, 5604, 6696,
6697, 5681, 5682, 5671,
7804, 3CX10,000H3,
3CX20,000H3, 4CX5000A,
4CX35,000C

Eimac 8170/4CX5000A. new. $1095 Mr.
Emerald. 714-964-3912.

USED TV
antennas, cable,
rigid line, etc.
one watt to 110 kW
Fair market price paid
BUY — SELL

SP10 MK 2A 7, PS, 16" Rek-O-Kut tone arm,
Stanton carts, for custom mounting, $400; Op
Amp Labs TT preamp for (2) TTs, to + 4dBm,
w/pwr supply, $200. L Beigel, On-CueRcrdng. Call/fax: 800-726-9813.

ELECTRON
TUBES

Rabeo SL-8E straight-Irking tone arm in gd
cond. RMeyer, Benchmark Comm, 4700 SW
75 Ave. Miami FL 33155. 305-264-5963.

TRANSMITTERS,

High performance
at affordable prices.
• New front panel programmable
composite STL's.

Low pwr, 3-10 W. JBenjamin, JC Enterprises,
3923 EThunderbird Box 139, Phoenix AZ
85032. 602-493-5312.

October 9, 1991

Vacuum Tube
Industries,Inc.
1-800-528-5014
508-584-4500

Want to Buy
Telefunken VF14 & AC701, used OK, must
work. JKreines, DeMotUKreines Films, 5330
Kennedy Ave, Millbrook AL36054. 205-2856179.

IMPERIAL TRANSMITTER
NOTICE
Persons who have consigned
items for sale to Imperial
Transmitter Worldwide or
purchased equipment not yet
received, please contact:
Detective Ike Brown
McCook, NE Police Department

308-345-3450

SWheatftone Corporation

The Closer You Get..
W EMEAN I
T— WC really DO provide the quality.
performance. technical support. and innovation we
promise!
Our model A-500 is a thoroughly engineered on- air
console: it delivers the level of performance your clients
now expect. and DAB demands. All components are
selected for long life— gold bus connectors. gold 1,0
connectors. all gold contact switches. gas- filled relays.
triple burned- in integrated circuits, solid state ON OFF
'amps. and precision laminated Lexan control surfaces
for a lasting. wearproof finish. And we back that up
with a 3- year parts and labor warranty. complete with

factory support tro 11 . 1technically competent and
responsive stall.
We've also handled your special requirements as
well with a super family of accessories, including a
choice of three different telephone modules, an
intercom module. an off-line mixer module for your
remote feeds. talent control stations. accessory panels.
failsafe power supplies. and auto cart and CD
sequencing options.
So take a close look: we've bat the quality, we've
got the innovations, arid you've gOt our commitment to
top-notch support.

The Better We Look!
A-5
6720 V.I.P. Parkway. Syracuse. NY. 13211 ( tel 315-455-7740
Cui, lo 48 On R

S
i

iotd

r
x 315-454-810,

SWheotrtone Corporation

The New Wheatstone
Production Air Console

In Fact, a Whole New Console Family...
These consoles give you full multitrack production
capability while at the same time providing familiar
program and audition busing so your production room
can double as a back-up on- air facility. They free up
your primary Air studio for routine calibration and
maintenance sessions. They are a perfect solution for
complex talk or news formats.
Beyond its on- air capability the SP- 4 is a powerful
production console offered in 2. 4 and 8- track formats.
Production crews will love the smooth sounding
equalization, the auxiliary send buses. and. of course.
the full on- air type machine and console logic. There's
also plenty of room for those special functions: like a
phone module that can handle multiple callers, yet

doesn .ttie up your line inputs: an intercom module that
lets you communicate with other Wheatstone consoles
and rackmount locations throughout your facility: plus a
studio control module. line preselectors. tape controllers.
and automatic timers.
And. of course. there's the componentry: all gold
contact switches for the ultimate in reliability, gold bus
connectors. gold I0 connectors. solid state on off lamps.
and triple burned- in ICs. Naturally. each console is also
triple- tested.
The fact is. Wheatstone's got the features. the
componentry. the reliability, the performance and the
reputation you can depend on.
Call us.

SP- 44 4-Track
6720 V.I.P. Parkway. Syracuse. N Y. 13211 (tel 315-455-7740 fax 315-454-8104)
Crcle «45 Or Reccer Ser dice Coro

